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INTRODUCTION 
Tue horse has played an important part in the history of the 

various races to whom the civilization of India is due, and it is 

therefore natural that it should also have played an important part 

in the mythology of those races. The legends of the Hindus 

naturally differ from the legends of the Muslims, but many of the 

old ideas and quaint superstitions of the two great divisions of the 

peoples of India have become mingled. Although, therefore, it is 

often possible to distinguish some superstition as regards the horse 

as definitely Hindu or definitely Muslim, in many cases it may be 

assumed, or even demonstrated, that the belief is of mixed origin. 

No Eastern treatise on the horse would be complete without a 

reference to some of the traditions regarding its origin. The 
present treatise, written by an Indian Muslim, deals with the Indian 

horse chiefly from a Muslim point of view. But, before giving an 

account of Muslim traditions regarding the horse, I am tempted to 

say something gathered from Hindu writings. 

Hrypvu Lecenps.—Hindu mythology relates that when the gods! 

and demons? churned the ocean of milk* to obtain the nectar, the 

first horse, the King of the horses,‘ rose out of the churning together 

with the Moon, the Goddess of Fortune,’ the King of the elephants® 

and certain other acquisitions. To Indra, King of the Gods, was 

awarded the beautiful milk-white long-eared animal. 

In the astronomy of the Hindus, the first of the twenty-seven 

lunar mansions? is called Asvinz, the Sanskrit for mare. The third 

sign of the Zodiac is called the “Sons of the Mare,” the twin 

offspring* of Si#rya, the sun, and a nymph*® named Sanjnd@, who 

metamorphosed herself into a mare. Hindu nymphs, to escape the 

unwelcome attentions of a suitor, not infrequently assume the form 

of animals and seek the protection of the being they prefer, and it 

was presumably for some such reason that Sanjnd became a mare. 

1 Deva. 2 Asura * Supposed to be the Indian Ocean. 
* Uchchraissravas. 5 Lakshmi. 6 Airdvata. 
* Nakshatra. 8 Identified with Castor and Pollux. 
9 Apsara. 

b 
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These twins are named Asvin?-Kumar, or Sons of the Mare: they are 

the physicians of the Gods. 
The sage Sdlihotra’ was the first to discover veterinary science, 

but Nakula, the half-brother of Raja Yudisthira,? was the first to 

compile a book on the subject, and he was one of the twin sons of the 

twins Asvint-Kumar, his mother being Madri, the second wife of the 

impotent king Pandu.*? Nakula lived in the time of the Maha- 

bharata, and must have compiled his work about 1200 B.C.: his 

sayings are much quoted in Hindu writings on the horse. 

Horse OrietnaLLy A Wineep AnimaL.—According to Hindu 
legends, the horse was created a winged* animal, one that could fly 

and run, and no man or God could snare it. Indra wanted horses 

for his chariots, and requested the sage Salihotra to deprive the 

horses of their wings.® Accordingly Salihotra, by his yoga or 

supernatural power, derived by his austerities, accomplished Indra’s 

wish. The horses, now deprived of the ability to visit far-off 

jungles in search of medicinal herbs, approached Salihotra and 

entreated him to write a book on the treatment of their diseases. 

Salihotra consented, and composed the first work on veterinary 

science known to the Hindus. This work was called Sdlihotra after 

him; gradually this Sanskrit word came to mean veterinary science 

in general and also a horse. ‘To-day every regiment of Native 

Cavalry has its Sdlotris. 
Raja Nala of the Mahabharata, who rode from Oudh to the 

Deccan in one night, was also a noted judge of horses and famed 

for his skill in their management. 

Tue Horse-sacririce.—Besides its use in war, the horse was 

important in Hindu eyes as an animal of sacrifice. Descriptions 
of the asvamedha or horse sacrifice are found in the Rigveda, 

1400 B.C. 

1 He spent much time with Indra, and was probably in charge of his 
stables. 

* The Suzerain King of India at the time of the Mahabharata. 
5 The so-called father of Yudhisthir. 
4 Hence one of the Sanskrit names of the horse is pakshi-raja, or “king 

of birds.” 
5 Indian saises, Muslim and Hindu, call the castors or chesnuts 

“wings,” and believe they mark the scars of the old wounds. 
6 The horse for this sacrifice had to be syama-karna or “ black-eared,” 

7.¢., all white with black ears. 
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In the Vedic period, the sacrificial horse was first slain sacri- 

ficially (i.e., by severing the head at one blow), and then divided in 

portions, part being eaten by the attendant priests and part being 

offered as a burnt-offering. In this age the object of the sacrifice 
was to obtain wealth, prosperity, and male offspring. 

The Puranas, written several hundred years after the Vedas, 
describe the asvamedha as a sacrifice of the highest order. Per- 

formed a hundred times, it elevated the sacrificer to the throne of 

Svarga, Indra’s dominion, deposing even the King of the Gods. 

There are many legends describing Indra’s terror at beholding the 

successive performance of the asvamedha by terrestrial Kings, and 

his efforts to frustrate them. 

In the succeeding epic period, #.e., after 1200 B.C., this sacrifice 
was made by kings to demonstrate their claim to supremacy over 

neighbouring chiefs. 

It was then a royal sacrifice, princes alone officiating; every 

office, even that of gate-keeper, was held by a royalty. The sacri- 

ficial horse was liberated and placed under the charge of some noted 

warrior, preferably a brother, certainly a near relative of the sacri- 

ficer, and wandered at will for the space of a year, closely followed 

by the attendant warrior. 

Territory traversed by the horse was proclaimed tributary to 

the sacrificer. A ruler disputing the claim of paramount sove- 

reignty had to capture the horse and prevent it traversing his 

dominions. He had then to meet the warrior in charge of the 

horse in single combat, and, if defeated, the horse was released to 

continue its journey. At the expiration of the year, the horse was 

brought back to the king who had released it, and was sacrificed 
by him with many rites and much ceremony. 

Of the kings who performed the sacrifice once, the most noted 

are Rama of the Solar race, and Yudhisthira, half-brother of 

Nakula, of the Lunar race. 

Castes or tHe Horsz.—By the Hindus, horses are divided into 
the four great castes, Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaishya, and Shudra. 

The horse that buries its muzzle up to the eyes when drinking 

is a Brahman; that which paws the ground while drinking is a 

Kshatriya ; that which sucks in the water is a Vaishya; and that 

which shies at water and backs from it is a Shudra. 

The horse whose sweat has a scent of sandal-wood oil is a 

6 2 
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Brahman ; that whose sweat has the smell of milk is a Kshatriya ; 

that with the smell of fish is a Shudra; and that with the smell of 

ghi is a Vaishya. 

The Brahman horse is brave in battle; the Kshatriya horse, 

even if it breaks down by riding, bears its master to the end of the 

stage ; the Vaishya horse gallops and shies; the Shudra horse is a 

coward in war, throws its master in fight, and flees away, terrified. 

According to some Hindu writers, horses are descended from 

water, fire, air, and the deer, each of these classes corresponding to 

the four castes just enumerated. Raja Sir Sourindro Mohan Tagore, 

in his pamphlet on the Indian horse, tells us, on the authority of a 

Rishi named Parasara, that horses are classed according to the five 

elements, and that under the Ether class come “ those who always 

gallop, who run very fast while in a temper, and who can easily 

jump over moats that are beyond the jumping power of other 

classes of horses.” 

Quauitigs or A coop Horsz.—“ Nakul has said: ‘ A good horse 
should have its ears, its legs, its neck, and its quarters high, and 

the hair of its mane soft and fine; its loins should be well- 

developed; its fore-legs? fine ; the circumference of the hoof con- 

siderable ; the chest broad; the ears small; the palate red;* the 

teeth long, narrow, and white. The head should be 28 fingers’- 

breadth in length; the ears 6; the palate 4; the neck 40; the 

back 27; the loins proportionate to the back; the dock 1 span; 

the yard 1 cubit; the testicles 4 fingers’-breadth; the chest 16; 

the height, from the head to the hoof, 70 fingers’-breadth ; the 
mouth, the head, the fore-legs, and the mane, should all be long ; 

the chest, nostrils, forehead, and hoofs large; and the lips, the 

tongue, the palate, the yard, the dock, the ears, and the testicles 

small. Such a horse is of the best.’ ” 

Another Indian, however, states: ‘ Nakul says that the ears 

should be 6 fingers’-breadth in length; the pasterns 4; the back 27; 

the height* 80 ; the chest 16 in breadth and 27 in length; and the 

? Earth P 
2 Fore-legs like a deer are often considered a sign of pace. Accord- 

ing to some Hindu writers the best horses should travel 2,400 cubits in 
128 twinklings of the eye. 

3 A horse with a black palate is unlucky. 
* Sar o qadd, “the head and stature” ; apparently the height to the 

top of the head. 
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neck long up to 40. So says Nakul, but Hashimi gives the 

following: ‘The height (measured by a line) 100 fingers’-breadth ; 
the length from the head to the tail 160; the girth round the 

stomach 100. To measure the girth, the belly should be encircled 

with a thread, both the ends meeting over the navel. To measure 

the height, give a line to an assistant, and carry it from the 

shoulder to the hoof and so measure. To measure the length, run 

a line, with the aid of an assistant, from the corner of the eye to 

the root of the tail.’” . 

On Wuirrinc.—“ If a horse neigh much, the whip should be 

applied to its head ; if it trip, to the flanks ; if it spin round like a 

compass, to the belly ; and if it plant its fore-feet, and refuse to 

move, the reins should be left slack and the horse should be 

flogged on its quarters. Should it not go straight but shake its 

head, it should be flogged on the neck; and should it then show 

no fear it should be struck between the ears.! 

‘*The rider should sit firm and keep his eyes on the horse’s ears ; 

he should keep his waist firm and should stick to the horse’s back, 

and treat the horse with sympathy and not flog it unnecessarily. 

A man who observes all these points is worthy of being called a 
shah sawar or horseman.” 

Mus.im Trapitions.—As regards Muslim traditions, I cannot do 

better than extract passages from the Fars-Nama of Muhammad 

‘Abd* ’llah, an Urdu work lithographed in Lucknow :— 
‘The horse is the noblest of beasts. God created it for man- 

kind to ride on and made it well-formed and the most beautiful of 

all riding animals. Allah has said: ‘And [he hath given you] 

horses, mules, and asses that ye may ride them, and for your 

ornaments.’ ””* 

“In the Hadis, too, mention is made both of the nobility of 

horses and of the merit that accrues to fighters for the Faith. 

Allah has said: ‘ Make ready, then, against them, what force ye 

can, and squadrons of horse.’ ””® 

1In Rajah Sir Sourindro Mohan Tagore’s pamphlet we learn, 
“The horse should be whipped on the chest when he is frightened, at 
the mouth when he goes the wrong way, on the tail when he is furious, 
and on the knees when he is wanted to move. Whipping at wrong 
places produces many vices in the animal; so great care should be taken 
in whipping with reference to the temper of the animal.” 

2 Qnur,an, xvi, 8. 3 Qur,an, viii, 62. 
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“The Ansdér! (may God be gracious to them) asked the Chosen 

Prophet (the Peace and Blessing of God on him) what action was 

most pleasing to God. In reply the following verse was sent down 

from heaven: ‘ Verily God loves those that fight for Him in lines, 

as though they were a compact wall.’” 

** Allah? has also said: ‘ Horses—good is knotted in their fore- 

locks till the Judgment-Day’ [%.e., as long as they exist], and, 

again: ‘ How excellent is the horse, for its rider is honoured and 

its owner is evidently not in want.’ ” 

“Tt is, too, said that in a religious war, when a Muslim rider 

repeats the Takbir and Tahiil,> his horse repeats them with him in 

his heart, and the merit so obtained is written down on the credit- 

side of the rider in the ‘ Book of his Actions.’ There is a tradi- 

tion, too, that any owner who makes a nose-bag for his horse, will 

have entered by God, in the ‘ Book of his Actions,’ merit equal in 

amount to the measure of barley that the bag contains. Imam 

Abi Hanifah of Kifah (God’s mercy on him) has said: ‘The 

flesh of the horse is unlawful, for it is a most noble animal and a 

cause of victory to Islam in fight; therefore, too, it is preferable to 

avoid selling horses to those foreign nations with whom war may 

arise. Buraq,* the animal sent from heaven for the Prophet’s 
Ascension (mt‘rdj), was a species of horse.” 

Horse Createp or Arr.— According to a Muslim tradition, 

the horse was created from air, as was man from dust. First God 

addressed the South Wind: ‘O South Wind I desire to create 

out of thee a being; so collect thyself.’ The wind did so. Then 
God created out of it a bay horse and said, ‘I have called thee 

Faras [Arabic for horse] and fixed Arabia as thy dwelling place, 

and bestowed on thee the colour of bay, and attached to the hair 

over thy forehead—that which falls over thine eyes—Good- 

Fortune. Thou art the chief over animals. Where thou goest, 

there man will follow thee. In pursuit or in flight alike, thou wilt 

Ansar, “ Helpers,” are those of Medinah that helped the Prophet 
after his Flight. 

* These are sayings of Muhammad. 
3 Takbir, “God is Great.” Tahlil, “‘ There is no God but God.” 
*In pictures, Buraq is represented as a winged animal with a 

woman’s face. 

5 Perhaps this tradition accounts for the objection many saises, 
Muslim and Hindu, have to cutting off the forelock of polo-ponies. 
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excel; for without wings thou wilt fly. Great persons will adorn 
thy back, and by thy means wealth will be obtained.’ Then the 

hand of Fate affixed the seal of Good-Fortune, ¢.e., a white spot on 

the horse’s forehead.” 
First Man 10 BesteipE A Horse—So.omon’s Horses.—‘‘ The 

first man to bestride a horse was the Prophet Isma‘il son of 
Abraham (peace on both of them). God gave him permission to 

summon the horses to him. He chose the best and most high- 

spirited and tamed them. In King Solomon’s time only one of 

these horses remained, known by the title Zad*-’r-Rakb or the 

‘Provision of the Travellers,’ and from this one stallion are 

descended all Arab horse-flesh1 The Arabs in their conquests 

introduced their horses elsewhere. All the horses of the world are 

off-shoots of the Arab breed ; they have changed their appearance 

owing to change of climate, soil and food. Where the soil is rocky, 

horses are bay ; where it is soft and light in colour, they are nuqra,z.” * 

Marxs or Breepine in an Aras.‘ The signs of a well-bred 

Arab horse are thin lips; nostrils with fine edges; nostrils wide 

and open; head long and lean; skin soft; the hair of the mane 

and tail long; the chest broad; the joints clean and without flesh. 

Further, according to the sayings of the ancients, a well-bred horse 

is known by its manners rather than by its shape. A handsome 

horse that is ill-mannered must be reckoned also ill-bred.” 

QUALITIES OF A WELL-BRED Aras.— For breeding purposes, the 

Arabs take pains to select stallions and mares that are fast, 

intelligent, affectionate, and of proved endurance. A well-bred 

Arab will rarely allow itself to be ridden except by its owner. It 

will restrain all its desires while its rider is on its back, refraining 

even from staling. A well-bred horse will not eat the leavings of 

another horse ; it will also evince great delight in pawing in clear 

fresh water. Often, too, by the keenness of its powers of sight, 

smell, and hearing, it preserves its owner from danger. It rejoices 

when its master rejoices, and grieves when he grieves; and it 

fights with him against his enemy. A horse of pure breed can be 

distinguished by these points.” 

1 Zad“-’r-Rakb was given by Solomon to the well-known tribe Ad, 
who bred from this stallion freely. 

2 Cream-coloured, Albino. 
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Tue PropHet and Horszs,—‘ The Arabs honoured horses. even: 

before Islam; but when the Prophet testified to the nobility of 

horses, to cherish them became part of the Arab religion. It is 

said that, when the tribes of Yemen first embraced Islam, they 

sent to the Prophet, as a present, five noted mares of pure breed 

and of varied strains. The Prophet left his tent and went out to 

meet them,! and: stroking them said, ‘A Blessing on you, oh 

Daughters of the Wind,’ adding that whoever kept a horse for the 

service of God would be counted equal to one who gives alms day 

and night in public® and by stealth.” 

Tue Propuet Rope Racus.—Keeping a horse has no special 

religious merit, unless the horse is kept for a jihdd or for some 

religious purpose. 

Horse-racing is not forbidden by Muslim law. Riders may 

bet, though not the onlookers. The Prophet himself rode races. 

Tue Zinat’ *x-Kaayt.—Munshi Muhammad Mahdi, a noted 

horseman and salotri, and the author of the “ Zinat" 7l-Khayl,” 

a very popular Urdu work written in A.H. 1257 (=A.D. 1841) 

to which reference is frequently made in the following pages, tells 

us that while compiling his work he consulted treatises by the 

following authorities: Yuasufi of Delhi; Rangin; Nizam" ’d-Din 

of Iran; Haji ‘Abd" ’Ilah Wahhab of Bukhara; Nakul of India; 

Hashimi of Isfahan; and Safi. He also consulted the Aswa- 

Darpan, besides other works by unknown and unnamed authors. 

Tue War-HorsE.—He writes: “That horse is fit for war that 

has its eyes black, fine, and alert like the eyes of the gazelle; its 

lips and nostrils fine and thin; its ears small and close together ; * 

its forehead flat; and its tongue Jong: it should hold its head and 

neck aloft with the pride of the peacock, and should walk with the 

proud gait of a bride: its head should be small, its chest broad, 

its quarters large, its teeth even and good to look upon, its mouth 

deep, its nostrils open,‘ its fore-arm strong, its body elegant in 

1 [stigbal. 
* In certain cases, giving alms in public is considered praiseworthy ; 

for instance, in coming forward with subscriptions to induce others 
to give. 

3 Mile nazdik, may mean either “set on high up on the head (and 
consequently close together),” or ‘curved so that the tips come close 
together, when the ears are pricked.” 

* Wide open nostrils indicate large lungs. : 
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shape, its thighs full and stout, its back short and curved, its hoofs 

round and hard, its dock fine, its legs hard and straight like cane, 

and the tendons dry and well-defined: its legs should not be too 

long, but beautiful and muscular; its knees should be far apart ; 

its ears should be erect and ever trying to meet; when the horse 

moves, it should hold its dock aloft like a standard; its pasterns 

should be strong, its testicles small, its belly full and not tucked 
up, its neck well-arched,! the chin being held near the chest; and 

the hair of its mane and tail should be long and thick, with fine 

glossy hair hanging straight down.” 

Horse nor Unctean.—From the same writer we learn that 
according to Muslim tradition “Food left by a horse is not 

unclean ; neither is its sweat, nor its foam, nor any moisture from 

its mouth.” 

Atms.—The following ‘‘ cheap and beneficial” form of alms- 

giving? should recommend itself to those Muslims who have 

practical as well as pious minds :— 

‘Tell the sais to deduct one handful from each morning- and 

evening-feed * and to set it aside. On Thursday night‘ sell the 

quantity of grain thus obtained, buying with its price, sweet- 

meats. Repeat the Féatifa,® and distribute the sweets amongst the 

poor. Further, take a pice—or half a pice—worth of ispand seed 

and fumigate with it.’ ® 
_ Itt-omenep spots ror Srasiinc.—lIt is interesting to learn that, 

“A horse should not be stabled in an empty’ house, nor in a 
cemetery, nor opposite any grave or ruin, nor near a burning-ghat, 

nor on an old battle-field, nor in a Hindu temple, nor in the 

street, nor in a dark room inhabited by an owl; for if it be stabled 

in or near such places it is liable to go mad.”’® 

1 Ghinghat k.—an idiom. 
_ * Sadga-o-khayrat; technically sadagah is alms given to avoid 

calamity, &c., and khayrdt is good works in general. 
es Horses, belonging to Indians, are usually given grain only twice 

@ Gay. . 
* That is, the Muslims’ Friday night, the night of their Sabbath. 
® The Fatihah or “ opening’”’ chapter of the Quran. 
6 The incense is pleasing to the Angels. Ispand is the harmal 

Peganum Harmala. 

1 Khana-yi khali ra div mi-girad, “ Demons occupy empty houses,” is 
a common Persian saying. 

8 According to Raja Sir Sourindro Mohan Tagore’s pamphlet, the 
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Invocations.—When a Muslim buys'a horse he should repeat 

the following Arabic tasbth, exhaling the breath over the horse’s 

forelock ; then the horse will never fail in faith to him as long as 

he possesses it: “In the name of God the Compassionate, the 

Merciful. Holy is God; and Praise be to God; and there is no 

deity but God; and God is Great; and there is no strength nor 

power except in God the High, the Mighty. What He wills 

happens; and what He does not will, does not happen.” ! 
If his horse is restive on mounting, let him repeat this charm in 

each ear: “In the name of God the Compassionate, the Merciful. 

In the name of God; there is no strength nor power except in God, 

who has guided us up to this; for we could not have been guided 

had not God guided us. Holy be God, who has subdued these 
cattle for us! else we could not have mastered them.”? Or else let 
him repeat the following: ‘In the name of God the Compassionate, 

the Merciful. Do they not see that We have created for them, 

from amongst the creations of Our Hands, domestic animals of 

which they are the masters, and that we have humiliated these for 

them ; for some are for their riding and some for their eating ? ”? 

LIFE OF THE AUTHOR 

Lire oF THE AuTHoR.—Sa‘adat Yar Khan, the author of this 

Fars-Nama, wrote under the takhallus of ‘“‘ Rangin.” His ancestors 

are said to have come from Turkey. Rangin was the son of 

Tahmas Beg, Khan Bahadur, I‘tigad Khan, and was born at Delhi. 

His father fell on evil days, which resulted in his leaving Delhi for 

Lahore and taking service as an officer of cavalry, first with Nawab 

Mu‘in" ’l-Mulk Bahddur (better known as Mir Manni) son of the 

Wazir” ’?l-Mamdalik, I‘timad" ’d-Dawlah, Shahid, and afterwards 

with three other princes or nobles. ‘ Rangin,” his son, first 

followed in his father’s footsteps, serving in the cavalry; but 

stable should be so constructed that the horses stand there facing north. 
Lights should be kept burning all night. Fowls, a goat, a cow with its 
calf, and small monkeys should be kept in the stables ; but if bees build 
in them the horses will die. 

1 Part of this is the tasbih usually repeated after the fixed prayers. 

2 Qur., xliii, 12. 
8 Qur., xxxvi, 71 and 72. 
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afterwards adopted the life of a recluse. He gives some hint of 
this in his introduction to the present work. Now when a 
European catches “‘ religion” he joins a crowd and makes a noise ; 

he either shouts from a platform in a music-hall, or else beats a 

drum in the Salvation Army. An Oriental, on the contrary, goes 

into the wilderness and seeks God in lonely places. So acted 

“Rangin,”’ but what the sorrow was that drove him from the 

abodes of men is not known. He is said to have been a good- 

looking youth, of prepossessing manners, fond of society, not 

averse to wine-parties, an entertaining companion, and possessed 

of a wit, nimble, mischievous, flippant and obscene. He was a 

pupil of the well-known poet Zahir" ’d-Din, ‘Hatim takhallus,’ 

and a friend of the poet Mir ‘ Insha’ Allah’ (takhallus ‘ Insha’), 

of Delhi. He was the author of several Diwdns, four of 

which are known. Perhaps the best known is one in Urdu, 

very indecent, which introduces the slang of the harems of 
Delhi and Lucknow. One of his ribald or flippant poems is a 
eulogy on the Devil; it opens with the words Na‘#z" bi ’llzh instead 

of the usual Bi ’sm* ’llzh. Another is entitled “‘ Mihr o Mah,” and 

is a story of a Sayyid’s son and a jeweller’s daughter, who lived at 

Delhi in the reign of Jahangir. Of his prose works, one was called 

the Majélis-t Rangin ; in it the author criticized all, or most, of the 

well-known poets, including Shaykh Sa‘di. The popularity of his 

Fars-Nama is sufficiently attested by the fact that it has been 

through many editions. 

“Rangin” died at the age of eighty, in Jumdda ’s-Sani, A.H. 

1251 (= October A.D. 1835). In the year of his death he stated 

that he would not survive to see the new year, as his mind had 

unconsciously composed a tarikh giving that very year as the date 

of his decease, adding that a similar prognostication by his master 

Hatim had proved true. 

NOTES ON TEXT-MATTER 

Norges on tHe Text-marter.—Some of the receipts in this 

translation should prove interesting to officers of native cavalry. 

All that is to be found in these pages is not merely quaint or 

ridiculous. No sawar shows his horse at darbdér without first 

administering his favourite spices to make it drink deeply, while 
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no frontier officer can have observed an attenuated thirteen- 

hand pony draw, between sun-up and sun-down on a scorching 

June day, its ikka-load of fat ghi-perspiring Baniyans from Kohat 

to Khushalgarh and from Khushalgarh to Kohat, a distance of more 

than sixty miles on a road not devoid of hills, without having been 

struck with the invigorating powers of nihdri. Native cavalry 

regiments in the north stili “soil” their horses by the system of 

khula-qasil, while, for fattening for the Spring fairs in the Punjab, 

native dealers employ the method of bandgqasgil exactly as detailed on 

pages 16-17. A Raja who kept a large stud of elephants for tiger- 

shooting told the translator that unless he laid up his elephants 

and “soiled” them during the rains, they were unfit for hard work 

in the following cold weather. What is suitable for India is not 

suitable for England, and vice versé. Indian country-breds will eat 

and thrive on food that would probably kill English horses. In 

the Persian Gulf and elsewhere, locusts, fish, and dates are re- 

garded as legitimate food for cattle and horses; in Thibet, the 

tanghans are given pig’s blood and raw liver; in the cold regions 

of Central Asia meat is regarded as a necessity for horses. 

Fantastic Cotours.—With the introduction of Government 
stallions, old-fashioned fantastic colours amongst horses have 

disappeared and with them the very names of those colours. White 

horses with black spots the size of a rupee, may still perhaps be 

occasionally found in circuses, but white horses with black ears, or 

horses with black bodies and white legs, or white bodies with black 

legs, or with legs of four different colours, may be searched for 

in vain; yet once these and many other colours were sufficiently 

common to merit distinct names.! Here and there an aged horse- 

dealer survives who recollects the old-fashioned artificial paces and 

their names. For the technical terms about horses, as also for the 

technical terms of falconry and cocking, and the names of birds 

and plants, &c., the dictionaries are not to be relied on. The 

vocabulary in the Appendix has been compiled not merely from old 

1 “The animals most liked are the stallions of Marwar or Kathiawar. 
White horses with pink points, piebalds, and leopard spotted beasts are 
much admired, especially when they have pink Roman noses and light- 
coloured eyes with an uncanny expression. Their crippled, highly 
arched necks, curby hocks, rocking gait, and paralytic prancing often 
proclaim them as triumphs of training.”—Man and Beast in India. 
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MSS. : the practical portions have been verified in discussions with 
old-fashioned dealers. It is hoped that this technical vocabulary, 
as well as the note on sign-language, will prove of some practical 

benefit to native cavalry officers attending horse-fairs. Further, 

some acquaintance with lucky and unlucky marks may prove not 

unuseful when purchasing from breeders. | 

Those interested in the old-fashioned Indian horse, the horse of 

“another world and another time,” should study Lockwood 

Kipling’s chapter on horses and mules in Man and Beast in India, 

as well as ‘ Ali Baba’s’ inimitable Twenty-one Days in India. 

My acknowledgments are due to Jemadar Sardar Khan, 

formerly of the 3rd Panjab Cavalry, who for more than thirty 

years followed his hereditary profession of sélotr?, and, in spite 

of an English technical training of several months, earned the 

gratitude and affection of all ranks with whom he served. 

D. C. P. 
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FARS-NAMA 

CHAPTER I 

REASON FOR WRITING THE BOOK 

Let me acquaint the reader with a small portion of my private 

history. 

Fortune had oppressed me and a great cloud of grief over- 
shadowed my heart. I said to myself: “ This world is a transient: 

one, and God alone knows how many days remain to me in it. 

Why should I fruitlessly spend my life; why recklessly waste my 

time? My wife and children—what are they but enemies? In this 

world none helps another in time of real need. My family will eat 

what they can, and then forsake me, while trouble will fall on my 

solitary head and I—TI shall be alone with my grave.” My mind 

was filled with this gloom; I ate not and I slept not. I sought 

only release from my pain, and took ceaseless counsel with my own 

soul; but the knot of the difficulty could not be untied, for no plan 

came into my mind. In my despair I quitted my home and 
wandered in the desert ; I shunned the abodes of men like a wild 

beast. Nowhere could I find rest: I wandered and wandered 

ceaselessly. 

For long I bore my house on my back, till one day, returning 

to my senses, I said to my heart: “How long wilt thou 

abhor life? Abandon this futility and return to the dwellings 

of men.” In this new frame of mind I found myself in 

Lucknow. I had two old friends in that city, Muhammad Bakhsh, 

better known as Miyan Machchhi, and his younger brother Miyan 

Qadir—(God bless them all their days, and keep them from grief ! 

May they be rich in this world and rewarded in the next! May 

health and wealth ever be their portion!). They took me to their 

home and laid their all before me; what was theirs was mine; 

amongst us the words “mine” and “thine” ceased to exist. 

I was overwhelmed by their kindness. 

One day my friends were turning over my writings and came 

1 
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upon my Book of the Horse (Fars-Nama) ; they were delighted with 

its contents, for they were ever fond of horses and riding. Laugh- 

ingly they asked me why I had written it in prose, and added, 

“To please us, write it in verse.” When they pressed me on the 

matter, I yielded against my will, and turned it into verse. 

Let a blessing abide in every abode that possesses a stable for 

a steed ! 

CHAPTER II 

ON THE POINTS (WASF) OF HORSES 

You should first read the chapter Al-‘Adiydt! or “the Chargers,” 

in which God has taken an oath by horses. The Prophet loved 

horses, and so, too, did ‘Ali the Chosen; for no animal surpasses 

the Horse—unless, indeed, it be Man. Every person of under- 

standing knows that horses are the noblest of animals. Now the 

reader must know that there are five kinds of defects in horses, 

which I will describe in detail, in five sections. The worst defect 

of all is that in the ‘‘feathers”’ (bhaunr7) ; next is spavin (hadda) 

and bog-spavin (motard). After that comes defective and ugly 

conformation (gabdhat surat ki); then bad colour; and lastly ill- 

manners (gabahat dhang ki). 

CHAPTER III 

ON “ FEATHERS” 

In the first section I will describe the various “feathers” in horses. 

If there be only one whorl® in the centre of the forehead, it is 

not to be regarded as an ill mark; but if there be two on the 

forehead avoid that horse and do not dream of buying it. 

If there be three, or four, or five, feathers on the forehead, it is 

equally inauspicious. Mughals call them khosha,* and will not even 

1 Int. “running horses,” 7.e., swift horses. 
* In the Zinat” ’l-Khayl called agni “ fire.” 

5 Khosha, “a bunch of grapes, an ear of corn, &c,” 
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look at the horse. The Punjabis call them dogar.! Singan,* chimta 

simgan, qaincht or chaqqar are other names for the defect. Others 

call it mendha (a ram), saying, “ Buy it not; it will butt you to 

misfortune.” No expert would buy such an animal, for ill-luck 

ever goes with it. 

If the feather is so situated that the ear, pulled down, can reach 

it, it is a stmgan; but if so far below, that the ear pulled down will 

not reach, it is called dnsz dhal. The latter is not a great defect, 

except in the eyes of Hindus. If there is a feather under the 

_ throat, it is called by the Hindus kanthi.2 The Mughals, however, 

call this hamiydn-i zar (“‘ purse of gold”). All alike consider it a 

lucky mark. The above is the name whether there be one feather 

or more below the throat. If there is a feather lower down than 

the kanthi, i.e., on the neck, it is called deo-man‘* and is considered 

lucky. Below that again, on the chest, a feather is called 

hardawal:*° it is unlucky, and dangerous to life. Shun buying 

such a horse, unless, indeed, it also possesses a deo-man feather to 

counteract the bane of the other. 

If the horse has a feather near. the top of the fore-arm, the 

horse is called “‘foul-sided” (ganda-baghal),® and all Mughals,’ 

except the Qizil-Bash, consider it inauspicious. Others, however, 

consider the mark indifferent, neither good nor bad. 

A small feather underneath the belly is called gom (“a centi- 

pede ”) by the Mahrattas, and is considered by them unlucky. 

Other races, however, do not consider it so. 

If the feather on the belly is inside of the girth-place, it is 

called Ganga-pét (“width of the Ganges”); it is lucky and 

increases the price of a horse. 

A feather low down on the fore-arm, if it points downward, is » 

1 Sekhan in the Zinat* ’l-Khayl, probably for Sanskrit shekhar, “ crest, 
top-knot.” 

2 Probably connected with the words for “ horn.” 
3 Kanth, H., “ throat,” and kanthi “anything worn on the throat.” 
* Deo-man, “ divine jewel.” : 
5 Harddwal (between the forelegs ?), for hardwalt, garland ? 
6 In the Zinat“ ’l-Khayl a horse is called ganda-baghal if it has a 

feather on the knee, the thigh, the armpit, the yard, or the root of 
the tail. 

7 Mughal is in India a name often given to Persians. In Behar it is 
applied to Kabilis, perhaps because they usually speak Persian. 

] * 
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called khintd-gar (“driver in of a peg”) and is lucky: but if it 

points upwards, it is called khintd-ukhar (“ uprooter of the peg”) 

and is baleful ; buy not the horse, even if you get it cheap. 

A feather inside the top of the fore-arm is called bhujbal 

(strength to the fore-arm) ; keep the horse and ride it. 

Two feathers at the roots of the ears or on the top of the head 

are called arbal.! If there is only one such feather it is unlucky. 

One feather at the root of the mane is called sépan.? If there 
is only one on one side, it is unlucky ; but if there is one feather on 

each side, it is lucky and is called nag.’ 

If there are several such feathers, the number on one side even 

and on the other odd, don’t accept that horse even as a gift. In 

short, do not buy a horse having an odd number of feathers, but 

buy one with an even number. 

Any feather that comes under the saddle is called chatur-bang * 

and is considered unlucky, especially by the Rajputs. Don’t buy 

a horse with such a feather; don’t even let one stay in your 

village. 

If a feather occurs on the sdghirz® it is called dank-ujar® and is 

avoided by high and low. 

CHAPTER IV 

TRADITIONAL? DEFECTS 

Accorpine to Islam there are two chief defects, one brings ill- 

luck, the other is a fault in temper: the first is arjal ;* the second 

being unsteady and difficult to mount (bad-rikab). These are the 

ouly two defects mentioned in the Traditions of the Prophet. 

1 In the Zinat” *l-Khayl feathers are also so called if found on the 
temples, or on both sides of the chin. 

2 Sdpan or sdnpin, H., a female snake; also a disease in which the 
hair falls off. In Panjabi sénpan is an earthworm. 

3 Nag has many meanings, but in this connection it probably means 
** cobra.” 

4 Also chatar-bhang ; according to some dealers, a feather on one side 
of the withers. This word is doubtless a corruption of the Sanskrit 
chhatra-bhang, ‘‘ breaking the royal umbrella,” ¢.e., rain to dominion. 

5 The space betweeen the anus and the yard; also the anus. 
6 Sting-uprooter ? 

7 ‘Uyib-i shar‘. 
8 In Hindi jamdét ; having one hind white; either leg; vide page 9. 



CHAPTER V 

ON SPAVIN, ETC. 

Iy this chapter we will treat of spavin and bog-spavin, &c. 
On the inside portion of the houghs! there are situated certain 

veins which are connected with the horse’s yard. A swollen con- 

dition of these veins indicates the disease called bog-spavin (mofrd). 

If these soft swellings are small, it matters little. If large, they 

are an unsoundness. 

If you examine the same spot and detect a bony projection, 

know that that is bone-spave (hadda). Let the seller “ gas” as he 

may, give no ear to his multiloquence. If the spavin is pointed, the 

horse is lame and will be the curse of your life. If, however, the 

bony excrescence is flat and even, the spavin is called chipta;? you 

can gallop a horse with chipté where you like. Even good judges 

find it hard to detect haddd. 

If a horse has swollen knees, avoid it; for it has what are called 

“capped knees” (zénu,d@), and is unsound. Do not purchase it. 

If a small bony projection is found on the cannon-bone,’ it is 

called a splint (bel-haddi).* It is not considered very bad as it can 

be soon cured. The English, however, object very much to a 

splint. 

If there is a thickening of the coronet® of a fore-foot,® buy 

another horse to help it; for if it is not yet lame, it will certainly 

become so. This swelling is called “ring-bone of the fore-foot ” 
(chakdwul), and is a disease to be feared. If the thickening is on 

a hind-foot, get rid of the horse at once; for it has got “‘ ring- 

bone on the hind-foot” (pushtak). If, however, the swelling is 

higher up, it is called “false ring-bone” (gdnd), and need 

cause you no anxiety. The unsightliness, however, will always 

remain. 

1 Pichhare pa,on ke ghutne. 
2 Int. “ flat.” 
3 Nali. 
* Also ber-haddi. 

* Bhon or bhaun, f. the coronet ; also the eyebrow. 

6 Hath ka sum. 
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If the horse has soft swellings on the inside or on the outside of 

the fetlock,! whether larger or smaller than an egg, do not be 

' anxious. Although outwardly an unsightliness, they are in reality 

a blessing. Muslims and Hindus alike call them “ wind-galls ” 

(bayza).” 

Some horses have two wart-like excrescences on each side of the 

mouth of the sheath. If these are the size of a date-stone, or 

a little less, they are called thani; but if very small indeed, they 

are called manz. A horse with thani (thani-dar) is dangerous to 

its owner, but one with mani (mani-dar) is not dangerous. 

CHAPTER VI 

EYESORES AND DEFECTS 

Tus chapter treats of what is considered unsightly by experts. 

If a horse has large projecting teeth like a camel,’ it is called 

underhung (shutur-dandan, “ camel-toothed ”). 

A horse with a projecting forehead is called by the Mughals 

“ ugly-browed” (qubh-peshanz).* All judges consider this a sign of 

bad temper. 

A horse with loose flapping ears is called “lop-eared” (pareshan- 

gosh “scattered eared”). The people of Kabul® consider this a 

mark of strength, but these alone approve of this unsightliness. 

I dislike it. 

A horse that will not arch its neck® is considered good by none 

and is styled ‘ plank-necked” (takhta gardan). The Mughals, 

however, do not consider this a defect. 

A horse with very high and unsightly shoulders is called “ ox- 

shouldered ” (gd,o-shdna). 

1 Muth, lit. fist. 
2 Bayzah, Ar., an “egg.” 
3 A camel has, of course, no teeth in the upper jaw. 
* Should be gabth, adj.; qubh is a substantive. 

5 Wilayat. 
6 Jo kunda& nahin karté hai; (kunda “a hook’’). 
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Experts call a horse with a straight-dropped hind-leg and 

houghs little bent “ cock-legged ” (murgh-pda)." 
A horse with triangular quarters is called ‘‘ wedge-like” (tabar- 

gun). No dealer would buy one, for it will never put on flesh. 

A horse that is “ knock-kneed® behind ” is called kulach (“‘cow- 

houghed”). Fat or lean, such a horse will travel well. It will 

suit a soldier but never a dealer. 

A very hollow-backed horse will not carry weight. The 

Mughals call it “saddle-backed ” (zin-pusht) and regard it as a 

curiosity. The Hindus, however, like it and call it kachchha.* 

A horse with its belly touching its back will never bring credit 

to its master; for whether small or big it can nowise be fattened. 

Such an animal is called “ gazelle-bellied” (ahz-shikam = herring- 

gutted) ; it will be a poor-feeder. 

A horse with flat, spreading, and brittle feet is called “‘ pancake- 

hoofed ”” (chapati-swm). It will knock up if ridden over stones or 

on hot sand. 

A horse with bent hoofs, whether bent much or little, will 

certainly trip badly; such a horse is called “ass-footed” (khar- 

swma).° 

A horse that goes wide behind is called by the dealers kushdda- 

raw. Indians think this a defect, but not so the Mughals. 

1 Apparently sickle-houghed or cat-hammed horses were formerly 
admired: perhaps old-fashioned swordsmen found them quicker at 
“jumping off.” Murgh-pd is now sometimes, but incorrectly, applied to 
a horse with straight pasterns. 

2 Tabar is a battle-axe, triangular in plan as well as in section. In 
a tabar-giin horse the quarters viewed from behind are triangular and 
probably narrow to a point behind; the horse is usually goose-rumped 
as well. 

8 The author uses the term pd,on ka ghutna for hough (for kanch, H.). 
A knock-kneed man is also called kulach or kulanj. In the Zinat” 
*l-Khayl the word is written kuchal, perhaps a copyist’s error. “ Houghs 
in, elbows out,” is a cant phrase in the Arab stables. 

* Also kachchhi, supposed to have originally been a breed from the 
province of Cutch (Kachh). The more effeminate Hindus would 
naturally prefer a saddle-backed horse. 

5 According to the Zinat’ ’l-Khayl, this means that the hoof is 
hollow and the sole rugged. One would expect the term to mean 
‘with contracted heels.” 



CHAPTER VII 

ON THE COLOURS AND MARKS IN HORSES 

A white spot on the forehead sufficiently small to be concealed by 

the tip of the thumb is called a “star” (sitéra). This mark is 

sinister and ill-omened, unless there is also some white in the legs. 

Avoid the malignant influence of a sitdra. 

If the star is too large to be concealed by the thumb-tip it is 

called a tipal, and exerts no malignant influence on the purchaser. 

If the gashqga or white mark! on the forehead extend to the 

eyes, the horse is called mah-ri or ‘ moon-faced.” Though 

unsightly this mark is auspicious. 

If there are, in the blaze, hairs the colour of the rest of the 

body, shun the horse; for the mark is baneful in the extreme, and 

experts call that horse a “ scorpion” (‘aqrab). 

A horse with one wall-eye will cause its owner dole. Such a 

horse is called ¢aq7? and will cause its master to be stripped bare. 

Buy not such a horse, not even for 5 per cent. of its value; for it 

is a parlous beast. 

If, however, the horse is “ human-eyed ” (ddam-chashm = with 

two wall-eyes), there is no need to be alarmed. Such a horse is 

called chaghar. Though in reality a chaghar is lucky, it is out- 

wardly foul to look at. 

If the off-fore is white, the horse is called flower-footed (gul- 

dast).. Buy it, though dear: but if the contrary foot be white, 
regard the animal as you regard poison; rise and flee from it. 

Such a horse is called “left-handed ” (chap-dast)’ and is unlucky. 

If there are coloured marks in the white, the horse is known to 

brokers as padam,‘ and considered, by all castes in India, to be 

1 Qashga or gashqd, T., is a general term for a white mark on the 
forehead of an animal; also the sect-mark on the forehead of a Hindu. 

2 Called by the Afghans also sulaymdni dnkh or “onyx-eyed.” A 
piebald horse with one wall-eye is not considered inauspicious by 
many. 

8 The author of the Zinat” ’l-Khayl reverses the order, and calls a 
horse with the off-fore white chap-dast, &c. This is apparently a 
copyist’s slip. Modern Persians, however, call that horse chap which 
has the off-fore and both hind white. 

4 Padam the lotus ; the name of certain spots and moles. 
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lucky. The Mughals of Persia, however, object to it, calling it 

“spotted ” (khal-dar) ; they consider it worthless. 

If a horse has either the near- or the off-hind white, it is 

defective and is called arjal.1_ Do not buy it, for it is grievously 
faulty. If the seller says to you, “Oh, but there’s white on the 

forehead, too,” do not give ear to his specious words, for the 

Prophet has said that an arjal! is bad; what else, then, is there to 

be said ? 

If a horse is either mouse-coloured (sor), or else a grey with 

the underlying skin in patches of white and black? (sanjab), the 

people of Hindustan* and the Panjab do not consider it bad, but 

the Persians do. The latter say these colours are objectionable 

because Yazid* often rode such horses. 

If asked the best colour for a horse, reply “ bay” (kumayt). A 

khaki dun (khing)® comes next, and then a dun with black mane 

and tail and black knees (samand). Next comes a cream horse 

spotted or splashed with other colours (abrash)® and a dun- 

coloured horse with black list and ears (kdnin).7_ Next piebald or 
skewbald (ablaq), and boz or light grey,® but that boz which is black- 

eyed (gara-qiz, T.). Next black (mushkz) and a bright-red dun 

with a “list” (qulld).° After these two come a splashed red-roan 

(garrd), and a grey with a dark mane and tail (sabza). Next in 

order comes chesnut (surang), and next a cream-dun with cream 

mane and tail (shirgha). After this comes a horse with four white 

stockings and a blaze (pach-kaliydn), and next a horse flecked with 

white hairs (chdl).° 

1 Vide page 4 and note 8, page 4. 
* Sometimes the patches are distinct only when the horse is wet. 
3 Hindustan, i.e, the upper Ganjetic plain, Oudh, the former 

N.W.P. and Behar. 
4 Yazid, the King who despatched Shimr to kill Husayn on the 

“ Plain of Anguish.” 
5 The colour of Multani clay. The term khing is vague. 
6 Thus kumayt abrush, cream-coloured with bay spots or splashes. 

7 Also qanin; obsolete terms. 
8 Boz, T., grey; probably with light mane and tail. 
9 Properly quid, T. Apparently from quldn, T., “a wild ass.” I 

believe a guld horse should properly have black zebra stripes on the 
fore-legs. 

10 Or chal, T., term obsolete in India. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

THE FIVE COMMON DEFECTS 

I will now describe to the best of my ability the five well-known 

defects in horses. | 

That horse is described as being chronically lame (kuhna lang) 

that goes slightly lame on being first taken out of the stable, but 

when warmed by work its lameness disappears either entirely, or 

nearly so, 

Should you suspect your horse of kamri—God forbid that it 

should be so—mount it whip in hand, and ride it up a steep incline. 

Then should the horse climb true, you need have no suspicion of 

kamri ; but if the contrary be the case, there is no doubt in the 

matter. 

Another test is to tether it in its stall and sit near it at night 

to watch it. If it gets up easily after lying down, then buy it; but 

if the contrary, return it to the would-be seller. 

If a horse is a poor feeder (kam-khor), it will also be a poor 

worker. A greedy feeder keeps fat and carries condition, whether 

it be a big one or alittle one. A greedy feeder a dealer can hawk 

around at will, but a poor feeder he will find a bad bargain. The 

only test is to notice the amount that the horse eats. An ex- 

perienced dealer will examine the dung, and if the pellets are small, 

the knowing man takes it as a sign of a poor appetite. 

If the horse is a man-eater, given to using its teeth (danddan- 

gtr), it is past praying for.' It is scarcely necessary to describe this 

evil; the purchaser will discover it unaided. The only cure for 

this vice is death. Most vices are cured by castration, but not this 

inherent viciousness ; nay, castration makes it even worse, for oft 

have I proved this by experiment. 

Ask me not what “‘ night-blindness” is (shab-kor7).? Test it by 

casting a blanket in front of the horse at night; then if the horse, 

1 A native cure, however, is to make a pumpkin or a birinjal burning 
hot; this is presented to the horse by the sais whenever it tries to savage 
a man. 

* In Hindi rataundha (nyctalopia). 
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shy, it is not night-blind (shab-kor). If the night is very dark, 

substitute for the blanket a white sheet. 

The above are what horse-dealers call the “five defects,” and 

defects they are which few will deny. When one or all of these 

defects exist, the horse is of course returned to its owner by the 

purchaser. 

CHAPTER IX 

ON THE BEST BREEDING DISTRICTS (KHET) IN INDIA 

Were you to ask me where the best horses are found, I would say 

first of all in Bhimrdthal;' its horses are hardy and capable of 

travelling long stages on meagre food. Next to these are the 

horses of Kathiyawar. Nearly, but not quite, equal to them are 

the horses of Narjangel.2, Compared to these three breeds all 

others are asses.° 

1 “ Bhima Terai is the valley of the Bhima river, famed for its breed 
of hardy ponies and horses. The breed is known in Northern India as the 
Bhimrathali. Mawa, the horse which bore Holkar in many a desperate 
strife, was of this breed. The head is a model, exhibiting the highest 
quality of blood,—ears small and pointed, eyes full and protruding, and 
a mouth that could drink out of a teacup. This is the type of the Bhima 
Terai breed.” —Cyclopedia of India. 

2 Is this Nara in Sind ? 

3 The author of the “ Ardish-i Mahfil” (written A.D. 1805) states that 
the Deccan horses were held in high esteem, but for staying powers were 
inferior to those of Kabul. He mentions that at the defeat of King 
Bhao, a Mahratta chief left the field alone, pursued by a Durrani. The 
Mahratta, well mounted on a Dakhani mare, easily distanced his pursuer, 
and when he had galloped some five or six miles, drew rein to rest. 
Happening to look round after a time, he saw that the Durrani, his horse 
well-nigh blown, had almost overtaken him. Once more he set spurs to 
his horse and again stopped to rest, but again the Durrani appeared on 
the scene urging on his slow and exhausted horse. After a fifty or sixty 
miles’ chase of this description the Dakhani mare succumbed. The 
Durrani, pounding along on his exhausted horse once more appeared 
on the scene, and the Hindu, recognizing his fate, allowed himself to be 
killed. Some golden equipment and a bag of money rewarded the per- 
severance of the “ Mughal,” but the mare he did not consider worth 
leadivg back to camp. 

The king’s real name was Shibdas Rao, and he was known as Bhao 
(= bhai, brother). The battle was fought on January 12th, 1761 A.D. 
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CHAPTER X 

TO ASCERTAIN THE AGE OF A HORSE 

I will now tell you how to distinguish age by the teeth. 

Every horse has six incisor teeth in the under, and six in the 

upper jaw. The milk or temporary incisors are white, and as long 

as these teeth are white, 7.¢., till the foal.is two years old, it is called 

a nikand. When the two centre milk-teeth in each jaw have been 

superseded by permanent teeth, the foal is a three-year old 

(do-yak).' When the two milk-teeth flanking the new permanent 

teeth, one on each side, have been superseded, the horse is a four- 

year old (chdr-sdla). As a five-year old (panj-sdla), the corner 

milk-teeth have fallen out. At that time, also, near the chawkd,? 

four other teeth, round and slender, make their appearance: these 

are called tushes (nesh). 

After five years, the age can be guessed only by the lessening of 

the black in the black marks on the teeth. When these black 

marks disappear altogether, the horse is called male-panj.2 After 

that time, the age can be only approximately guessed by the 

“tushes ’ and the general condition of the teeth. But also 

examine the eyes: if the region of the eyes is bare of hair, only a 

fool would call the horse anything but old. However, when a horse 

has become a male-panj, it is no easy matter to fix its age. Even 

experts go wrong. 

I have told you what I know, and what are known facts: other 

things there are, mere fancies, that no expert acts on, and these 

I have omitted to mention. What is necessary has been written. 

1 With the Hindus three is an unlucky number, but with the 
Muslims, a lucky one. Perhaps the foal is called do-yak “2 and 1,” 
instead of “three,” to avoid mentioning the unlucky number. 

2 Chawka, ‘an aggregate of four,” is apparently a term for the four 
front teeth in man. The Zinat“ ’l-Khayl calls these rabaé ‘“‘tyat, which 
in Arabic means the two teeth (one on each side) of the centre front 
teeth, upper and lower, in a man; but in a solid-hoofed animal the four 
teeth (two on each side) of the two centre front teeth. 

3 Male-panj, i.e., ten years and upwards. According to Hashimi a 
male-panj is twelve years and upwards. Native horses, however, are 
frequently fed on soft food, which causes little wear and tear to the 
teeth. 
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CHAPTER XI 

ON THE TREATMENT OF DISEASES 

Sucu skill as I have is the reader’s. Let him ever remember, too, 

that, in physicking, discretion is necessary, and that the dose given 

depends on the size of the horse and the time of year. He must 

not treat all breeds alike; he must, for instance, distinguish between 

a Turkoman and an Arab. Horses vary in temperament, and this 

is a point worthy of serious attention. His skill will be shown if 

for one pound of lore he have ten of wit. Experts praise that man 

who administers a remedy according to time and temperament. 

There are only four methods of discovering the state of a horse’s 

health, though ancient farriers have discoursed at length on the 

subject; but these windy discourses of the old masters are 

elaborate and incomprehensible: though I have studied them much 
I have understood them little. 

As I come of a soldier!-family, my knowledge is that of ex- 

perience, and that knowledge I now record so that all who read 

may benefit. 

Know that the state of health is to be ascertained from an 

inspection of the urine, of the dung, and of the haw of the eye 

(baténa = “ the conjunctiva membrane”). The fourth means I can 

hardly explain on paper; it is intuition (“lm-i sina), and that 

cannot be imparted on paper. Now as long as the membrane of 

the eyelid (koya)* has a rose-pink hue, there is little the matter 

with the animal; but a pale colour in the membrane indicates the 

prevalence of “coldness in the temperament” (sardz).* If the 

horse is suffering from catarrh, give it, for three or four consecutive 

days, about two tolés* of green ginger, giving it after the night- 

feed. Item: give it, daily, a date, for a few days; but on no 

1 This, of course, implies cavalry. 
2 Koya is amongst salotris the lining membrane of the eyelid; but it 

is said to be, properly, the canthus of the eye, z.e., the angle formed by 
_ the two eyelids at the corners; there is an inner and an outer canthus. 

3 According to the Greek theory of temperaments. 
* Do taka bhar. A told is about 3 oz. 
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account give more than one date a day.! Item: give it, instead of 

the date, a daily almond, and it shall be whole. 

A yellowish hue of the membrane indicates “ cold and damp ” 

in the temperament (bddi). As a cure give, for fifteen or twenty 

days, black pepper with flour of moth ;” but care must be taken to 

give this before the horse is watered in the morning. Item: take 

one tola® of dry ginger, half a told of assafoetida, and mix in a little 

wheaten flour, and give after the evening feed. This must be 

given for not more than three days, or else there will be the devil 

to pay. Item: mix in the evening-grain not less than two tolds 

of “dill seed.”* Give this for five to ten days. 

If the membrane is red, it indicates a heated condition of the 

temperament (garmi). ‘Take equal parts of the belleric, the 

chebulic, and the emblic myrobalan (tirphald),® and grind roughly ; 

mix and put ina bag. At dusk take five tolds of this and soak 

it in water in an earthern vessel. Remove at dawn, and give it 

at dawn before the morning-feed (nihdrz).6 After that the horse 

may be ridden. Continue the treatment till recovery. Item: 

give for one day only a cowrie’s weight of indigo, in the 

drinking water. 

Should the membrane show recessive redness combined with 

black spots, give up hope of recovery ; treatment is useless and 

death certain. The black spots indicate that the liver is corroded. 

Though these black spots are not much to look at, they are a sure 

indication of death. 

The urine, like the membrane, is an indication of the state of 

health. If the urine is very light-coloured, it indicates a great 

1 Dates are “ hot,” and three or four are supposed to be sufficient to 
bring a mare in season. In the Persian Gulf horses and camels are often 
fed on dates, and in some places on fish and locusts also, vide page xviii. 

2 Moth, the aconite-leaved kidney-bean (Phaseolus aconitifolius). 
About 1 oz. of peppercorns is mixed in enough of moth flour to make 
a bolus, and this is administered in the morning about an hour before 
watering. ; 

3 Six masha. 
4 Soya or sowd, H., Anethum Sowa or Peucedanwm graveolens. 
5 Tirphala, %.e., har, baherd, and dnwld. 
6 Nihari here means “the morning-meal” and not the mixture of gur, 

ata, ghi, dried colocynth, and salt, which is given to a tired horse as 
a pick-me-up. (To fatten a horse the colocynth is omitted.) 
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prevalence of coldness in the temperament, and the horse should 

be treated by the above-mentioned hot medicines. 

If yellowish and thick, it indicates a prevalence of “cold and 
damp” (bdédz), and the customary medicines for bdédi should be 

administered. 

Redness of urine also indicates bédz, and calls for the treatment 

already mentioned. 

If the urine is dark and bloody, then heat prevails in the 

temperament. Give for a few days triphala' and katira? gum, and 

of white cumin seed* a quantity equal to both: dose as above, 

viz., 5 tolas ; continue the treatment till recovery. 

Loose and very foul-smelling dung is a sign of a disordered 

digestion. Stop the horse’s grain * for a few days and give spices? 

for several days mixed with a tolé of powdered Indian hemp, 
which is the most important ingredient. Should the dung be 

quite liquid, give for three days 2 ozs. of the stalk of Indian hemp. 

This will stop the purging. Item: take two tolds of camphire,’ 

and one of katiré gum, with one masha*® of cumin seed,’ and one 

tola of the kernels of the bel’ fruit, dried or fresh. Pound, sift, 

mix, and then knead into a dough with water. Give half in the 

morning and half in the evening, to stop the purging. 

Should there be in the dung the appearance of grease, it is 

mucus (d@nw). Give, as a cure, Indian mustard seed." 

1 Vide note 5, page 14. 

2 Katiré in Arabic and Persian is gum tragacanth; but in Indian 
bazars this name is given to a gum obtained both from the white silk- 
cotton tree (Cochlospermum Gossypium) and the tree Stetculia wrens. 
Katiré is commonly given by Indian saises to bring a mare “ out of 
season.” 

3 Safed zira. 
* Dana, here “ grain”; vulgarly it means “ gram.” 
5 Masalih. For indigestion, the following is usually given by 

dealers: dry ginger, Indian brown mustard seed (sinapis juncea), omum 
seeds, salt; equal parts are pounded and mixed; dose,2o0zs.; given in the 
hot season before watering in the morning, and in the cold, at night. 

6 Sabzi, “ greens ; herbs, &c.” is, as here, a slang term for bhang. 
7 Hinna, Ar., Lawsonia alba, the Henna or Egyptian privet or 

camphire. 
8 One masha about 16 grs. There are 12 masha in a told. 
9 Zira. 
10 Aigle Marmelos. 
Ul Ra,i; about 2 ozs. are crushed and mixed with afd and given for 

four or five days. 
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CHAPTER XII 

THE TREATMENT OF THE FOAL! 

Aways keep a horse in high condition, provided it does not get 

above itself, 

The following is an excellent method to fatten a foal: Boil 

ten quarts of cow’s? milk; add of roughly pounded wheat 2 lbs. ; 

boil and sweeten with raw sugar.* Make the foal drink this in 

the morning after watering, and continue the treatment for as 

long as you like; but while giving the khir you must also give 

daily, before watering,* two tolds of roughly pounded pepper-corns 

made into a bolus with coarse wheaten flour (dtd) and water. | 

If you want to fatten a horse quickly, give it, for forty days, 

turmeric soaked in milk for twenty-four hours,* as follows : Procure 

some turmeric ; roughly pound it and lay it aside. In the morning 

take 4 ozs. and soak it in good cow’s® milk, and give the mixture the 

following morning, well stirred. Give this just before the morning 

feed. Then soak in milk a fresh dose of turmeric for the next day. 

Gradually increase the amount of turmeric from 4 ozs..to 8 ozs. 

AwnorHerR Matsop.—Take meal of parched gram; knead it and 

make it into four flat cakes, each about half a pound in weight. 

When cooked, break up and mix with a quart of milk and khand.? 

Give in place of the morning feed after watering. Your horse will 

become as lusty as a lion® in forty days. 

AnotHeR Mrrnop.—To make a horse round and fat beyond 

1 Bachhera or bachhera, “a colt,” and bachheri, &c. “a filly.” 
2 Natives have a prejudice against giving horses buffalo’s milk as 

they imagine it causes horses to wallow or lie down in water. 
3 Khand, coarse brown sugar (sugar clarified and the syrup then 

graduaily boiled down to a hard consistence) ; the kind generally given 
to horses is mizi khand. The usual method is to set aside the khir 
(properly the name for cooked rice and milk) to cool after cooking, and 
when cold to mix 4 lbs. of khand in it. 

4 Usually given about one hour before watering. 
5 Ath-pahart haldi (dealer’s slang). Turmeric is usually given to 

old horses. From Tagore’s pamphlet we learn that “ the tired horse is 
soon refreshed by taking milk or rice-pudding.” 

6 About one pint. 
7 About 1 Ib. of khand. 
8 Rand ka sand, lit. “ a widow’s stallion.” 
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recognition, feed on green wheat or barley.’ It should be cut 
fresh every three hours, as it becomes distasteful after being cut a 
few hours. When the horse stops eating of its own accord, the 

sais should cram? it. Three hours later he should give the horse 

2 lbs. of bran, in which he has mixed sometimes 8 ozs. of 

green ginger,® and sometimes the same amount of fresh garlic. 

Sometimes give one and sometimes the other, as this prevents the 

horse’s teeth from getting tender by gorging on green gasil. In 

addition to the above, it is a good thing to smear the small stalks* 

of the wheat with clarified butter (ghz), using not less than a pound 
of the latter. The horse should on no account be fed on grain 

while being thus fattened. The horse, too, must be kept in a very 

dark stable, with only a small native lamp burning night and day. 

Neither curry-comb® nor brush® must be applied to its body; the 

horse must not be groomed at all. Once a day smear all over its 

body the urine and dung it has evacuated during the previous 

twenty-four hours. Persist in this treatment for forty days and 

then see the result.’ 
AnotHer Metuop.—In the hot weather feed on equal quantities 

of parched barley and parched gram, coarsely ground® and mixed 

together. Give morning and evening in place of the ordinary feed 

(dana). Do not consider that this is mere food : it is also a medicine 

1 Green wheat or barley is properly called khawid only so long as it 
consists of green leaves with stalks. It is first given when seven or eight 
inches high. In the Panjab it is generally called qasil. 

2 Galiydana, “ to cram horses, or fowls, &c.” 
3 The following is given in practice: Equal parts of green ginger, 

red chillies, garlic, and salt, pounded in a pestle and mortar. When the 
horse’s mouth is affected by the gasil it stops eating. Then 1 oz. of 
this chatni is given by band, the horse being “‘ crammed” native-fashion, 
if necessary. The chafnz requires to be given two or three times a day. 

4 Thatti, apparently an error for dafthi, f., “ a small stalk.” 
5 Khar-khara. 

6 Hatthi, “a hair glove or a brush for horses.” 
7 This is what dealers call band-gasil. Nearly all horses brought to 

the spring fairs have been subjected to this treatment. Attheend of the 
forty days when the horse is taken out, it is covered with soft fat, and 
its coat is sleek and shining. The horse benefits by the absolute rest in 
a dark stable ; and possibly, having nothing to look at, it eats more than 
it would do in the light. 

8 Ardawa, “coarsely ground.” In Delhi the word means gram 
crushed like coarse @{a. Saises often call crushed barley arddwda, but 
generally the term means a mixture of barley and gram crushed. 

2 
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for the hot weather. This mixed food is especially suited to Tarki 

horses. 
REARING THE Foat.—To rear a foal successfully and to keep it 

fit and free from disease, give it daily two or three mdsha? of 

burnt borax in its water. Also brand the foal® with two lines on 

the inside of the houghs and knees. This will protect it from 
disease. 

To Resuvenate A Horszt.—To make an old horse young again, 

get a bullock’s head® and roast it in hot ashes; separate all the 
flesh from the bone and squash and mix with the brains in a big pot 

of water (degcha) till of the consistency of thin porridge (harira). 

Boil, with a good store of water, over a slow fire, and as the fat and 

grease rises skim it off and put it aside in a pot. Mix the whole of 
the fat in a mahela® and give after watering. Feed like this for 

five consecutive days, and the good effects will last a whole year. 

Feed for longer than this, and the result will delight you.’ 

1 During the rains, natives give well-water in preference to river- 
water, for obvious reasons. It is the custom, too, of many, to rub the 
horse with mustard oil at this season. 

2 A mdsha is about 16 grains. Borax is a native remedy for bog- 
spavin in young horses. 

8 Orientals have a passion for branding. A certain amount of 
importance is attached to the pattern of the brand. It is not unusual to 
see animals with contour lines round the body and gridiron marks on 
the quarters and sides. In Persia a Plimsoll line is preferred. 

4 The fore-legs are branded at right angles, t.e., parallel to the 
ground, with two or three lines. These lines commence about six 
fingers’ breadth above the knee on the inside, and about eight fingers’ 
breadth above the houghs. 

5 A goat’s head and eyes also used. 
6 Mahela@ is a term applied to a mash made of boiled moth, but 

sometimes to one made of gram. Not less than 2 lbs. of mahela is given 
at a time. 

7 As usual, a period of forty days is supposed to give the best results. 
The translator remembers a Eurasian police officer trying this receipt 

on a cavalry caster, debilitated and worn out. Meeting the officer a 
month later and enquiring how the treatment had succeeded, he was 
informed that the horse had run away with the trap and smashed it 
to bits ! 
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CHAPTER XIII 

ON THE EIGHT FORMS OF COLIC! (KURKURI) AND THEIR 

TREATMENT 

TuEre are eight forms of this serious disease, and these should be 

carefully distinguished from each other. 

Should a horse continually stretch itself and strain as though 

about to stale, it is suffering from retention of the urine (peshab- 

band, adj.). Remedy: insert a red chilli in its urethra (nd,iza) to 
make it stale at once; but first of all tie a horse-hair to the chilli, 

so that it can be removed from the urethra without delay. Item: 

instead of the chilli use a wick soaked in nitre.® 

Should the patient be a mare, insert in its vagina® a batdsha;* 

or else leaves of the beri> well chewed. Item: a piece of soap as 

a suppository (shdfa) isalso good. Item: pour a pint of sweet oil up 

the nostrils. Item: place two or three live human lice in the 

horse’s ear, for this, too, is beneficial. Item: should any of the 

above remedies fail, get Indian mustard seed (rd,z) ; pound it and 

make it into a thick paste with water, and apply it to the outside of 

the testicles. This should act instantaneously. Item: one remedy 

I have omitted ; take two lofdés® full of fair water, and stand by the 

horse near its loins ; then cast the water on the ground and whistle 

softly, to induce the horse to stretch and stale.” 

Costiveness.—Should the horse be costive and unable to dung, 

you should follow the method of salotris. Get two tolds weight of 

native tobacco prepared for smoking*® and make the horse eat it by 

1 Kurkuri is properly spasmodic colic. 

2 Shora. Another method is: Take seven or eight horse-hairs and 
twist them together; double them and twist them again ; soak in nitre 
and then use as a catheter. 

3 Farj. 

: a Batadsha, 2 common bazar sweetmeat, white, and very light and 
rittle. 

5 Beri, the Common Jujube, Zizyphus vulgaris. 
6 A lota (a brass or copper vessel) contains about two quarts. 
7 Cure by imagination or sympathy. The horse, seeing the wet 

ground, thinks it has staled, and feels an inclination to repeat the 
operation. Medical men state that children are sometimes unable to 
retain their urine on hearing the sound of running water, 

8 Gurdki, t.e., a mixture of tobacco and gur. 

2 * 
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cramming. Item: take one told of dry ginger and double the 

quantity of old gur, and mix with five mdsha of bhang;! cram the 

‘horse, put on the snaffle,? and wait to see what God will do. Do 

not remove the snaffle till the horse has dunged. 

Fratutent Coric.—If the horse is distressed, continually looking 

round at its flanks or straining (kénkhna@) as though about to dung, 

it is suffering from flatulent colic (bédsul or bi,o-siil). Remedy: 

quickly get half a told of garlic and double that amount of red 

chillis; pound and give immediately. Item: get a large lump of 

elephant-dung and mix with an equal quantity of the bark of 

pipal;*® boil and strain, and when cool give by means of a 

drenching tube. This should quickly ease the gripes (marord). 

Grass IN InrestiInzus.—Should the horse roll, spasmodically 

flicking its tail, it is a sign that some bit of undigested fodder ® has 
stuck in the intestine, causing irritation and pain. Get a quart of 

hot milk and a pound of clarified butter; melt the butter and mix 

with the milk and give by means of the drenching tube. This 

mixture greases the intestine and releases the obstruction, and the 

foreign body passes out. There is no better remedy than this—if 

God grant the cure.® 

Cotic 1s Winp-Sucxer.—A horse addicted to the vice of wind- 
sucking (dam-pet)* may suffer from a form of flatulent colic, and roll 

on the ground. The reason is that after eating it has forgotten to 

indulge in its habit of wind-sucking. As a remedy, rub gur on the 

palate. The horse will move its jaws and the gur will dissolve, 

and this will recall its habit to its mind.* Jtem: dissolve five 

1 Bhang or bhdang, H., and bang, P., and banj, Ar., the mature leaves 
of the Indian hemp (Cannabis sativa) ; ganja, the flowering tops of the 
same, and charas, the resinous substance that exudes from the plant. 

2 The reins are knotted to prevent the horse from eating anything. 
8 Ficus religiosa. 
4 Nal or nal, and dimin. ndlz or nali. Natives use a thick hollow 

bamboo, cut at the end like a pen. 
5 Pattha, grass, fodder. 

6 This remedy is generally administered as a last resort, as the 
butter is supposed to prevent the action of any medicine that might be 
given after it. An experienced veterinary surgeon told the translator 
that this native remedy was the best remedy he knew for colic. 

7 Dam-pet k.; ov bad khand; or hawa pind: “to wind suck.” 
8 One theory is that the horse has eaten on an inflated stomach after 

wind-sucking. The gur recalling its vice, induces it to exhale the 
imprisoned wind. 
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masha of burnt borax in half a pint of water and give as a drench. 

The horse will obtain speedy relief by passing wind freely. Item: 

take a stick of nim,! a little thicker than a man’s thumb; place 

this in the mouth like a snaffle, and leave the horse tied up in its 

stall for the space of four ghar? (i.e., about 14 hours). Champing 

the stick will recall to its mind its temporarily forgotten vice. 
Srxrz xinp or Conic (Hernta).—Should an entire horse without 

any reason lie down continuously and roll on its back, examine its 

scrotum. If it is hard and swollen, know that the partition 

between the abdomen and the scrotum has become weak and has 

burst, and that a portion of the intestines has descended into the 

scrotum. The only remedy is to geld at once; but first the 

intestine must be restored to its place, for it is dangerous to let it 

remain protruding. 

_ Should the colic not come under any of the above-mentioned six 

heads, and the horse be greatly distressed, lying down and getting up 

again frequently, then know that a large pellet of hard dung® has 

become stuck in atwist* of the intestine. Treatment: get the heads 

and shanks of four goats or so, and make from them ten quarts of 

thick® soup. Give this soup to the horse to drink and it will remove 
the obstruction. Also grease your forearm well, up to the elbow,° 

and back-rack. Further, cut the horse’s grain fora day or so. This 

form of colic frequently ends fatally. Item: the following is a receipt 

given me by a friend; it is one I have frequently proved: grind 

finely 8 ozs. of nar-kachir,’ and give this daily till a cure is effected. 

Renat Conic.—If the colic comes under none of the above 

heads, it is renal colic® (q#linj). “The symptoms are a continual 

1 Nim, the nim or margosa tree (melia azadirachta). 
2 There are sixty-four ghari in the twenty-four hours, or eight ghart 

in one pahar or three hours. A ghari is therefore about twenty-four 
minutes. In modern Urdu ghari has come to mean the equivalent of 
the English hour. 

8 Sudda, any obstruction; but medically a collection of hard foces. 
‘ Bat, a twist or turn of the intestine; a wrinkle or fold on a fat 

man’s belly. 
5 Labdard, anything the consistency of thick gruel. 
6 Dand, the arm above the elbow. 
7 Nar-kachir, a kind of Zedoary, Zingiber Zerumbet. 
8 “The symptoms are a swollen belly, rumbling of the belly, 

difficulty in staling and dunging, rising and falling of the testicles, 
and lying down and getting up.” —Zinat ’l-Khayl. 
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rising and falling of the testicles. Remedy: take two quarts 

of milk and 1 lb. of ght; warm and mix. Give by means of a 

drenching pipe. Mix uncooked moth flour in half the above 

quantity of milk and ghi, and feed the horse on that instead of on 

grain, giving half in the evening and half next morning. Should 

the mixture of hot milk and ght not have the desired effect of 

opening the bowels and relieving the stomach of gas, continue to 

give the above quantity daily till relief is obtained. Jtem: brand 

the belly all round in front of the sheath, the brand being of a size 

that can be covered by the palm of the hand. 

CHAPTER XIV : 

TETANUS (CHANDNI-ZADA, avs., anv CHANDNI,} svss.) 

Ruaarp a horse that has recovered from an attack of tetanus as 

being granted a new lease of life. As long as the horse’s jaws are 

open, continue the following treatment: Procure a fowl, remove 

its beak and shanks, and pound the whole carcase, guts and all, 

to a soft mass in a mortar; then add 4 lbs. of maheld,? 4 ozs. 

of pepper-corns, and a quart of sharab.2 Give this quantity 

every evening for forty days. The drinking-water should be 

made quite warm; further keep the horse in a warm stable free 

from draughts. Instead of the fowl, the flesh of jackals or of 

palm-squirrels* is often substituted; though often beneficial, this 

1 Lit. “being moonstruck,” or simply “moon-light.” In the 
Zinat" ’l-Khayl also gaysar-zada. 

2 Maheld, i.e., 4 lbs. of the aconite-leaved kidney bean boiled and 
mashed. Vide also Note 6, p. 18. 

8 Nowadays, by sharab, brandy is meant. Perhaps the author means 
native wine. 

4 The flesh of these two animals is considered stimulating, and is 
usually given in the form of a thick broth. 

In the Derajat, tetanus, or in fact any unknown disease, is styled 
stmakh. The patient is at once fired, two circular lines being drawn 
round the eyes, and a Plimsoll line round the whole body. Amongst 
the Baluchis it is the custom to make two circular brands on the stomach 
for colic. By Pathans, an unthrifty horse that is tucked-up or light- 
carcassed, is branded with these lines on each flank “to make it fat” 
or jholidar. Vide note 6, p. 33. 
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remedy is not to be depended upon. To discover whether a horse 

is suffering from lock-jaw or not, hammer it with the fist on the 

forehead, and if the eyes immediately turn up so that only the 

white is visible, the horse is so affected. There are no other means 

of discovering early whether the horse is suffering from tetanus 

than these. 

If—which God forbid—the jaws are firmly closed, try the 

following in spite of its absurdity. Get ten or twenty diapers 

soiled by a woman’s menses, and boil in ten quarts of water till 

reduced to half. Make the horse drink this through its nostrils, 

and continue the remedy for five days. Then cleanse yourself 

ceremoniously by bathing in the Ganges.! 

CHAPTER XV 

CHEST-FOUNDER? (CHHATI-BAND or SINA-BAND, aps.) 

An attack of shoulder-lameness, if slight, may be easily cured; but 

if severe, a complete recovery seldom takes place. To discover 

this disease stand in front of the horse, place your hand on its 

forehead and push it firmly back a little. Should you not have to 

exert any great strength in pushing the horse back, you may rest 

assured that the chest is sound enough. Should the horse, how- 

ever, hesitate to step back, it is a sign that there is something 

wrong. Remedy: take 8 ozs. of the young sprouting leaves of 

the castor-oil plant, with an equal quantity of khdri nin. Pound 
and mix, and give to the horse for three days. If no improvement 

is then observed, try something else. Stop the horse’s grain and 

water, until a cure is effected. 

If the season is that of the hot-wind, you may give = Se water 

(but as little as possible), in which ajava or omum seeds* have been 

boiled, in the proportion of half a told to twenty® quarts of water. 

1 Metaphorical, as the author was a Muslim. 
2 A horse suffering from lamnitis, a disease until lately undiagnosed, 

was called chhdti-band. The author apparently here means real 
shoulder lameness. 

8 Khari-niin, a crude sulphate of soda, manufactured from the earth. 
* Ajwd,in (carum copticum). 
5 A dhari, a weight equal to five seers. 
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Item : take root-bark of the ak! tree and roast it in hot ashes, but 

do not burn it; take an equal quantity of Indian bdellium? and 

pound with 8 ozs. of gur, and give the whole as one dose. 

Item: take seven pellets of camel-dung and mix with a little moth 

flour and water. Make the horse eat this quantity for seven 

days,in the evening. Item: dissolve half a told of opium in a little 

water, and add sufficient coarse wheaten flour to make into a ball ; 

then get about one told of mango-ginger® and the same amount of 

barilla ;* pound these two together finely, and mix with one told of 

bhainsiyé gogul.’ Conceal these inside the ball of opium and flour, 

and cook in hot wood ashes. When thoroughly cooked and hard, 

pound the ball fine and make into six pills, and give one morning 

and evening. 

Should the horse be suddenly affected,® take your whip, 

mount the horse and ride it till it sweats from every pore. Then 

dismount, clothe it warmly so that not a hair is visible, and either 

dry by rubbing down outside the clothing ; or put the horse to dry 

in a warm stable free from draughts. After that give it a quart of 

wine to induce a flow of sweat. Should the horse break out into a 

sweat owing to the wine, give it another quart. Repeat the 

remedy for several days, when a cure may be expected. Item: 

make the horse swim in water. There is no danger in this, which 

is a common treatment among the Kabulis. Item: take two and a 

half leaves of the ak;7 crush them in the hand, and give them to 

the horse, first, however, rubbing ght into its mouth. Item: 

take about 4 ozs. each of ispand,? asgand” of Nagaur, omum 

1 Ak, ak, or dg, the name of calotropis gigantea as also of c. proceta. 
In the Panjab the fresh juice of the latter is used in infanticide. 

2 Gogul, a gum-resin obtained from a small tree (Balsamodendron 
nukul). 

3 Amb haldi, the root of Curcuma Amada. 

* An impure carbonate of soda made by burning certain plants, 
notably one species of land. 

5 Or bayisa-gogul (Balsamodendron pubescens), a small tree that 
yields a gum-resin. 

6 ¢.e., become chhdti-band from sudden chill. 

7 Vide note 1 above. 
8 To avoid blistering P 
9 Isband or ispand and harmal (Peganum Harmala). 
10 Nagauri asgand or asgandh (Withania somnifera). 
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seeds of Khurdsén} mango-ginger,? and bhainsiyd gogul,? with 
8 ozs. of mdl-kangni,* and an equal quantity of garlic; add 

2 ozs. each of burnt alum, burnt borax, and lof sajjz;* pound and 

mix the whole; then add 2 lbs. of old gur and make into 

sixteen pills. Give one pill every morning and evening. While 

adopting this remedy, the horse should be stinted of its grain and 

water.® If you wish to water the horse, first heat the water by 

plunging in a red-hot iron. I have frequently tested this receipt 

and so pass it on. Item: get 2 lbs. of the yellow myrobalan? 

and pound well in a mortar; take half a tolé of good sulphate of 

copper, pound, and mix all together with vinegar ; make into forty 

pills, and give one pill every morning and evening. 

JourNEY In Hor Wearuer.—On a journey, a horseman must 

be careful how he waters and feeds his horse. If the weather is 
hot, he must reduce its grain ; if cold, its water. 

Should he have to make a march in the hot weather, he should 

water his horse as frequently as he can; and whenever he finds 

sufficient water he should bathe it also, even though it be dripping 

with sweat. Should water be scarce, he should at least bathe the 

horse’s eyes, and its sheath and testicles, and he should also 

sprinkle water on its forehead and face. On reaching the halting- 

place he should give pounded salt and d¢é@ mixed, two tolds’ weight 

ofeach. On a journey, in the hot weather, a wise man reduces the 

grain-feed to a fourth, as this keeps the horse in better wind. If it 

loses flesh by having its grain cut, do not be distressed ; but make 

up the deficiency of grain in the cold weather. 

Journey iN Corp Weatuer.—On the march during the cold 
weather, give the following*:—One told of alum and the same 
quantity of turmeric, pounded and mixed with 8 ozs. of gur; give 

by hand, by cramming. 

1 Vide note 4, p. 23. 
2 Vide note 3, p. 24. 
3 Vide note 5, p. 24. 
* Seed of the black oil-plant (Celastrus paniculata). 
® Lot sajji, a pure form of sajji. In the “ Farhang-i Asafiya” it is 

said to be red in colour. 

_ © Wale rakh dane aur pani ki tu qayd ; an ambiguous phrase, which 
might also mean, “ be careful in giving the usual feeds regularly.” 

7 Jawa-har. 

8 On arrival at destination. 
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Darx Urtne.—Should your horse void bloody urine, it is a 

matter of congratulation and calls for no treatment at the time, 

even though you know a hundred remedies. If the urine is thin, 

the cause is due to heat of temperament; if thick, to the pre- 

valence of damp and moisture (bddi). If the urine is bloody, it is 

a sign that the horse has voided effete matter that is the cause of 

disease. Five days later, however, if the dark urine is thin, give 

the following: Take one told of khand bird! and double that 

quantity of fine wheaten flour; mix with the drinking water till 

recovery. If, however, the urine is thick: Take five tolds of 
pepper-corns and half that amount of sugar-candy ;? mix with a 

little coarse wheaten flour, and give just before watering. Con- 

tinue till recovery. 

Insury to tHe Eyz.—Should the eye be injured by a blow, 

there is danger of its becoming white and opaque.’ Chew a little 

salt,‘ fill the mouth with water drawn yesterday,’ and blow the cold 

salt water into the eye of the horse. Should the cornea have 

already become white and opaque, lose no time in trying the 

following: Blow from a tube a little red-oxide of lead® into the 

eye daily. Item: substitute for the red-oxide of lead a little white 

moist sugar’ pounded fine. Jtem: grind the kernel of the soap- 

nut,’ and apply to the eye with a feather. Item: take the foeces 

of a sucking infant and apply raw with a feather. Item: take a 

quantity of good ger#® and mix with three times as much refined 

1 Khand bird, brown sugar partially refined. A common native 
remedy is to give from 4 to 6 ozs. of the leaves of the Sissoo tree 
(Dalbergia Sissoo: vern. shisham). In place of this, a decoction is 
occasionally given, made by pouring water on to half a pound of leaves, 
kneading well with the hands, and then drawing off the water and 
sweetening with gur. 

2 Misri, for misri, sugar twice refined. 
3 Phullt or phili; white opacity in the eye, the result of a blow. 
* About twenty grains of salt to an ounce of water. 
5 Bast pani, “ stale water,” as opposed to water freshly drawn from 

a well and therefore not quite cold. 
6 Sendir or sandhir, in Arabic usrunj, ** minium.” 
7 Chini, white sugar, or once-refined sugar. 

8 Sapindus Mukorosst, the soap-nut tree, ritha, H. The fruit contains 
a principle named saponine. Usually the ground soap-nut kernel is 
mixed with a little honey. 

9 Geri, a red earth from the lower hills of the Dera Ghazi Khan 
district, and from elsewhere. It is used as a dye and a medicine. 
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salt-petre ;! pound and mix and blow into the eye by means of a 

tube. Item: substitute for the latter old pounded brick. 

Boeguma (Enrzritis ?).—Should your horse burst into a profuse 

dripping sweat, it is struck by boghma and there is little chance of 

its life. There is but one remedy: get a large quantity of wood- 

ashes and rub well all over its body till dry. Should the sweats 

cease and the horse become dry, it will recover; but if the sweats 

do not cease, wash your hands of its life. At any rate make two 

round branding marks (gul) of equal size at the roots of the ear on 

the inside, and also brand a gul on the end of the dock: possibly 

the horse may recover. No other cure is known but this. Should 

the horse recover, give it no grain for forty days. If the horse 

recover, a second attack need not be feared for the remainder of 

its life. 

Sprain.?—Should any sinew of a horse be sprained, take equal 

parts of earth from a snake’s hole, human urine, and sheep’s dung; 

mix the two first ingredients and then add the third, making the 

whole into a thin paste, and then boil over a brisk fire. Get a 

stick, bind a rag on the end, and with it apply a coating of the 

warm mixture to the injured part, standing the horse out in the 

sun. Do this for several days.* Item: rub in, a liniment made of 

oil,* opium, and ger#, and afterwards foment? well. 

Non-conracious Manes anp Pricxty Hear.6—Should your horse 

get mange, do not delay in applying a remedy, for the disease is 

troublesome. Wash the horse well for several days with water 

In native schools it is ground and mixed with water and used for 
writing on black wooden slabs, the substitute for slates. Faqirs and 
jogis dye their clothes with it. 

1 Qalami shord, refined salt-petre crystallized in long prisms. 
2 Patta bharak-jana. 

3 This is applied for about two hours a day till a coat about a 
finger’s breadth in thickness is obtained, the previous day’s coat having 
been first removed. This treatment is by dealers called chhop karnd. 

* Til oil is generally used. 
5 Senkna@ is to foment, or to heat with hot hands, heated cloths, 

cotion, or a heated stone; or to toast before the fire; or to foment with 
hot water. Dealers generally “foment” with heated cow-dung. 

6 Kharisht or kharish, lit. “ itching,” a name given to mange and 
also to prickly heat. Chul is the Hindi name for khdarisht. The Zinat* 
*l-Khayl, however, makes a difference between the two, the latter being 
apparently restricted to “ prickly heat.” 
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drawn the day before (7.e., very cold water). Item: take foul 

water that has been used in a hubble-bubble pipe and wash the 

- horse with that. Item: take some curds (dahi), churn well, and 

add a heaped-up handful*® of gun-powder. Apply and keep the 

horse in the sun; the mange should show signs of disappearing in 

three days. It is also a good thing to rub on, afterwards,’ Indian 

rape-oil. Jtem: rub on for two or three days old and foul 

water procured from a tanning-yard. Item: get four told of soap, 

and half that amount of salt; pound, mix, and tie up in a cloth; 

rub this over the body and then wash with very cold water. A 

cure should be effected in a few days. This is Khwaja Ahmad’s 

receipt, and a good one it is. Item: get long-pepper,®> pound it 

fine, and mix with unboiled oil ;° apply in the sun. Next clean by 

rubbing on earth, afterwards washing with water. 

True or Conracious Manez.’—In contagious mange the hair 

comes off and the skin gets raw. Remedy: take of rice and neem ® 

leaves 1 lb. each, and boil together with water; cool; add 1 lb. 

of sour curds (dahz), and mix by hand. Give this to the horse 

for forty days, in place of a feed; but do not water for two or three 

hours after. (Given for the same period, this is an excellent 

cure for barsdtz?.) 

To Promote 4 Growrn or Harr.—lIf the hair does not grow, 

strain water that rice has been boiled® in, and rub on that. If no 

pich ® is available, the water in which rice has been washed !” before 

cooking, can be substituted, as it, too, is beneficial. This will 

produce a luxuriant crop of hair. 

1 This is a treatment for “ prickly heat.” Vide also note 5, p. 26. 
2 Lap. The word mutthi = as much as can be contained in the 

closed hand. Anjali is a double handful, 7.e., as much as can be 
contained in the hollowed hands side by side. 

3 Sarson, Sinapis Glauca.—Roab. 
4 The Zinat” 'l-Khayl says the bag should, after washing, be applied 

a second time. 
5 Ptpal, Piper longum. 
6 Kachcha tel, i.e., not boiled nor clarified. 
7 Agan bad. 
8 Nim, H., the neem, or Margosa Tree, Melia Azadirachta. 

9 Pich, “ rice-water.” 
10 Chanwal ka dhowan. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

CANKER OF THE FOOT' (2) 

Canxer IN Feer.—lIf there is an unhealthy growth on the frog, 
it is a sign of kaf-gird, a very evil disease. The following is a 

tested remedy: Take equal quantities of quick-lime and yellow 

arsenic,” pound and mix; sprinkle on canvas and bind on to the 

diseased part. Continue the treatment till a healthy frog appears 

from underneath. 

Sprain oF Back Tenpon.*—If the back tendon of the fore-leg 

fills, know that ‘‘ us ko pay dyi hai,’ and that the horse is unfit for 

work. Treatment: put two quarts of water in an earthen-pot 

(handi), and cast in ten of the large leaves of the bastard-teak,* 

and add 4 ozs. of khdri-namak,®> and boil. When reduced to 

half, remove, and place five leaves on each affected fore-leg ; over 

the leaves,® bind cloth, and tie again with minj7 rope. For three 

hours continue to moisten the bandages with the water from the 

pot and continue this treatment for several days. 

TurusH.—Thrush® is an offensive discharge from the frog. 

Remedy : sprinkle for ten or twenty days a little crude sulphate of 

soda ® over the frog, to increase the secretion. Then to dry up the 

discharge take equal quantities of quicklime and turmeric, and 

pound them in a marble mortar,!® and, apply dry. ‘Two or three 

days more of this treatment are sufficient to complete the cure. 

Cararru.!—TIf your horse suffer from catarrh, take a piece of old 
canvas or a piece of paper ; or, better still, a piece of blue cloth 

dyed by indigo ;” damp it; roll it, and light one end. Then place 

1 Kafgira. 

2 Hartal, Orpiment, Aureum pigmentum. ~ 
3 Pay dna or bharna. 
* Dhak, Butea frondosa. 
5 Khari namak, earth-salt. 

6 Pan, m., vulg. “ leaf.” 
7 Minj, the leaf-sheaths of Saccharum ciliare. 
8 Putli se ras Gnd. 
9 Khari namak, earth-salt. 
10 Kharal ; hawan (or imam) dasta is an iron mortar and pestle. 
W Kandr or kanadrd. Agar ghora kanara ja,e. 
2 Sawars in native cavalry regiments generally put the smouldering 

cloth in a nose-bag, and then put the nose-bag on the horse’s head. 
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the unrolled end in the horse’s nostril and make it inhale the 

smoke ; this will relieve the discharge.1 Jtem: pound very fine 

- some bark of box-myrtle,? and blow it from a tube into the nostrils 

for three or four days. Item: take fourteen and a half told of the 

same bark, boil in milk, dry, and then pound fine; add half the 

quantity of table salt (Lahor7 namak), and one fourth the quantity 

of saffron; mix and sift; blow about four grains® up the nostrils 

morning and evening and this will cure the foul discharge. Item: 

take four told of ghi, melt it, and add the same quantity of good 

honey ; add a small quantity of box-myrtle*® and give the whole by 

way of one nostril. Again take the same quantity and make the 

horse drink it through the other nostril. Do this for three or four 

days, and if the horse does not recover, try another remedy. This 

is a receipt worth knowing, which I obtained from Panna Khan. 
Prick in SHorrnc.—Should a horse be pricked in shoeing, or 

should a splinter* enter the frog, or a pebble injure it, and the 

horse go lame from the injury, heat a brick and wrap it in several 

layers of cloth, and place the injured hoof on it, and sprinkle water 

on the brick. If steamed® for two or three days the horse will . 

recover. By the Mughals this treatment is called sang-tab.® 

Item: place the foot on hot dry wood ashes, and so treat for three 

days in succession. 

Swottzen Bacx.—For a swelling on the back, knead up clay 

with water and apply it.” Item: apply a poultice of ispaghil® seeds. 

Item: wash with hot water and soap. Jtem: anoint freely with 

mustard oil.® Jtem: bathe the affected part with cold (“stale ”’) 

water. Until a complete recovery takes place, the horse must not 

be saddled. 

1 Rent, any discharge from the nose. 
2 Ka,i phal, H., Myrica Nagi. 
3 Two surkh or rati. 

* Khobra, m., a cut stalk, a piece of stubble, a large splinter. 
5 Bhapara, ‘steaming ” ; from bhap, ‘‘ steam.” 
6 This is done for half an hour at a time, two or three times a day, 

two or three bricks being used at each operation. 
7 This is perhaps left on for two or three days. 

8 Ispaghil, H., Plantago ovata. The seeds are swollen in water and 
then applied. 

9 Karwa tel is oil either of sarson or of rd,i. 
10 Khogir = char-jama, the old native saddle, or stuffed felt used as a 

saddle. 
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Sore Back or Srus.—If the horse gets a sore back and a 

sinus (called by soldiers sor!) forms: Take 4 ozs. of old lime and 

double that quantity of oil of mustard- or rape-seed ; put water in 

a flat earthen vessel (kinda) and keep it by you; pound and mix 

the lime in the water; then add the oil and knead, and mix all 

well together with the hands: then take up the vessel in your 

hands and pour off and cast away the water. Apply freely, to the 

honey-combed place, the sediment that remains, using a stick with 

a rag wrapped round the end ; apply ten or fifteen times a day: no 

fly will settle on the place, and the wound will fill up and heal. 

Wasaine a Wounp.—To wash a wound, use a decoction of 

neem leaves. Item: wash with human urine. In either case take 

care that the wound does not become fly-blown.? 

Maceots in 4 Wounp.—If maggots make their appearance in 

the wound, take dry country-tobacco, pounded and sifted, and fill 

the wound with it; then cover with a coating of clay to exclude 
the air and the maggots will die of suffocation. 

Unueattuy Scas.—Should a wound not have granulated, but be 

covered by a hard unhealthy scab that does not peel off:* Take 

equal quantities of salt and ght and apply for several days. When 

the scab comes off, apply powdered alum. 

To Heat up a Wounp.*—To heal a wound quickly, take ass’s 

dung; dry it and pound it fine, and sprinkle on the wound for 
several days. Item: take old leather which has no rags’ in it, and 

pound® that, and sprinkle on the wound. Item: sprinkle bhang, 

dried and powdered. Jtem: burn and powder a camel’s rib, and 

sprinkle that. 

To Promore tHe Growra or Hair on a Wounp.—To promote 
a growth of hair on a wound, apply oil and ae mixed, day and 

night, for a few days. 

1 Chor-zakham, “sinus” (gen.). Ndsir is “an old sinus.” Pith 
lagna, “to get a sore-back.” Chor, m., “ sinus.” 

® Siyahi and sdhi or sd,i baithna, “ to become fiy-blown.” 
3 Such a scab is called thikri, lit. “a potsherd.” 
* Khushk karna, lit. “to dry up.” 

: 5 Batdéna; rags used as stuffing either in a pagri or in the sole of a 
shoe. 

6 Leather is always charred first, and, if the wound is deep, sweet oil 
is mixed with it. 
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CHAPTER XVII 

MISCELLANEOUS 

To Curz Boa-spavin in A Foat.—To cure bog-spavin in a foal, take’ 
two told weight of amar bel;' pound it and add a little gur, and 

give after the evening feed (ddna), for several days. The bog- 

spavin will certainly disappear. Item: give half a tolé of burnt 

borax in the drinking water daily. Item: seize the upper lip and 

draw it forwards; pierce the vein that stands out clearly defined 

between the nostrils, and then for three days rub on the place 

powdered salt and turmeric; or take half a pint of oil*® and heat 

it, and cast in a quantity of bhildwen® and cook till brown and crisp; 

crush and mix and apply to the wound ten or fifteen times a day. 

By the time the lip is healed the bog-spavin will have disappeared. 

Foatina.—Do not, when the foal is being produced, let it fall on 

the ground, but catch it and shake it in a blanket, and then place 

it carefully on the ground: this will make it strong and active. In 

youth, rub and knead well the scrotum of a colt with gh, and in 

maturity it will behave itself even in the company of mares. Out- 

wardly, in appearance, it is a stallion,’ but inwardly it is a gelding. 

SrrarmwepD Loins.—Should your horse get a strain in its loins :° 

First see that the head-ropes are fast and then remove the heel- 

ropes and hobbles. Next take hot water that rice has been boiled 

in (pich), and put it in a copper basin (lugan), and place the vessel 

on the palm of the right hand ; lift the tail and draw back the hair 

so as to expose the tip of the dock, and dip it in the very hot water; 

the horse will start forward and shake its body violently and so shake 

out the pain from its loins ; it will straighten out the kink that was 

in the back muscle. 

1 A common wild creeper also called amar-lat (amar = “ non-dying,” 
and lat or bel = “creeper’’). 

2 4.e., til-, or sweet oil. 
8 Bhildwen, pl., the fruit of the Marking-nut Tree, Semecarpus 

Anacardium. 
4 During colthood the spermatic cord can easily be destroyed by 

mulling, without causing any great pain. It is not necessary to cast the 
colt. The cord is pulled for about a quarter of an hour daily. 

5 Ayghir, T., “a stallion.” 

6 Kamar men lachka ana. 
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Spiint.—If your horse throws out a splint,! treat without delay 
as follows: Take batasha sweets, with double their quantity of crude 
opium, and knead together in the palm of the hand, and heat over 

the fire on a potsherd; bind on hot, and allow to remain till a cure 

takes place. Item: powdered sugar-candy bound on the splint with 

a cloth, is also good. Item: bind on the place a goat’s kidney 

roasted in hot ashes and sprinkled with salt. Item: take twigs of the 

thohar® tree and roast them in hot wood-ashes, and rub some soap on 

their outside, and bind on the place; remove after three days.* The 

splint will be removed, and the hair will remain untouched. Item: 

take a camel’s rib and heat it in the fire and “‘ foment” the affected 

part with it; a cure will be effected in a few days. The objection 

to this remedy is, that the hair will not grow again on the spot— 

unless the heat applied is inconsiderable. Jtem: a clod of earth can 

be substituted.* However, both these remedies must be applied in 

the early stage, when the splint is forming; applied later they are 

of no use at all. 

Rinesone.—Should ringbone® make its appearance on the fore- 

or the hind-feet, try hot fomentations as mentioned above, and hand- 

rubbing. If this treatment does not make a cure, it will at least 

prevent the ringbone increasing. 

To make A Horse FULt-Betitiep.—Should you wish to make a 

gaunt-bellied horse full-bellied,® brand it on the hollows of its 

flanks with a Greek cross (+).? Item: take 8 ozs. of dry ginger 

and 4 ozs. of well-sifted barilla (sajjz), with 8 ozs. of flour of 

mash ;* mix and knead into a flat girddle-cake and bake; then char 

1 Bel-haddi, “ splint.” 

* The twigs are wrapped in a cloth and then soaked in water. When 
thoroughly soaked, the cloth is put in hot wood ashes to roast; soap is 
ot ei to the outside of the cloth and the whole is then bound on to the 
splint. 

* According to the Zinai* ’l-Khayl this should be left on seven days. 
* It is heated in the fire and wrapped in a cloth. 
® Pushtak, “ ringbone on the fore-feet ;” chakawul, “ ringbone on the 

hind-feet.” “ False ringbone” is called gand. Vide also chap. XX. 
* Sawars say, Ghore ne jholt chhor-di or ghora jholidar ho-gaya, “ the 

horse has let down its wallet,” when a thin tucked-up horse, beginning 
to put on flesh, first gets a round belly. Vide note 4, page 22. 

7 Char para dagh karna. 
8 Mash, Ar.; urud or urid, H., Phaseolus Mungo. 
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in a cow-dung fire. When charred, pound to a powder and divide 

into forty doses. Give one powder daily when watering. 

Harp Dry Coveu.—For a hard dry cough, the following is, 

without boasting,” the best remedy out. Take about half a told of 

good assafcetida and insert the whole inside a piece of green ginger 

two told in weight, having scooped out a hole for its reception; 

roast in hot ashes ; pound and give after the evening grain. If no 

improvement takes place in two or three days, then, Item: give for 

two or three days five and a half told of onion after watering, or, 

Item: give the same amount of the leaves of the common bamboo 

or of the large Bengal bamboo.*? Item: give 4 ozs. of katali* 

roasted in hot ashes. Item: take 2 Ibs. of omum seeds (ajwd,in), 

and pound and soak for two or three days in your own urine; 

give of this, every evening after the feed, two told weight. <A 

speedy recovery may be expected. Item: give half a pint of cream 

after watering. 

Until the cough is eradicated the above remedies should be 

tried in turns. When a horse has a hard dry cough people say 

dhansta hai. 

InpicEstion.—Should a horse’s stomach be out of order from 

-injudicious feeding: Take equal parts of bhang,*’ Indian mustard 

seed (ra,2), and salt, and if to these an equal quantity of kachri® be 

added, so much the better. Pound and mix with dfd, and give 

two told after the evening feed. Then put on the bridle for three 

hours, to prevent the horse from eating. In a short time the 

horse’s appetite will astonish you. 

If there is a grumbling’ in the horse’s belly, it is probably due 

to an excess of mucus in the bowels.8 Asa remedy try “ Sard,’’® 

1 Dhanst or dhanst is a hard dry cough, while khdnsi is an ordinary 
cough. 

2 Ding hanknd, “ to boast.” 
3 Piyd-bans, a variety of Bambusa Tulda, 
4 Katalt = kateli or kati,i, solanum xanthocarpum ? 
5 Bang in the text is, I think, a copyist’s error for hing, “‘ assafcetida.” 
® Kachari or kachri, Cucumis pubescens. 
7 Qardqur, borborygmus. 
8 Anw, “ mucus in the bowels.” 
9 Sard, the name of a receipt: it is best given in the rains to 

counteract the effects of rank green grass. Another receipt will be 
found in the Appendix. 
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which is made as follows: Take black salt and the three kinds 
of myrobalan (the beleric, the chebulic and the emblic); also 

Indian mustard seed (rd,z), kachrt, omum seed, dry ginger, and 

moringa-bark!—equal parts of all; roughly pound and mix 

together in a large matka Add a large quantity of sour curds 

(daht) mixed with less than its own bulk of water and then 

strained through cloth. Cover the matkd with a plate and then 
bury it in horse-dung, in-a shaded place. Remove it after it has 

“cooked”? a week. Give daily, after the evening feed, 8 ozs. 
of the mixture, and continue for twenty days; if given for 

longer, the benefit will be more. This receipt is equally good 

in the extremes of heat and cold in the hot or cold weather. If, 

however, given in the cold weather, vinegar should be substituted 
for the curds.® 

Digestive GIvEN wiTH Maheld.—As a digestive, when feeding 

on maheld,* mix daily fenugreek seed® with it. If this is done the 

horse will require no masdlih. Should the horse be fed on raw 

grain, then the fenugreek must be soaked and given with it. 
Item: take 2 or 3 lbs. of common fennel® and parch half; 

pound the whole and mix; give 4 ozs. daily after the evening 

feed, and then put on the bridle, and make the horse fast for three 

hours. This receipt was given me by a friend. 

Proruse Sratinc.—Profuse staling,’ i.e., staling every moment, 

is a sign of coldness (sardz), or of cold and damp (bddz) in the 

temperament. Remedy: take four told weight of fenugreek seed 

or of soyd,* and give for three or four days in the evening feed. 

Warrts.—The following is a well-tried receipt for warts.? Take 

1 Sahajna, the horse-radish tree ; moringa pterygosperma. 
2 Matkd, a large earthen jar. 

3 In the Zinai“’lKhayl the receipt is, mustard seed, omum seed, the 
three myrobalans, dry ginger, kachri, black salt, moringa-bark, panka, 
sonchar-namak, sendha salt ; equal quantities, pounded and mixed. Then 
three times the weight of curds is mixed with a little water, strained, 
and added, &c., &e. 

* Mahela, properly a mash of moth. Formerly dealers always fed on 
boiled grain, so maheld came to mean any soft cooked food. 

5 About 8 ozs. 

6 Saunf, Fooniculum vulgare. 
7 Salas” ’l-bawl, subs. 
8 Soya or sowd, the Dill, Peucedanwm graveolens. 
® Massa, H., m., a wart. 

3 * 
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a hollow roll of paper, light one end, and fumigate the warts with it 

for about an hour and a half, for three days. 

- Girra Gart.—Should your horse get girth-galled, it is a slight 
matter and no cause for anxiety. Remedy: soak paper in water 

and place the paper on the wound underneath the girth, till a cure 

is effected. 
Roarinc.—The following is a proved receipt for roaring.! 

Take two or three pounds of onions, and cut about half a pound of 

them into thin slices and sprinkle with two told of salt. Give 

twice daily about three hours after watering. If after eight days 

there is some improvement, continue the treatment, otherwise stop 

it. You need not be afraid of the remedy being too stimulating ; 

you can continue the treatment after a cure appears to have been 
effected. I have frequently tried this receipt. Item: take 2 ozs. 

of dried pdn or betel-leaves, and at break of day place them 

to soak in your urine, and give in the evening after the feed. Do 

this for several days. This receipt was given to me by Miyan 

Baqi, and I have often put it to the proof. Perhaps the reader 

will ask: “‘ What is a roarer (sherdam)?” My answer is: ‘‘Gallop? 

it and see. Should it pant much it is a roarer.” 

CHAPTER XVIII 

MISCELLANEOUS 

To Make a Bacxwarp Sratiion Cover.—Should a stallion decline 

to cover® a mare, try this remedy to bring the two together: 

dip your hand in the defiled earth of the mare’s standing* and 

then rub well into the stallion’s nostrils: in a few days the stallion 

will become keen. . 

To Qurer a StatLion.—To cool a stallion’s passion sprinkle cold 

water on its testicles® about ten times a day. This will soothe its 

sexual excitement. 

Marks or Goop Breepine.—For breeding, select a stallion with 

1 Sher-dam honda, ‘‘ to roar”; sher-dami, subs. 
* Dapatna, tr. “to gallop a horse (of the rider).” 
3 Ghort par chhitna, intr. 
+ Mutdli, the place where a horse urinates. 
5 Fota, sing., ‘ the scrotum,” and in the pl., vulgarly, “testicles.” 
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a small yard—a sign of good breeding. Don’t breed from a mare 
with a long vulva—if you want well-bred foals: choose one with a 

small vulva. 

To Brine a Mare 1n Szason.—The following is a good receipt 
for bringing a mare into season.!_ Take 2 Ibs. each of masi#r* and 

egg-plant;* cook, and give this quantity to the mare for three 
days. Item: give stale [i.e., yesterday’s] unleavened bread for a 

- few days. 

The mare should be put to the stallion as she is coming out of 
season. If put to the stallion at the early stage, she will never 

hold.* Also, before she is covered, her grain should be stopped for 
two or three days. When she is carrying, her grain should 

gradually be decreased; otherwise there is danger, either of the 
foal being compressed, or of the mare slipping her foal.’ 

- After giving birth, put the mare to the stallion again before the 

sixth day, when she will hold to a certainty. Put her to the 

stallion on the fifth day, not later. 

When, however, the day of foaling draws near, you should give 

her every day 4 Ib. of ghz® for forty days. This will materially 

influence the future development of the foal. 

To Brine a Mare ovr or Szason.—To bring a mare out of 

season, cast cold water on her vagina for some days. 

CHAPTER XIX 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Burns.—For a burn, large or small, apply to the wound the juice 

of onions ; this will afford instantaneous relief. This remedy can 

be used for humans as well. I have often tested it. 

Lerrosy.—For white-spotted leprosy,’ cut a bayngan (egg- 

1 Ghori Glang 14,i, “ the mare is in season.” 
® Masir, the Lentil, Lens esculenta. 
3 Bayngan, Solanum Melongena. 
* Gabhin or gabhan, “ to be with young” (of animals only). 

5 Kachché pet girnad. Heating and stimulating food is considered 
injurious after a certain period. 

6 Given either by means of a bottle, or else more usually mixed with 
one or more chapdatis made of gram flour. 

7 Pes, P., and baras, Ar. 
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plant) in two and cast it in water, and knead well. Rub this 

mixture of fruit and water, every day, on the white spots. A cure 

may be expected in twenty days. This receipt has never failed me. 

THani.—T'o remove wart-like excrescences at the mouth of the 

sheath (these are called thani'), take equal parts of barilla and 

lime, and mix in double their weight of water, and apply daily as 

‘a caustic lotion for several days. 

To Errace a “ Fraruer.”’—To efface a “ feather,” shave off both 

the hair and skin with a sharp razor, and then apply sweet oil and 
red-oxide of lead. ‘The hair will re-appear in proper form, and not 

as a “feather.” Should the feather not be completely effaced, 

repeat the operation. The hair will then cover the wound in a 

regular and normal pattern. 

To Remove a Srar og A Broxen-Biaze.—To remove a star 

(sitdra”) or a broken-blaze (‘agrab*), first get rid of the hair by 

friction *® and cast it away, and then apply daily dry turmeric. The 

hair will grow again quickly, and will probably be of the colour of 

the body, and your eye-sore will be removed. 

CHAPTER XX 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Rinesone.—For ringbone in the fore- or in the hind-feet,* first 

shave the hair over the place and then make deep incisions® so that 
the blood may flow freely. Then get a quantity of the root of the 

ak® and remove its bark, casting the bark into water to soak. As 
required, take the necessary quantity of the bark, pound it, mix it 

with human urine, and apply to the incisions; keep a cloth bound 

over the whole and leave for twenty-four hours; then renew. Do 

this for seven days. 

1 Vide page 6. When small these are called mani and are un- 
objectionable; but if the size of a date they are thant and are 
objectionable. 

2 Vide page 8. 
3 Dealers rub down the offending mark with a dry cow-pat, till the 

surface of the skin is worn away. This acts as a blister. 
* Vide page 5 and chap. XVII. 
> Pachna or pachh, subs., and pachhna, Inf. tr. 
6 Vide note 1, page 24. 
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Swetiine in THE Foor.—Should the horse’s foot swell up 

considerably, there is no cause for anxiety. Sift some burnt alum 

and mix it with fresh butter, and apply daily. Item: put on a 
heavy anklet of lead, which, by its weight, will reduce the swelling. 

Many times have I proved the efficacy of these receipts, so I record 

them for the benefit of others. 

Urricarra.—lf a horse suffer from urticaria,! take the unspotted 
slough of a snake? and mix it with gur, and give it to the horse to 

eat; this will remove the ill. I do not, however, know what 

quantity should be given. Item: take finely powdered pepper-corns 

and geri, 2 ozs. of each, and give to the horse.® 

Sore Mourn.—Should your horse suffer from a sore mouth, i.e. 

sores on the corners of its mouth,* apply a folded cold bandage, and 

keep it in place till the sores are healed. 

Guanpers oR Farcy.—lIf a horse suffer from glanders or farcy,° 

try the following receipt, recommended to me by a friend. Take 

one tolaé weight of moringa bark and half that amount of red 

chillies; pound and sift, and then mix in mahelé. Give this 

amount twice a day till recovery. Item: take of kalaé til® seed 
and bhiléwan’ two told of each, pound roughly and mix together, 

and give before the morning meal for forty days. The remedy is 

the same for both glanders and farcy ; the former attacks the fore 

part of the horse and the latter the hind. It is probable that this 

remedy will cure barsai? also. 

To Sror Bieepinc.—To stanch profuse bleeding® from a wound, 

apply a spider’s web. Item: sprinkle with powdered borax. Both 

these remedies can be used for man. 

1 Ghore ke [badan par] pitti uchhle. The words badan par are 
understood after ke. 

_ ® Kechli or kenchli, “the slough of a snake.” A snake’s slough is 
always unspotted. 

3 The horse should, it is said, be kept blanketed. 

* Bachh, f., “ the corner of the mouth ” (of men or animals). 
5 Bad-nadm, lit. “the evil name,” is considered to be of two sorts, 

“male” and “female”: the male, bad-ndm-i nar, is glanders ; and the 
female, bad-ndim-i mdda, is “farcy.”” Varying names for these diseases 
are bel, khundm ; gum-nam, kachhi,i, and sembha. 

6 Kala til, Gingelly or Sesame Oil, Sesamum indicum. 
7 Bhildwan, vide note 3, page 32. 
8 According to Hindus the herse has 72,000 veins. 
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INFLAMMATION oF THE TesticLes.—If a stallion suffers from 

enlarged testicles, rub down some Multan clay! and apply it mixed 

with cold water for some days to the testicles. Item: take kala 

zora,” grind it with water, and apply the paste warm, freely, all 

over the testicles; do so daily. Turkoman horses are said to be 

peculiarly liable to this ailment. 

Smatt Drinxer.—If a horse is a small drinker, give daily two 

tolé of omum seeds, after the evening feed. This will stimulate its 

appetite and make it drink deeply. 

Barsatt.—For barsati, rab down, on a stone, with lemon juice, a 

little water-chestnut, and apply it several times daily. A recovery 

may be expected in a few days. 

CHAPTER XXI 

ON RATIB, HALWA AND KHIR 

Take pounded turmeric, crushed green-ginger and pounded 

fenugreek, of each 5 lbs. ; melt 5 lbs. of ghz over the fire; first of 

all cast in the turmeric and when well fried add the other two 

ingredients, and then fry all well together. Next cast in 10 lbs. of 

gur® and mix, and then pour in 10 quarts of cow’s milk. Remove 

and put aside. Give at first 8 ozs. once a day, after watering ; but 

gradually increase to 2 lbs. This sweet, gingered mash is grand 

stuff for a horse. When the above amount is finished, a fresh 

brew should be made. If this halwaé be given throughout the cold 

weather, your horse will be a sight to look upon. On my oath, 

this is a right good receipt, and I have given it for months at 

a time. : 

Khir—Cook a mash of moth (mahela), squashing it with the 

1 Multani mitti ; there are three varieties: (1) the white or khajan 
or eatable ; (2) the yellow called bhakri used for dyeing; (3) the light 
green or sabz mitft which is used for washing the hair. The last is that 
most commonly used and generally known under the name of Multdni 
mitti. 

2 Kala zira, Small Fennel, or Black Cumin, Nigella sativa. There 
is a difference between kala zira, and siydh zira, the Black Caraway, 
Carum nigrum. Vide p. 51, note 1. 

8 Mitha,i, lit. “ sweets,” is vulgarly, as here, a name for gur. 
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hands; add milk and gwr, and replace on the fire to cook. 

When well cooked, set aside to congeal by cooling, and feed your 

horse on this in place of grain. If a small quantity only be given, 

it can be mixed with the drinking water. No amount is fixed ; 

give the horse as much as it will eat. 

CONCLUSION 

In very brief verses I have said my say, for brevity spares both 

reader and writer ; therefore I have presented to you a great sea 

inside a pint pot. The receipts I have given have been tested 

and tried. I penned these verses! in twenty days, in 1210 A.H.,* 
my years then numbering forty—and some days. When this 

“Book of the Horse” (Fars-Nadma) reached its end, I named it 

“The Book of Horsemanship of Rangin.”* It contains just a 

thousand couplets. 

FINIS 

1 The treatise was originally in prose. 
3 4.e., A.D. 1795. 
3 Fardsat-Nama-e Rangin. Firdsat is “ discernment, &c.,” so perhaps 

the author intends a play on the words. The ordinary form of the 
Arabic word used for horsemanship is furdsiyah or furisah and not 
faradsah, but Rangin would not hesitate to use a form that is unchaste. 
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APPENDIX “A” 

By the courtesy of the “ Asiatic Society of Bengal,” I am permitted to 

reproduce the following two notes by me, from its “ Journal” of 1906 

1.—A Nore on THE MERCANTILE SIGN-LANGUAGE OF INDIA 

In the open-air markets of India, where idle spectators are by 

ancient custom entitled to increase the noise and confusion of 

bargaining, secrecy in dealing would be impossible were it not for some 
simple code of manual signs known to all Indian brokers and merchants. 

The signs are simple and distinctive, and mistakes are hardly possible. 

Suppose, for instance, it is a horse that is to be bargained for at a fair: 

the unit in this case would be a hundred rupees. The buyer and seller 
extend their right hands, over which one of them casts a concealing 

handkerchief or the end of his coat or pagri. The seller will, of course, 

at first indicate an exhorbitant figure; the buyer, one much lower than 

he intends to give. If the difference between the two sums is very 
great, it is usually an indication that the negotiations will terminate 
abruptly. Now, suppose that the buyer wishes to offer Hs. 266: he 

grasps the forefinger and the second’ finger of the seller’s hand to 

express two units or two sums of a hundred rupees each. He next 

doubles up the third finger to express half the unit, or Rs. 50: 
total Rs. 250. The value of the fingers now drops from #s. 100 to 
Rs. 10: he, therefore, to add ten to the figure expressed, grasps the fore- 

finger and makes the price Rs. 260. The second finger doubled up adds 

half, or Rs. 5, and makes the sum Rs, 265. The value of the fingers 

now drops from ten to one: he, therefore, grasps a forefinger and makes 
the price Rs. 261. 

The bystanders, though in complete ignorance of the sums asked and 
refused, take an active part in the proceedings and champion the cause 

of the buyer—at least if the buyer be a Sahib. “Ghar ka dushman, 
enemy of your own house,” they say to the seller, “ Why don’t 
you sell?” Pee ee SS 

Mules are, in the Punjab, generally owned by Khatris ; so when it is 

a mule that is being bargained for, the proceedings are prolonged, and 

the excitement sometimes becomes excessive. The seller is thumped 

violently on the back, and pushed and shaken till he breaks away in a 

huff. He is then forcibly brought back, sulky and frowning, and made 
to extend his hand and continue the negotiations. When the bargain is 
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concluded he breaks into smiles. Apparently everybody has been 
acting a part and thoroughly enjoying it. 

The code described above is known to horse-dealers throughout the 

Punjab, and probably throughout India. 
Amongst jewellers, cloth merchants, and perhaps other trades, there 

are variations in the code. Amongst them also, a single finger signifies 
a unit of one, ten, a hundred, or a thousand rupees. If the unit be one 

rupee, the words “ Yih ripiya hai” are said, as the finger or fingers 
are grasped: if the unit be ten, “ dahd,z”; if a hundred, “sau”’; if 

a thousand, “hazdr.” Half a unit is expressed by extending a fore- 

finger along the palm of the other person’s hand: thus to indicate Rs. 15 

the dealer would first express Rs. 10 by grasping one forefinger and 

exclaiming “ dahd,i,” and then would either extend his forefinger along 

the other’s palm to indicate half or Rs. 5, or else grasp all five fingers of 

the other’s hand to express the same number. The lowest fraction is 
four annas, which is called mdsha. To express Hs. 1.8, the dealer 

would grasp a forefinger saying, “‘ Yzh ripiya hai,” and then grasping 

the forefinger and second finger say, “ Yih-mdsha.” Fractions of four 

annas each are also expressed by pressing, between the forefinger and 

thumb, the joints of the other bargainer’s forefinger. Thus the first 

joint, when so pressed, indicates four annas, the second joint eight annas, 

and the base of the finger twelve annas. 
How far has this or a similar code spread? Is it known in Central 

Asia, or indeed anywhere beyond Indian limits? It may be known in 
some parts of the Persian Gulf, but it is not known in the interior, 

neither to Arabs nor to Persians. Even the Arab horse-dealers who 
visit Bombay do not employ it. 

2.—Nore ON THE JARGON OF INDIAN HORSE-DEALERS 

Besides the mercantile sign language detailed in Journal No. 7, 
Vol. II, 1906, some trades have a jargon of their own that amounts to a 
secret language. A horse-dealer, for instance, instructing an underling 

to go and examine a horse in a fair, with a view to purchase, might still 

say j@,0 theko, the verb theknd being probably a corruption of dekkhna ; 

but this, as well as most of the horse-dealers’ jargon, belongs to a past 

generation. Old Punjab-dealers, still iving, remember the time when 

the following phrases were current amongst them :— 
Horse, gorpaé; mare, gorpi; fore-legs, hath or dastaure; “it has 

good fore-legs,” dastaure male ; ‘‘it has bad fore-legs,” dastaure kason ; 

bad, basha,t; eye, kilkiydn; tooth, chhubdhi; bog-spavin, ldsa; to 

examine, hdzand. In discussing prices, too, a secret code used to be 

observed. The following list of numbers was collected with difficalty, 
by the writer, at horse-fairs in the Punjab, various horse-dealers 

contributing odd numbers that had stuck in their memory. The 
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numbers are given exactly as collected, discrepancies included. Writing 

on the subject, an ancient Dallal says, “These numbers are Pushtu, or 

if not Pushtu, then they must be some other language.” As they are 

not Pushtu, we must conclude they are “ some other language ” :— 

4 Nim 
1 Akel or Aspina' 
13Akel nim 
2 Yaz 
3 Gert 
4 Gapdan 
5 Kafi? 
6 Rekhi 
7 Rekhi-bas*® 
8 Yaz bash 
9 Sar-t bash 

10 Sar-t aspina 
11 Sar-i méte* 
12 Sar-t yaz 
13 Sar-2 geri 
14 Sar-i gapéan 
15 Sar-t nim® 

20 Siti 

25 Kafa? male? siti 
30 Gert daigan’ 
35 Kafa kaso® ya siitt 
40 Va suti,an 

45 Kafa male ya suti,an 
50 Kafa daigan 
60 Geri siti,an 
70 Rekhi bash siiti,an 
80 Gapdn siti,an 
90 Sar-t aspina kaso lang 
95 Kafi? kaso lang 

100 Lang 
125 Masha male lang 
150 Akel nim lang 
175 Masha kaso ydz lang 
200 Yazlang . 
225 Yaz lang masha male 
250 Yaz nim lang 
275 Masha kaso geri lang 
300 Geri lang 
325 Masha male gert lang 
350 Gert nim ling 
375 Masha kaso gapéan ling 
400 Gdpan lang 
600 Rekhi lang 
700 Rekhi bash lang 
800 Yaz bash ling 
900 Sar-t bash ling 
1000 Pare médle lang 

1 Tt lingers in my mind that I have heard aspina used for a rupee. 
2 In 5 and 95, kafi; elsewhere kafa. 

8 Bas apparently should be bash. 
4 Why not sar-i akel ? 

5 Why not sar-i kafi ? 

6 I was unable to obtain these numbers; but logically 16, 17, and 18, should be 
sar-i rekhi, sar-i rekhi bas (or bash ?), and sar-i yaz bash. 

7 Male = ‘‘on, upon.” 

8 Daigan = daha,i. 

® Kaso = kam. 
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APPENDIX “B” 

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES AND RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS INDIAN 

SOURCES 

1.—Tue SEatT 

THERE are three different kinds -of seat. One in which the rider 
throws his weight on his buttocks; one in which he throws his weight 
on the stirrups; and the third, an admixture of the two, in which he 

grips with all his leg. The best seat is the second, with the weight on 

the stirrups, for this seat eases the horse. The rider should spur with 
his heels, paying no attention to the pommel of the saddle ;' he should © 
sit lightly but firmly on the horse’s back, so that the horse may move 
freely and unencumbered. 

2—To Mount 

To mount, the rider should stand close to his horse and seize the 

reins and a lock of the mane in the left hand and quickly throw his leg 

over the horse’s back, gripping with his thighs and knees, and throwing 

his weight on the stirrups so that his buttocks do not press on the 

saddle. He should keep his temper and never worry the horse. The 
whip should only be used occasionally for purposes of chastisement. 

He should not wear his horse out by furious riding. 
To break in a horse properly, it should be ridden without a saddle, 

the body of the horse being protected by the body-piece only. 
To teach a horse the ebiya, tie weights * to its feet. 

To teach this pace, the rahwar or chagir, take forty bullets and bore 
a hole in them ; divide the bullets into two equal parts and make two 

necklaces of them, and tie these round the fore-legs. Shoe the horse 

well and then lead it at a walk. The teacher should know his work 
and be a good rider; he can then make his horse adopt any pace he 
chooses. 

3.—On BREEDING | 

The stallion should not have a yard like a létht nor the mare a 

vulva like a drain. 

1 Qash-i zin, P., or hannd, H.: the pommel of the saddle. The old pattern 
saddle has a handle in front. 

2 «The central Indian idea is that the rider should appear to sit at ease, 
languidly controlling the movements of a restive steed. In reality every action is 
as measured as the swing of a wooden rocking-horse, while a touch of the thorn 
bit suffices to check any tendency to genuine spirit."—Man and Beast in India. 

3 The only way to ride on a modern Persian saddle is to stand upright in the 
stirrups. 

4 Ebiya, one of the kinds of gadam or ambling ; vide vocabulary. 
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It is best to breed from stallions and mares of five years old, but 

there is no great harm if they are only four; they should not, however, 

be younger than this and in no case should they be aged. 

The mare should be reduced in flesh before being put to the 

stallion, and to this end she should be ridden for a few days previously. 

The winter season, till March, is best for putting the mare to the 

stallion. The period of gestation is nine months, but some writers have 

fixed it at eleven months and eleven days. The majority, however, say 

it is a full twelve months. Ifa foal is born before nine months, it will 

be defective ; but the longer it is in the womb, the better. The mare 

may be ridden sparingly while carrying.1 The mare should be given 

less food when she becomes heavy ; and for forty days before foaling 
she should daily be given half a pound of ghi. 

4,—On DETERMINING THE SEx or A FOAL BEFORE IT 18 BorN 

If a south wind is blowing when the mare is put to the stallion, she 
will produce a filly. If the right nipple be black and swollen and carried 

higher than the left, she will produce a colt. 

5.—On Feepine tHe Foat 

If the foal be given camel’s milk, it will be strong; if cow’s milk, it 
will be fat and round; and if goat’s milk, it will be active. The best 

grain for a foal is barley. 

The foal should be led about by hand. Further, it is not good to tie 

it up; it should be allowed to follow the dam wherever she goes. The 

foal should not be ridden till two years old. 

6.—EMASCULATION AND GELDING 

Cast the horse. Let four or five men, relieving each other, pull 

the cord of the testicles for an hour or so, till it becomes soft. In 

appearance only, the horse will be a stallion. If the horse is trouble- 

some, fix a bandage between its legs, scissor-wise, and tie tightly, and 

remove after three hours. Jiem: after pulling the cord as above, till 

soft, brand with a line from the scrotum right up to the anus, so that 

the sexual cord may perish. Item: cast the horse, and pull the cord as 
before. Then cover a pair of scissors with cotton wool, and compress 

the cord with the scissors, and bind tightly. Remove after twelve 

hours. In the winter a slight wound will be caused, which, however, 

can be quickly healed. In other seasons, both the testicles will come 

out, and ointment must be applied. Item: cast the horse, bind the 

cords with silk, slit the scrotum and remove the testicles, filling up with 

powdered turmeric. In ten or fifteen days a recovery may be expected. 

1 That is, ridden at a walk. 
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7.—To make A Horse Cnav-cosua! or “ Four-EARED” 

Cast the horse; heat two knives red-hot and slit the ears to the 

extent desired. Do not use a cold knife or the bleeding will be profuse ; 

with a hot knife there will be no bleeding. 

8.—To Crop a Horse’s Ears 

_ (Koba-karnd) 2 

Cast the horse, and with a hot knife shave the inner edge of the 

ear, that is, the edge nearer the neck, from the bottom a The 

ear will thus be made shorter and narrower. 

9—To Make a Horse PRICK-EARED 3 

From the root of the ears towards the centre of the head make two 
slits, three or four fingers’ breadth in length, through the skin of the 

head. Then press together, till they join, the two ends of each slit; sew 

them together. Apply ointment, erect the ears, and bandage firmly. 

When the wound is healed the ears will be erect as an arrow. 

10.—To DISCOVER WHETHER A Horse IS DIFFICULT TO SHOE* 

AND A CURE FOR THE VICE 

Place the hoof on a stone and tap with another stone. If the horse 
is fidgety, it is bad na‘l or difficult to shoe. By acting thus several 

times, the horse may be cured of its vice. 

11.—To pIscovER_WHETHER A Horse 1s Dums 

If the horse is a stallion lead a mare in front of it, then if it fails to 

scream it is dumb. 

In the case of a mare remove her foal ; and if she keeps silent she is 

dumb. 

12.—A “ Doc-tonauep ” or “ SNAKE-TONGUED” Horse > 

If the horse turns its tongue back or lets it hang out like a dog, it is 

called “ dog-tongued ” or “ snake-tongued.”” This vice it is possible to 
cure. Seize your opportunity and suddenly brand the tongue, or else 
sear it with a knife, or lance it; or else attach two hooks to the port® of 

_ the bit and fasten to these two very thin chains, eight fingers’ breadth in 

length. By pisying with these it will forget its vice of sag-zabdni or 

i pe emeinees.” 

' Chau-goshiyd was a name given to a Turkoman horse. 
2 Tam unable to trace the idiom koba karna. Can it be a copyist’s error for 

kotah karna ? 
* Kan kharé karna. 
* Bad-na‘l, adj. 
5 Sag-zabain and mar-zaban. 
° Mihrab, lit. arch. 
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13.—Device For A ‘‘STRAP-NECKED” Horsk, OR ONE THAT BITES 

ITS RIDER’s Leas 

Fasten two buttons, one on each side of the saddle, and attach two 

straps to these and to the bit, so that the horse’s neck is kept straight. 
This will effect a cure in time. 

A tasma-gardan or “ strap-necked’’ horse is one that bends its neck 
to one side and keeps it there like a dead weight. 

A moza-gir or “sock-pincher” is one that instead of arching! its 
neck bites the legs of its rider. 

14.—To cure A Horse or Rearine 

Soak a rag in water and when the horse rears, squeeze the water out 
of this into its ear. Do this once or twice and it will be cured. 

15.—To cure A PULLER THAT DOES NOT OBEY TAE Bit? 

Soak tamarind in water and make the bit red-hot in the fire. 
Knead the tamarind in water to extract the juice, and then strain the 

thick juice through coarse cloth. Cool the bit with this juice. Do this 

three times, and then put the bit into the horse’s mouth. 

16.—To cure A PoLuER?® 

Take chirchira (Achyranthes aspera) and knead it well in tamarind 
juice; then heat the bit red-hot and cool it with the juice four or six 

times. Item: Take hair of a girl, that hair that has been shaved off on 
the sixth day after birth, and pound it with rose-water, and cool the red- 

hot bit in it seven times. 

17.—To cure A Horse or Lying Down 1n- WATER 

The whip is of no use to cure this vice. The owner should insert 

quick-lime under the girth, on one side, and then drive the horse into the 

water. When the horse lies down and the lime becomes damp, the lime 

will burn, and the horse will rise and flee out of the water. 

18.—To rEmMOovE THaAnyiT* 

Take quicksilver and sajjz> and mix together and apply to the thant 
for four consecutive days. 

) Kunda karna ; also ghiinghat karna. 
2 Ghore kai bag par pene a puller that does not obey the bit. Bag-tut 

bhdgnd, to run away as though the reins were broken. 
3 Munh-zor, adj., an ordinary puller or hard-mouthed horse ; sina-zer, pulling 

by getting the chin into the chest. 
4 Vide page 6. 
5 Sajjz, natron or impure carbonate of soda. 



A “STRAP-NECKED HORSE” 

(From an Indian Drawing) 
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19.—To cause Harr TO GRow ON A WOoUND-SCAR 

Take mustard oil, mix with spittle, and apply. Item: mix soap and 
indigo, and apply. 

20.—To MAKE THE Mane Aanp Tart Grow 

Wash with the water in which séthi! rice has been boiled. Item: a 

good receipt: Take of fenugreek seed and of emblic myrobalan 1 oz. 
each, and add 1 oz. of katol;* powder, mix, and sift through cloth; 

then mix in some strained curds to which a little water has previously 
been added. Make lukewarm and rub into the roots of the hair in the 

early morning, washing it out again at noon. The hair will begin to 
grow well in a week. 

21.—To Dye an UNLUCKY WHITE-STOCKING, OR A STAR 

Take of gall-nuts 2 ozs. and fry in mustard oil and then wash. Next, 
with a pestle, grind yellow arsenic in an iron cooking-pan with very 

little water ; then add the gall-nuts and again grind. Next add sal- 

ammoniac and grind. When all is well ground and mixed, use as a dye. 

If the hair does not take the right shade, apply several times. This dye 

will last two or three months. This is a good receipt for a seller to 

know. Item: take of dried black myrobalan, copper-filings, gall-nuts, 

and dried emblic myrobalan, of each } oz.; of yellow arsenic 48 grains ; 
of sublimated sal-ammoniac 12. First fry the gall-nuts in mustard 
oil till half-cooked ; then wash the copper-filings several times in water, 

dry, powder fine, and sift through cloth. Soak the emblic myrobalan 
all night in water; knead in-the morning, and strain through cloth. 

Pound the other ingredients separately and mix; then cast them into an 

iron pot and add by degrees, while grinding with a pestle, some of the 

water in which the emblic myrobalan has been soaked ; grind for six 

hours and then apply. Make what remains into small balls and keep 

till required. To use, dissolve in a little emblic myrobalan water. 
This dye can be used for a man’s beard, too. Apply to the beard, 

and then bind over it leaves of the castor-oil plant. Wash with water 
three hours. The hair will be black. 

22.—To Dye tHe Lecs or Horses® 

Take of dry gram § lb. with four dam of the extract of catechu or 
cutch (kath) and five dim of flowers of kodhar ;* grind all together, fine 
as antimony, and apply for two or three days in succession, binding 
over the legs two or three layers of fig-leaves. 

 Birinj-i sathi, a kind of rice that ripens in sixty days, hence the name. 
? Katol, the Jack fruit (Artocarpus incisa). 

* The legs of nugra or albino horses used generally to be dyed. 
* Kodhar is perhaps a copyist’s error for lodhar, the Lode or Lodh Tree, 

Symplocos racemosa, the bark of which is used in dyeing ; vide Watt. 

+ 
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23.—*To Dye tHe Tait A BeavuriruLt Rep ” 

Boil alum and turmeric and dip the tail in the liquid. Then wash 

the tail, but not so much as to remove the yellow dye. Pound a little 

Indian! madder and place it on the fire with water to boil; then dip 

the tail init. Ifa little clay ® is added, it will deepen the colour. 

When the tail is dry, take lime and oil and pound with betel leaves 

and rub this on the tail to increase the lustre. 

If you want the colour to be like lakh, take rough lac. First grind 

lime and betel leaves with warm water and apply to the tail. Wash 

the tail in boiled alum and water and turmeric, to dye yellow, and then 

wash out lightly with cold water. Pound the lakh and soak in water, 

and strain, and then add the acid juice of lemon or boiled tamarind. 

Now dip the tail in this and the colour will rival that of rubies. When 

dry, rub in lime and oil mixed. 

24.—On4rxki* or Digestive PowpER 

The following should be given to horses while being fed on ratib or 
cooked food :— 

- Take equal quantities of emblic myrobalan,® dry ginger, sweet flag,® 
yellow myrobalan,’ long zedoary,® rai-bang (Quercus lanuginosa),® 

pank,” black rock-salt," and kdld-namak.!® Pound fine, mix, and set 

aside. After the horse has eaten its rdtib, give 4 ozs. of the above 
mixed in a little maheld. 

25.—On Giving FenuGreEeKk 

This should be given as digestive with mahela in the proportion of 

one part of fenugreek to four parts of moth. These two should be 
boiled together till they become so soft as to mix. This is good for the 

cold season ; in the hot season give only a quarter of the quantity of 
fenugreek. 

26.—ReceipT FOR PacHLond OR FIvE-SALTS 

This is an excellent digestive ; it fattens the horse and cleanses the 

stomach. 

1 Majit, Indian madder (Rubia cordifolia). 
2 Gil, potters’ clay or multdni mittt ? 

3 Kachchi lakh or khaim lakh ; vide Watt. 

4 Charka ; not in dictionaries. The ordinary word for a digestive powder is 
chiran or pachak. 

5 Anwla, Phyllanthus Emblica, the Emblic Myrobalan. 
6 Ghor-bach, Acorus Calamus, Sweet Flag. 

1 Harra, Terminalia Chebula, the Yellow Myrobalan. 
8 Kachri, Curcuma Zerumbet, Long Zedoary. 
® Rai-bang or -banj, Quercus lanuginosa. 
20 Pdnk, the green stuff found in ponds? 
1 Sonchar or sdénchar, black rock-salt. 

; 2 Kala namak or “ black salt,” a preparation of sodium chloride and sulphuret 
of iron. 
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Take equal parts of kali zirt or the purple flea-bane,! chita (Plum- | 
bago zcylanica), dry ginger, moth, sweet flag, cumin seed, the three 

kinds of myrobalan, babring (Embelia Ribes), long-pepper, seed of sonf 

or Indian sweet-fennel, rock-salt, earth-salt, black mustard-seed, 

assafcetida, kachri (Cucumis pubescens), jawd,in (ajava seeds; Carum 

Copticum), turmeric, alum, borax, kutki or black hellebore,? carbonate of 

potash,? gachlona,* and black rock-salt.5 First fry in a pan (without 
grease) the alum, the assafcetida and the borax. Pound the remaining 

ingredients very fine and mix with the first three and put aside. Give 
the weight of four dim® or more, well mixed in a little mahelad. Give 

after the ratib. 
27.—RECEIPT FOR CHAR-DANA™ 

Take equal quantities of black pepper, of either kutkt (black 
hellebore), conessi bark (Holarrhena antidysenterica),® long pepper® and 
dry ginger. Powder and mix. Give 2 ozs. with coarse wheaten flour. 
In winter this is given at bed-time; in summer early in the morning. 

This also makes a horse drink deep. 

28.—To make A Horse Drink 1° 

After returning from furlough and before showing a horse at darbar 

a sawar gives the following :-— 

Dry ginger, black mustard seed, salt, ajwdin or ajova seeds. One 
ounce of each is powdered, mixed in até and given at bed-time. The 
horse will drink deeply next morning. 

29.—A Cueap Recerpr ror Fatrentne 4 Horse | 

Take of khalli (the dregs of linseed after the oil has been expressed) 

4 lbs.; moisten with cow’s milk; add of khand [coarse brown sugar, 

more refined than gur] 2 lbs., and give instead of plain maheld, half the 

quantity of ordinary mahelé and half of this; give as a morning-food 

only, for three weeks. 

30.—Recerer ror Mazipa vor Foats 

Take 2 lbs. of gram and grind it, and then bake in cakes, thick or 

Kali ziri, purple flea-bane (Vernonia anthelmintica): not to be confounded 
with kala zird, ‘‘ black cumin seed.” Vide p. 40, note 2. 

2 Kutki, H., Helleborus niger. 
3 Jawikhar, H. + 
* Gach-lon, a medical salt, consisting chiefly of muriate of soda with a little 

iron, lime, and sulphur. 
5 Sonchar. 
5 Dim = 2 masha, and a masha = about 16 grains. 
7 Receipt of Sirdar Khan, 3rd Panjab Cavalry. 
* Kauriyd, H., Kurchi or Conessi bark. 
° Pipli or magh. 
© Receipt of Sirdar Khan, 3rd Panjab Cavalry. 
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thin. Mix these well with a quart of milk, adding 2 lbs. of moist sugar. 

Give after watering: give for not less than forty days. 

31.—Receripr rok KaHiR 

Take boiled moth and mix it with milk; add some moist sugar and 

then increase the heat of the fire double, mixing all into one soft mass. 

Set aside to cool. Before feeding, mix with milk instead of water and 

give, as a feed, the usual weight instead of grain. Also in the evening 

give one told of pepper and four of green ginger. 

32.—Receret FoR Hatwd oF GREEN GINGER 

This should be given in the Chau-mdsa! or four rainy months. 
Take turmeric, green ginger, and fenugreek seed, of each 5 lbs. ; 

pound and mix; put 5 lbs. of ghz on the fire, and fry the ingredients in 
it till a light brown; then mix in 10 lbs. of shakar (moist sugar), and 

add ten quarts of cow’s milk; skim while cooking. Put aside and give 
some of this daily, after watering; begin with § lb., but increase the 

quantity gradually up to 2 lbs. 

33.—On Fatrentnc with Raw Brown SuGar 

Mix into some mahelaé of moth, a fourth of its quantity of khand 
(raw brown sugar), and give every morning and evening. 

34.—On Fattrentnc on BUFFALO-HORN 

Bury in mud one horn of a buffalo so that it may become soft. 
After twenty-four hours remove and convert it into “saw-dust.” Add 

an equal quantity of pure honey ; put into a jar, cover, and hermetically 

seal with clay; cover with dried cow-dung, kindle the cow-dung, 

and cook thoroughly till the mixture becomes quite white and shining. 

Then take equal quantities of shahtara (Fumaria officinalis), 

carbonate of soda, Aplotaxis auriculata, black-pepper, long-pepper, 

dry ginger, moth, gilaw (Tinospora cordifolia), rock-salt, and geri :* 

pound and sift, and then add of the powder obtained, double the 
quantity of the mixture in the pot; mix all together and put aside. 
Give as follows for three weeks :— 

The first week give with gogal (or Balsamodendron makul); the 

second with shakar (cane sugar); the third with ghi. Give the first 
day 5 dirham,’ the second day 10, the third day 15, the fourth day 20; 

1 Begins on the 11th day after the new moon of Asérh and ends at the full moon 
Katik. During this period the Gods are asleep, and no religious ceremony is 
observed. A portion of the Autumnal Durgah Puja, however, falls in this period, 
so the Gods have to be specially roused six devs before their time. 

2 Geri. Vide p. 26, note 9. 
3 A dirham is a weight of 48 grains of barley, equivalent, in Indian weight, to 

1 masha and 7 ratti. 
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continue to give 20 dirham for three weeks. This increases the 
appetite. 

If the above causes garmi,! give daily tirphala (the three kinds of 
myrobalan). 

35.—On Grvine Rat’s Bane orn ARSENIC, ETC. 

Take 3 oz. of each of the following: Indian aconite,? white arsenic, 
yellow arsenic, cinnabar,> sang-reza,* cloves, dry ginger, borax, black 
pepper, with 1} ozs. of kath,> and 10 Ibs. of green ginger. First pound 
the green ginger to extract its juice. Then crush the other ingredients 

and cast them into a marble mortar with the juice of the green ginger, 

and grind continually, night and day, for seven days, till the powder is 
ground finer than antimony. Instead of the juice of the green ginger, 

the juice of betel leaves can be substituted. The mortar should be 

made of porphyry,° or of some hard stone. Make the mixture up into 

pills the size of a gram-grain or small pea and set aside. 
Take 2 ozs. of coarse wheaten flour and make it into a cake, and 

bake ; give one pill, powdered fine, concealed in the cake. Give in the 

evening after the grain. Give three times ina week. If necessary one 
pill can be given every morning early. 

36.—ANOTHER Receipt ror SARA 

Mustard seed,’ ajwd,in,8 emblic myrobalan, dry ginger, long zedoary, 
kala namak, moringa bark,® baherd,!° pank, black rock-salt and white 

rock-salt;!! take equal parts-of each and pound roughly and separately. 

Weigh again and then mix. Then take of sour curds (dahz) three times 

the weight of the powder; strain the curds through cloth, having 
previously added a little water to it, and then mix the powder into it. 

Cast into a matka or porous earthen vessel, cover with a plate, and bury 

in horse-dung. Remove after a week. Give for twenty days, 4 ozs. 

daily, after the evening feed. This medicine acts as a tonic, cures 

worms, and purifies the stomach from phlegm and gas. 

1 Garmi karnd, here hiddat karna ; in a human the signs are thirst, burning in 
the chest, yellowness in the urine, and the urine being less than the normal 
quantity. 

? Bachnag, Indian aconite (Aconitum feroz). 
3 Shanjarf, cinnabar. 
* Sang-reza, gravel? 
5 Kath, the extract of catechu or eutch. 
5 The hardest species of marble. 
1 Ra,i, Brassica nigra. 
8 Ajwa,in, Ptychotis ajowan. 
® Sahajnad, Moringer pterygosperma. 
10 Baherd, Terminalia Bellerica. 
 Sendhd, white rock-salt. 
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In the hot weather make the mixture with curds, but in the cold 

substitute vinegar for the curds. 

37.—To Make Aa Horse LoneG-winpep ! 

Procure a black cobra and so kill it that it has no outward injury: 
the blood and poison must be intact. Then take one hundred grains of 
gram, or a little less, but the grains must be large and perfect. Force - 

the gram into the snake’s throat and then close its mouth; cast the 

cobra into a porous earthen vessel and bury in the ground for forty 

days, surrounding the pot on all sides with horse-dung. After forty 
days, take out the gram and clean it, and keep in a safe spot. Before 

going on a journey, give one grain in rdatib or parched flour (sattd). 
This is an ancient Deccan receipt. 

38.—ZanGdART OINTMENT (FOR FistuLous Sorgs) 

Take of fresh neem leaves 8 dim? weight; of beeswax, rosin, and 

zangar,> 1 dim each; 1 onion; of cinnabar and kamila* 1 dim; of 

English soap 5 dam, and of copper sulphate 8 dim. Pound separately 
and sift. Then take of mustard oil } lb., if the season is winter; but 
sesamum oil if it be summer. First cook the neem leaves in the oil and 

then cast them away; next cook the onion, removing it when cooked. 
Afterwards sift in the other ingredients, one after another, not altogether. 
When the ointment is ready, set aside. 

39.—On Porcine 

A horse should be purged once a year when the nights are mild; 
this keeps it in health. The evening before purging, substitute for the 

evening-feed a bran-mash. In the morning give no feed, but administer 
the following: 14 ozs. (or 3 told) of aloes; 32 grains (or 2 mdsha) of 

sweet fennel; 32 grains of dry ginger; pound, sift and set aside. Take 
3 0Z. of English soap and add sufficient electuary of rose-leaves*® to make 

the whole into a bolus and give to the horse. Walk the horse about for 

a little and then tether in the stall, giving it a little grass to eat. 

If you wish to make the horse stale also, add to the bolus 48 grains 

of refined saltpetre ® and 48 grains of gum-arabic.7 
If the horse is suddenly and‘excessively purged, either give it cold 

water, or else curds and water mixed. 

1 Dir-dam. 
? Dim. Vide page 51, note 6. 
3 Zangar, subacetate of copper. 
* Kamila, Mallotus Philippenensis. ‘ 
* Gul-qand, an electuary made of pounded rose-leaves mixed with sugar- 

candy syrup. 
6 Shora-e galami, saltpetre in crystals. . 
7 Gond babiil, ° 
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In the evening give a bran-mash and in the morning the usual feed 
of grain. 

The horse should not be ridden for three days. 

40.—On ADMINISTERING AN ENEMA | 

Take a piece of leather and sew it like a bag, that is, like a mashkiza or 
’ traveller’s water-bag, and then insert a tube into oneend. Use this as 
anenema. Take castor oil and one fourth the quantity of earth-salt, and 

mix well with warm water ; use this as an injection. 

41.—To stop Excessive Pureine 

Take 2 ozs. each of sweet fennel, cumin! seeds, and black pepper. 
Fry these a little and pound fine and add sufficient water to make into 
a bolus. Divide the bolus into two, giving the halves to the horse one 
after the other. 

If the above does not prove effective give the following, which is 
better :— 

Fried assafoetida } 0z., ghi 2 ozs., sathi? rice 4 ozs.; pound, mix and 

make into a bolus and then give to the horse. 

42.—To Cause AN Enemy’s Horse To FALL’ SICK AND ALSO TO CAUSE 

THE SAME TO RECOVER 

Take equal quantities of croton seed and crude opium; grind 
together with water and put into a cup; paint this on the horse’s 

testicles, or on its anus, or on its lips. The horse will get restless, and 

neither eat, drink, nor sleep, and if a remedy be not soon applied it 
may die. 

Cure :—Take tamarisk leaves; boil and wash the places with that 
frequently. Jtem:—Curds and water mixed are a substitute for the 

tamarisk, but the latter acts quicker. 

_| Zira safed, Cuminun cymimum. 
- ? Birinj-é sathi, a kind of rice that ripens in sixty days. 
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VOCABULARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS 

A 
AspomMen—pet, m., H. 

Asyssin1an—habashi, a Kabuli breed in which the coat consists of tight 

curls. 

Acip—tezab, m. 

Agep—panj-sila, adj., five-year-old; shash-sala, adj., six-year-old (also 
incorrectly chha-sdla) ; male-panj, according to most ten-year and 
upwards, but according to some twelve-year and upwards. 

Acur—vide Fever. 

Asw4,iIn—The Bishop’s Weed; Ajava seeds; Carum copticum. A 
variety of “ ajwd,in” is chhori-ajwan, the seeds of Oleome viscosa. 

Another is khurasani ajwain, the seeds of Hyoscyamus niger, black 
henbane: vide Cumin and Caraway seed. 

Appino—vide White. 
ALoEs—eluwa, m., H. 

Atum—phitkari, f., H. : 

AmBLe—yurgha, T., and hamlaja, Ar.: ruhdl (chalna) probably a 

corruption of rahw@r, Per. (in this pace “the water of the stomach 

should not be shaken”): in one Indian-Persian manuscript raftar 

is used for ambling, pacing, &c. Rahwdr was a slow amble 
(probably a natural run or shuffle) used for long distances ; the 

pace did not tire the horse and a footman could keep up with the 

rider: do-gama more artificial than rahwdr ; it was a showy amble 

or walk, a bazar pace; “the horse threw out its forefeet in a 

graceful circle that delighted the beholders”; the pace, though 

easy for the rider, soon tired the horse: shdh-gam, a kind of 

do-gama: yurgha, T., was in India a fast kind of rahwdar, a pace 

easy to horse and rider: ebiya, H., obs., was like yurgha, but not so 

easy to the rider, perhaps it was “ pacing.’ All the previous paces 
come under the head of gadam: vide Walk. 

AnasarcaA—tabag (lind): vide Lymphangitis. 

Anoint—chuparnd, to anoint, to smear, grease, oil. 
Anus—vide Thighs. Sdghari, space between the tail and the anus, in a 

horse or ass; also the space covered by the tail: colloquially it 

sometimes means the quarters: ghore-ne kaisi sighari dal-rakhi hat, 

is said of a horse so pig-fat that it has a channel down the centre of 
its back. 

ApatHe—anchhar, also dnshla, thrush in the mouth and tongue. 
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AraB—tazi ; ‘arabi. 
Arcu, to—gardan ko kunda karna or ghiiighat karnad—to arch the neck. 
Areca Nour—supari, f., H.: fawfal, Ar. 
ARMENIAN Bote—gil~< Armani. 
Artrery—shiryan, f., Ar. 
Arsenic—sankhiyd, m., H. 
AssaretTipa—hing, m., H. 
Asnes—bhabhal, m., H., warm or hot ashes. 

“ Ass-HOOFED ”—vide Foot. 
 Ass-TAILED ”’—khar-dum, that is, with the root of the tail thin and 

covered by scanty and short hairs: vide ‘‘ Mule-tailed.” 
AsTHMA—ziq-i-nafas: dama, vulg. applied to any disease of the 

lungs, &e. 

B 
Bacx— pith, f., H.: pusht, f., P. 

Back-BanD—bar-kash, m. 

Bacxsone—virh, f., H.: vide Vertebra. 
Baxa,in—the Persian Lilac; vide Neem. 

Bati—daw,i ki goli. 

Batuine Iron—tdli-kash, m.: halga, m 
Bamsoo—bans, m., H. 

Banpace—patti, f., H.: thandi patti (cold bandage). 

Barx—chhal, f., H. (of tree). 

BarLey—jaw, m.: vide also Wheat. 

Bay—kumayt, ies P. and Hindustani, ordinary bay: teliya kumayt 
(very dark bay ; coloured as though it had had “oil” rubbed over 
it = lakhori kumayt): athon ganth kumayt, bay, with black stockings 

on all four legs (‘eight joints”) up to the knees and houghs: 

(kumayt is not regarded as a radical colour in horses, but as a 
mixture of bar or chesnut, g.v., and black; it is likened to the 

colour of dried dates) : akmar, Ar., all bays, light or dark (Algeria) : 
kahar, P.: gara kahar, P., dark bay : vide also Roan. 

Beans—sem. f., H. (broad): lobiyd, H., and baqgila, Ar., m. (different: 
kinds). 

BEARING-REIN—gol-bag 

Bepvinc—bdichali, f., H. 

BeLiy-panpD—pefi, f., H. 

Bzx-Frvit—bel, m., H. (specially useful in dysentery). 
BeteL—pén, m., H. (the leaf). 

Bire—piita, m., H. (also gall-bladder) : eaire, Ar.: vide also Humour. 

Bit—dahdana, P. (curb) : qaza,i, f. (snaffle). 

Bire, to—kdatna. 

Brirer—dandan-gir, adj., P., a horse that savages in its stable: moza-gir, 
adj., a horse that bites its rider’s legs, it. ‘“‘ stocking-grabber ” : 

kattar, adj., H. 
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Biack—In India and in Persia a black horse is styled mushki or mushkin, 

from mushk, “musk.” Mushki or mushkin is properly jet-black and 

shiny. (One Indian writer uses styah to signify a dull black or 
brown.) Mallikdksha, 8., obs. black with two wall-eyes and four 

white stockings. Adham, Ar., a stable-term amongst Arabs for 

black ; amongst Indians it was regarded as a radical and auspicious 

colour ; by adham the Indians meant real black “ like the black-bee, 

or the male ko,el, or the black buffalo”; the word is obsolete in 
India. 

“* BLACK-EYED ”—gqara-qiiz, T., “black-eyed,” a term now obsolete in 

India. 
‘* BLACK-EARED ”—shaim-karan, S., with black tips to the ears; term 

practically obsolete. 
“ BLACK-KNEED ”—vide Stocking. 

* BLACK-TONGUED ”—stydh-zaban, adj., “black-tongued”; and siydh-— 
tala, adj., “ with black palate”: unlucky, except in a black horse. 

BiappER—phinkni, f., H. (of animals) : masdna, Ar., gen. 

Bianket—kambal or kammal, m., H.: dhussd. 

Biaze—gashqa or gashqd, T., the sect-mark on the forehead of Hindus; 

and hence any white mark on the forehead of a horse: mdh-ra, adj. 

and subs., lit. “‘ moon-faced,”’ with the whole face white, 7.e., with a 

blaze extending to the eyes in a broad stripe down the nose = 
ghurrah sa,ilah, Ar., with a blaze extending to the eyes, the white 
also ‘‘ flowing down ” to the nose in a broad stripe, “ the breadth of 

the whole nose”: shakil, with a narrow reach: ‘agrab, lit. “scorpion,” 

any white on the forehead if it has coloured hairs in it, a broken 

blaze: pach- or panch-kaliyin, Urdu, adj., with four white stockings 
and a blaze; vide Stocking, Reach, and Star. 

Buazep—agharr, Ar., marked with a ghurrah, vide supra and Star. 
BueED, to—fasd kholnd, to let the blood by opening a vein. 

BiinkeR—kan-pattd, m., H. 

BuisteR—“ plastar” (Eng.), lagand, to apply a blister: chhald, m., H. 
(parna), the pustule. ' 

Bioop—lohi, m., H.: khiin, m., P.: vide also Thorough-bred, and 

Humour. 
“ BLorcHED ”’—kanhwa, H., with blotches of black, white, and chesnut : 

vide Spotted. 

BLvE-sTONE—nili-tatiyd, f., H. 

‘* BoAR-TUSKED ’’—vide Tusk. 
Bos-TatLEeD—landira or lunda, H. 

Bopy-RoLLER—farakhi, f. 

Boe-spavin—vide Spavin. 
Bort - phord, m., H.: dumbal, m., P. 

Bone—haddi, f., H.: khkadmosha, turbinated bone (near nostrils). 

Borax—suhdagda, m., H. 
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BorsoryemMi—gardqur (a grumbling in the guts). 
Borine —ek-bagd, adj. 
Boss—phil, m., H., lit. “ flower”: vide Rosette. 

Bots—lik (eggs) : bar, f., H. (larve, lit. wasp). 
Bowst—vide Obstruction. 
Brain-—bhejd, m., H.: maghz, m., P. 

Bran—chokur, m., H. (of wheat or barley). 
Branp, 10—daghna or dagh dena. 
Break IN, TO—nikdlna (= ‘ educate ”). 

Breast-PLaTe—sina-band : pesh-band. 

BreecHEN—pushtang. 

BREEDING-DIstRIcT—khet, m., H. 

. Brivte—lagam, m. 
Brow-BanD—kan-sird, m., H.: matha-patti: matheli. 

Browy—khaird, “ of the colour of catechu ”: bhira (?) 

BRitTLe-FEET—sum-khdrd, subs., the disease: vide Foot. 

Bruise—chot, f., H. (lagna). 

Brusu—hathi, f., a hair-glove for horses ; brash, m., Eng. 

“ Brusu,” To—newar lagna (newar, f., H., is properly the fetlock). 
Buck, to—kandhi marna. 

Bouckte—baksi,a, m., Eng.: si,i, f., H., tongue of buckle (lit. “ needle ”’). 

** BursaTEE ”—barsati. 

Butrress—sum-taradsh, a na‘l-band’s buttress. 

Cc 

CALF-KNEED (OR BACK AT THE KNEES)—ghufne pichhe ko mure hii,e. 
Catxin—khianti, f., H. (peg, &c.). 
‘* CAMEL-BACKED ”’—vide Roach-backed. 

“ CameL-HuNnG ”—shutur-fota, adj. (lit. with scrotum like a camel; 
meaning not clear). 

‘* CAMEL-JOINTED ”—vide Knees. 
‘* CAMEL-MOUTHED ”—shutur-dandadn, adj., with projecting or irregular 

teeth ; also under-hung; sometimes = toothless, q. v. 
CampHor—kafar. 

CANKER IN THE FgEt—kaf-gird, subs. 
Cannon-BonE—nali, f., H.: wazif, Ar. 

CantEeR—vide Gallop. 
CanTHus oF THE Ere—vide Eyelid. 
CappeD Exrpow—khisad, H., corruption of Persian kisa, lit. “a purse, 

&e.”: rasauli, H., lit. “ tumour,” vide Elbow. 
Cappep Houcu—kuhniya: kiinch ki rasuli, £., H. 
Cappep KneEe—zdnwovd. 

CARAWAY-SEEDS—siyah zira: vide Ajwdé,in and Cumin. 

Carrots—gdjar, f. and m., H. 
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CartiLaGeE—khurri or khurri haddi, f., H. 

CAsTER—ndqis or nikammda ghora: nazari ghora, prop. horse to be cast, 

Lit. horse “ under observation.” 

Castors—vide Chesnuts. 

Castor O1t—rendi ka tel or renrt ka tel. 

Cataract—motiyd-bind, m., H. 

Catarru—zukhim, Ar.; sardi, f., P.: kandr, m., Panj., vide Cold. 

“ Cat-EYED ”—vide Wall-eyed and Pig-eyed. 
Cuarr—bhisd, m., H., chopped straw, also chaff. 

Cuatk—khari mitti. f., H. 

Cuarcoat—ko,eld, m., H. (generally used for cooking grain, as horses 
will not eat smoked food). 

Cuari—the leaves of jawdr (used as fodder for horses and cattle). 

CHEEK—g4l, m., H. 

CuEsnut—bir ! described as being red like unground saffron or the red 

of the pomegranate flower; it means chesnut, a radical and 

auspicious colour in horses; the term is obsolete in India except 

in treatises on horses; vide Bay: swrang, H., chesnut all over: teliya 

surang or mahi,a surang, liver chesnut: swrang-i lakhori, dark but 

not liver chesnut: swrang-i kishmishi, the colour of old sultana 
raisins ; swrang-t mirgd, a fawn chesnut; swrang-i zarda, a golden 

chesnut: ashgar, Ar., chesnut (dark or light) all over: ahwg, Ar., 

apparently a liver-chesnut, an uncommon colour in the desert. 

Curesnuts—par, m., H., lit. wing or feather: muhr, Ind. Pers. 

manuscript. 

Cuest—chhati, f., H.: sina, m., P.: sag-dast, adj., “ with forelegs like a 

dog” is said of a horse with a flat narrow chest, “ both legs coming 

out of the same hole”; or of a horse with unmuscular fore-arms. 

CHEST-FOUNDERED—sina-band ; chhati-band. 

Cuitties—lal mirch, f., H., red chillies, red pepper; hart mirch, green 

chillies. 

CuirEetta—chirayta or chird,etd, m., H. (a very bitter herb, a kind of 

gentian ; some horses will eat powdered chiretta greedily). 
Cu1r—thokar, f., H., clip to horse-shne. 
Ciippers—vide Suiaaes: 
CLoruinc—kapra, gen.: gardani (body-piece) and chhdti-band (breast- 

piece): kan-sild,m., H. (hood): jhal, a heavy body-piece of blanket 

and felt: thandi jardiune (light, summer—) : vide Blanket. 

CLover—shaftal, m., T. P.: tipatyd, m., H. 
Orveras-rire-—pichkars, f., H.: vide Enema. 

CLysTER-STICK—vide Suppository. 

Cotp—balghami tap, a bad feverish cold: vide Catarrh. 
Cotic—qiélinj, gen. term: kurkuri, spasmodic: bddsil, flatulent. 

' Bar is still current amongst the Baluchis, and also in Persia. 
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Cottar—halga, m. (of harness). 

Cotourn—There are four radical and auspicious colours in horses (1) 

Abyaz, Ar., pure white, q.v.; (2) Adham, Ar., pure black, q. v.; 

(3) Bar, chesnut, g. v.; (4) Zarda, golden, z.e., yellow dun gq. v. 

Jaimangal, lit. “ of auspicious victory,” is a horse with two wall- 
eyes, a blaze, one white stocking and a white belly; said to be 

worshipped by a Raja in Madras. 
There are said to be three shades of bay and chesnut— 

kishmishi, the colour of Sultana raisins, /akhi, the colour of lac or 

deep red, and telzyd, a very dark shade inclined to black. Bad-rang, 
Urdu, adj., “‘ bad-coloured,” applied to horses of nondescript or 
bad colours, not to those with merely inauspicious markings. 

Musmat or bahim, Ar., all of one colour: vide Spotted. 
Cott—vide Foal. 
Coms—kanghi, f., H. 
ConstrpaTion—qabz. 
Consumprion —khushk-bel, consumption in horses : vide Farcy. 
CoNTRACTED-HEELS—vide Foot. 
Corn—pewa (in hoof): vide Grain. 
CoronetT—bdhaun or bhon, f. (also eyebrow) : sum ki maghzi. 
Coucu—surfa, P.: dhansi, f., H., a hard dry cough; khdnsi, H., a cough 

from cold. 

Coven, T0O—dhdansna, H., to have a hard sek cough ; khansna, H., to 
cough from cold. 

CounTRY-BRED—4desi-ghord, m., H. 
CovuracEous—jan-baz, adj. —— 
Cow-punc—vide Dung. 
Cow-HouGcHED—kulich and kachal, adj., H. 

Cow-kIck, TO—qainchi mairna: (also to strike with a fore-foot ?). 
CrackeD HEELsS—gédmchi men chhewur (?): ghore ki biwd,i phat-ga,i, 

(biwa,i = chilblain). 

** CraDLE ”—danda, m., H., lit. stick. ; 
Cram, T0—galiyind. [Unpalatable food is administered by cramming; 

horses, in old-fashioned Rajas’ stables, were made pig-fat by 
cramming with messes made of sugar, butter, &c., as fowls are said 
to be crammed in France. } 

Cramp—tashannuj, Ar., gen.; spec. cramp all over the body. 
Cream—vide White. 
Cress—hdlon or halim: [Horse-dealer’s receipt :—Take 20 lbs. of cress 

(halon), 10 of fenugreek, 8 of turmeric and 8 of mustard. Pound 

the turmeric, and grind the remaining ingredients in a hand-mill. 

Take 1 Ib. of above, and 1 Ib. of gur or raw unrefined sugar, and 

make into a sherbet by adding two quarts of water or milk. The 

mixture should be of the consistency of cream. Leave all 

night to soak, and give before dawn. If the horse will not take 
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the mixture, it is crammed. When it has eaten 80 lbs. of the 

spices and an equal quantity of the gur it will be in dealers’, but 

not too soft, condition. To be given in the rains or in winter. ]. 

Crip-BITER—vide Wind-suck. 
Croton—jamdal-gota, m., H. (bean) ;—ka tel (—oil). 

Cruprper—dumchi. 
Crust or Hoor—shakh, m., P. 

“* CRYSTAL-EYED ”’—vide Wall-eyed. 
CuMIN SEED —zira, Caminum cyminum. 
Curs—bajar haddi 

Curs-cHain—(dahdne ki) zanjiri. 

Curry-comp—kharahra, m., H. (marna). 

Cut, to—zakhm ko char-para karnd, to cut a cross (+) on a wound, 

Crst—jawa (?): thaili, f., H. (lit. bag). 

D 
Danprurr—vide Scurf. 

DapreLep—gul-dar. 

Dates—khajir, m. and f.,H., khurma, m., P. (given to horses and camels 

in parts of Persia and Arabia). 
Derect—‘ayb, Ar., m., any defect or vice: qubh, Ar., m., any ugliness or 

outward defect. 

Diasetes—vide Staling. 
DrarrH@a—dast (dnd): 7s,hal, m.: pet chalna, vulg. 

Dicest, ToO—hazm karna. 

DicestivE—pdachak, m., H., gen.: chiiran, m., H. a digestive powder. 

Ditit—soya or sowd, m., H. 
Diseass—saugandi, an obscure disease in which the horse wastes away 

and becomes somnolent, while the eyes become light-coloured or 

whitish. 

Docx—dum ki haddi. 

‘‘ Dog-LEGGED ’’—vide Chest. 
“ Dog-TONGuED ”—sag-zabdn, adj., said of a horse that hangs its tongue 

out when ridden; a horse with this defect is also called mdr-zaban 

or “ snake-tongued.” 
“ Dog-rooTa ”’—vide Teeth. 

DovusLE—damdama, an “ on and off.” 

“‘ Dove-coLouRED ”—/fakhta,z, coloured like the large Indian turtle-dove. 

DRENCH, TO—julab pilana or dena. 

Drive, to—hdankna, gen. 

DroppeD-HIP—vide Hip. 

Dut, TO BE—sust honda. 
Dun—samand, P., H., dun with black mane and tail; shirgha, Pushtu, 

dun with lighter mane and tail; diadhiyd shirgha, light dun all 
over; dudhiya samand, very light dun with black mane, forelock, 
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and tail and four black legs: teliya samand, a very dark dun with 
black legs, and black mane and tail: samand-i qanin, obs., as before 

but still darker: samand-i siyah zdni, a dun with four black stock- 

ings: samand-i gul-dar, a dappled dun: qullaé or gila (T.?), a 
bright red-dun that is almost a light bay, with dun mane and tail, 
and black “list”: sandali, adj., of the colour of sandal-wood, #.e., a 

light dun with the same coloured mane and tail: bordd,a dull dun 

(the colour of country leather) with black stripes on its legs: zarda, 
a term applied in manuscripts to all duns; is regarded as a radical 
and auspicious colour in horses and is compared to the yellow of gold 
or the yellow in the interior of the nilifar or white water-lily ; the 

skin should be of the same colour as the hair. 

Dune—iid, f., dung of horses, mules, asses, or elephants: pishkal or 

pishkal, and menghi, the hard dung of goats, sheep, and camels: 
gobar, m., H., cow-dung: upla, m., H., cakes of cow-dung worked up 

for burning: sargin, m., P., cow- or horse-dung. 

Dysentery—pechish, f., H.: vide Mucus. — 
Dyspepsi1a—badz, dyspepsia and indigestion. 

E 

Ear—kan, m., H.: kanoti, f., H., tip of the ear of a man, a horse, or any 

animal. 

“* EaRED ’’—gosh-dar, adj., said of a horse with a third ear growing out 
of the root of one ear: unlucky. 

Exsow—agli-kuhni, f., H.: mirfag, Ar.: vide Capped-elbow. 
ELEPHANTIASIS—fil-pa, lit. “‘ elephant-foot.” 
‘* ELEPHANT-SKIN ”—gaj-chirm, subs., an incurable disease in which the 

skin thickens in parts, assuming the speckled appearance of an 

elephant’s skin. 

“¢ ELEPHANT-TOOTHED ”—vide Tusk. 

EnemMa—hugqna, an enema and also its contents: hugna karnd, v. [An 

ordinary enema for a horse is a quart of milk, 2 Ibs. of melted butter, 

3 lb. of honey, and white sugar. The Indian enema consists of a 
leather bag with a tube. ] 

ENTERITIS—boghma. 
EntIRE—dndi, adj. (of any animal) : nar-ghord, subs.: vide also Stallion 

and Uncastrated. 

EpILersy—mirgi, f., H. 

ErysipeLas—surkh-bad ; sometimes this disease is called zahr-bad, but 
vide Lymphangitis. 

Ewer-NecKED—vide “ Strap-necked ” : shutur-gardan, long-necked and also 
ewe-necked (Jt. “‘ camel-necked ’’). 

Excrescence—thani, f., wart-like excrescences at the mouth of the 
sheath, the size of a date ; mani, the same if very small ; latter not a 

defect. A horse possessing these is called thani-dar or mani-dar. 
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| Eyve—dnkh, f., H.: naikhuna, chemosis; infiltration, usually inflamatory, of 

the conjunctiva and of the cellular tissue connecting it with the 
eyeball, in which the conjunctiva rises up to a considerable height 

around the cornea; also chymosis. Phili, opacity of the cornea, 

vide Opacity: chint, f., H., speck (in eye or elsewhere): Us ki nazar 

achchhi hai, “ he has a good eye for a horse.” Vide Black-eyed. 

Eyetash—papni, f., H. 

EyELip—koya, m., eyelid; the canthus of the eye. 

F 

Fase GELpInc—vide Gelding. 
Farcy—vide Glanders: bel, khundim, gum-nim, and bad-ndm are all 

dealers’ terms for the same disease. 
Farrier—na‘l-band, shoeing-smith: baytdr, Ar., a shoeing-smith as well 

as a veterinary surgeon: sdlotri, H., veterinary surgeon. 

“Favour,” TO—hath (ya pa,on) bachind, to favour a leg; vide Tender. 

Fawn—Shirdazi, lit. the colour of the Shirazi breed of pigeon, that is, 

fawn with white belly and four white legs: mirgd, H., and ghizali, 

P., fawn-coloured all over, Jt. “ gazelle-coloured.” 

FrataHer—bhauiri, bhaiwart, Hindi, and pech-7 mi, P., a “ feather” in 

the coat of a horse. Feathers have endless names expressive of 

good or bad luck according to their position, number, and shape; 

the following are a few examples: khosha (lit. “‘ bunch of grapes, 

an ear of corn or a cluster’’) was a Moghul term for two or more 
feathers on the forehead: dogar, the Panjabi name for the same: 

sengan or chimtd sengan (probably connected with the word singh—a 
horn), gainchi, “scissors,” and mendha—‘a ram” (butting to 

misfortune), were terms for these feathers where one was above the 

other: mdrat (lit. “ elephant’s trunk”) name of a feather behind 

the knees or near the scrotum. 

Frep—nihdrt, morning-feed ; also extra food; or the pick-me-up given 

to ekka ponies, &c., on a journey :! dana, m., grain, often used for 

the evening feed ; colloquially often means “ gram.” 

Freper—kam-khor, adj., a poor-feeder: peti, adj., greedy-feeder (lit. 

glutton): bhikel, Panj., and bhukkar in Behar (always hungry). 

Freet—vide Canker. 

FrenneL—saunf, Hindi; badydn, Turki and Pers., Feniculum vulgare. 

FENUGREEK—methi, H. 

FetLock—mutthd, m., of fore- or hind-leg. 

Frver—tap-t larza, s.m., ague: balghmi tap, a bad feverish cold. 

FILL, T0 (OF LEG)—pay and ; or pay (or nas) men warm and: vide Sprain. 

Fitty—vide Foal. 

1 2 ozs. turmeric, with up to 1 Ib. of gur or raw sugar, and an equal amount of 
ata or coarse flour, is an ordinary receipt. 
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Fire, T0,—daghna (also to brand). 

Fisp—méchhli, f., H., and mahi, f., P.; in some places given to horses 

and cattle. 

Fistuta—vide Sinus. 
Franx—kokh, f., H. 

Fiat-FEeET—vide Foot. 

FratuLency—vriyah, f. (Ar. pl. of rik). 
PLEA-BITTEN GREY—magasi, Hindu and Pers. : abrash, Ar., vide Grey. 

Frieam—vide Lancet. 

Fiour—maida, m., H. (fine wheaten): dtd, m., H. (coarse flour, of 

anything). 
‘* FLOWERED ”—vide Spotted. 

Fiy—makkhi, f., H. : vide also Horse-fly. 

Frysitows—s@hi, f., H. 

Foau.—bachhera, H., gen., colt: bachheri, H., gen., filly: nd-kand, until 

two years old: du-yak, three-year old: chdr-sald, four-year old: 
muhr, Ar., when first born: hawli, Ar., one-year old: gabhin, 

adj., “in foal.” 

Foam—kaf, m., P. 

Fopper—patthd, m., H.: chara, m.; vide Wheat. 

Foment, T0O—bhapar dena, to foment or steam: senknéd, a general term 

for the many ways of wet and dry fomenting and steaming, and 

also for toasting; (the word also means to incubate, of birds): vide 

Steam. 

Foot, Feet—sum, P. (uncloven); khur, Hindi (cloven): chapdti-sum, 

H., adj. (lit. “ pancake-hoofed ”), flat-footed with brittle or pumiced 
feet: khar-suma (lit. “ass-hoofed”’), with straight and bad hoofs ; 

the term gives the idea of tripping; [one would expect “ ass-hoofed ” 
to mean “ with contracted heels ”’]. 

Forace—ddna ghdas, m., H.: ratib, any daily allowance: vide Fodder. 

ForearM—bazi, m., P.; zira‘, Ar.: (‘the forearms should be muscular 
and look like a fish, mahi”). 

ForeneaD—peshini, f.: qubh-peshani, adj., said of a horse with a 
projecting or bulging forehead. 

ForeLtock—chonti, Hindi: ndsiya, Ar. and Hindu. ([Saises have an 

objection to cutting off the forelock. ] 
Force, to—na‘l bajaind (of horses). 

Froc—putli: vide Opacity. 

G 

GALL-NUT—vide Oak-gall. 
GALLOp—poya, m., or po,i, f.,a very slow gallop or a canter; chdar-tag 

(daurna), a faster gallop: sarpat, f., and adv., fully extended : poya 

chalna, v., to go at a slow gallop or at a canter: patti daurdnda, or 

5 
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sarpat daurdnd, or phenknd, to go at a full gallop: dapatnd, to go at 

a full gallop (also to shout out in a threatening manner to an 
enemy, to servants). 

“¢ GAZELLE-BELLIED ”—vide Herring-gutted. 
GeELD, T0—akhta karnd: khasi k., spec. for goats, and cocks: badhiya k. 

gen., but spec. for rams or bulls. 

GELpInc—akhta, adj.: akhta-war, false-gelding, said of a horse that has 

apparently no testes: a birth defect. 
Gincer*—adrak, f., P. (green) : sonth, m., H. (dry). 

GirtH—tang : chhip, f., H. (girth-tugs). 

GirTH-GALL—tang ka lagna. 

GuanpEeRs—khunak ; bad-nédm: semba or sembha. There are two kinds, 

“male” and “female”: the “male” attacks the forepart of the 

horse and the “ female” the hinder; bel, or badnim-i nar is Farcy, 
while bad-naém-¢ mada, the female, is Glanders ; vide Farcy. 

Guove—hatthi, f., H., a hair-glove ; vide Brush. 

Gopown or Water—ghint, f., H.; [ghintna, to swallow]. 

Goor—vide Gur. 

GoosE-RUMPED—tabar-gin, adj., lit. ‘‘ axe-like,” 7.e., wedge-like ; said of a 
horse with triangular-looking quarters when viewed from behind ; 

a great defect. A horse with tabar-gin quarters is goose-rumped as 

well, and the quarters usually narrow to a point behind. 

Gram—-chand, m., sing. or pl.: vide Feed. 

GRANULATE, TO—angiir bharnd, H. 

Grass—ghds, f., H.: dab ghdas, f., H.: khabal, Panjabi. 
Grass-cuTrER—ghasiyadrd, H.; a cutter or a seller of grass. 

GREASE, TO—chiknind: chuparnd, gen., to smear thickly. 
Grey—sabza or sabzd, P. H., grey with dark mane and tail: nila sabza 

dark iron-grey : sanjab, H. (from Per. sinjab, the grey squirrel®) grey 

with the skin black and white in patches (the black patches on the 

skin are often noticeable only when the animal is wet): ldl-sabza, H., 

nutmeg grey: surkha, according to some a grey, or white, with white 

mane and tail, and a dark skin; according to others a nutmeg-grey, 
and according to one writer this is one of the radical colours, being 
of the hue of pure saffron, vide Colour: boz, T. (a term now obsolete 

in India), some kind of light grey: asfar, Ar., lit. “ yellow” and 

as,hab, Ar., nutmeg grey; rummdnt in Baghdad colloquial (lit. 

scarlet, like the pomegranate flower) ditto: azrag, Ar., blue-grey 

(Algeria) : ash,hab, Ar., white-grey, that is, grey exclusive of nut- 

meg grey: vide White, and Flea-bitten. 

Grinp—dalna (coarsely) : pisnd (finely). 

GripEs—mearord. 

1 «Gingering ” ; Indian dealers use a chilli. 
2 Grey squirrel and not ermine. The white bellies of the simjab are sewn 

together separately from the backs and dotted with the black ear-tips. 
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Groom—sd,ts, subs. 

Groom, TO—mdlish karna : vide Rub. 

GrumMBLINc—vide Borborygmi. 
GuLLeT—Aalg, m., Ar. 

Gum—gond, m., H. (gum Arabic) : mastaki (mastic): katira (tragacanth) : 

gogal (gum gogal). 
Gums—masirha or masirda, m., H. 

Gur—gur, m., H., raw unrefined sugar. 

H 

Harr—rongtd, H., fine hair on the body of man or animals; rom, m., or 

40,4” or rowan, m., sing., pl. ro,en ditto: bal, m., sing. and pl., long 

thick hair of mane or tail, or of men’s heads and faces. 

HA.F-BrRED—jurda, P., by an Abrab sire out of a Persian dam. 
Hatter—nukta, m., H. 

Hames—hasli or haisli, f., H. (lit. the collar-bone and also a gold or 

silver ornament for the neck). 

Hanprut—unjal bhar (double) : mutth?2 (a fist full): ek wnjal (one open 
handful; also lap): chulla (a single handful of liquid). 

Harp—ghore ka badan gathila ho-gaya or gath-gaya. 

HARD-MOUTHED—munh-zor: sina-zor, adj. (properly said of a_hard- 
mouthed horse that touches its chest with its chin) : bad-lagam : vide 
Runaway. 

Haryess—sdz, m., P.: aggal pichchhal ka séz (tandem harness). 

Haw—batdna, m., the haw of the eye; the conjunctiva membrane. 

Heap—sir, m., H.: sar, m., P. 

Heab-coLttar—vide Halter. 

_ HEAD-ROPES—agari. 
HEADSTALL—sir-duwali (of a bridle) : vide Halter. 
Heart—dil, m., P. 

HEAt-sTROKE—sir par garmi char-ga,i: garma-zadagi, P. 
Heret—khanti, heel of man or horse. 

HeEE.L-RopEs—pichh ari, f., H. 
Hemp—bhang or bhang, f., H. (leaves of Indian hemp) ; sabzi (ditto) : 

ganja, m., H. (the dried flowers) : charas (the resin): vide Tow. 

HERRING-GUTTED—ahi-shikam, lit. “ gazelle-bellied ”: patli pet-wala, H. 
Hiccoucu—fawdgq, Ar.: hichki, f., H. 
Hivz-BounD—jild khushk honda. 
HicH-sterrinc—dhamdl karnd, to step high; so called from the noise 

made by the horses’s feet; (lit. a kind of springing dance to a tom- 

tom, common amongst cowherds and low class Hindus; the dancer 
springs up and down on his own ground singing loudly). 

HIGH-wWITHERED—vide Withers. 

HInpd-QuarTeRs—putthd, m., H.: vide also Quarters. 

for) 
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Hip—kala, hip: gd,o kala, adj., lit. “ ox-hipped,” 7.e., with ragged hips: 
kam-kila or ek-surin, adj., with dropped hip, with one hip lower 

than the other: singhara kila, adj. (lit. “with hips like the 

singhara or water-nut”’). 

Hives—vide Urticaria. 

HossLes—muzamma (for hind legs): pd,on chhaéndna (to hobble and 

turn loose). 

Hoe, to—bdabari, k. (Eng. ? to barber ?). 

Hop, to—pet rahna (of a mare or a woman, or any animal) : shikam- 

dar hona (of animals): vide Foal. 

Ho.e—ghar, m., H. (in stirrup-leather). 
HoLLow-BackED—vide Saddle-backed. 
Ho.sters—qubir, f. 
Honty—shahad, m., Ar.: madh., m., H. 

Hoop—kan-sila: vide Clothing. 
Hoor—swm., m., P. (uncloven); khur, m., Hindi (cloven): shakh, m. 

(crust of hoof) : vide Feet. 
Hoor-PickER—sum-khodni, f. 

“‘ HorneD ”—shakh-dar, adj., said of a horse with a fleshy growth (like 
that not uncommonly found under the jaws of sheep and goats) on 

the head or elsewhere ; a monstrosity and unlucky ; is compared to 

a man with six fingers. 
Horse—ghord, m., H., and ghori, f.; gurud, obs., H., a horse with a large 

yard, large testicles, and large houghs: ghar ghora nakhds mol, Prov. 
“to buy a pig in a poke” (lit. the horse is at home but the price is 

fixed in the horse-market) : ghord aur randi subh dekhna chahiye, “a 

horse and a ‘ woman’ should be vetted in the morning ”— (Saying). 
Horst-Fiy—kuttd-makkhi, H.: khar-magas, P. 

Horsr-sHozE—vide Shoe. 

Horsine—ghort dlang 1a,z, “the mare is in season.” 

Hovueu—kanch, f., H.: pichhla zani: vide Leg. 
Humours—khilt, Ar. pl. akhlat, the four humours of the body, viz., 

balgham or phlegm; dam, blood; safra, bile; and sawdd, black bile ; 

these are also mixed up with “heat,” “cold,” “dryness,” and 

“damp,” which qualities are also found in medicines. 

Hume—kohan, hump of camel or Indian ox. 

I 
ILL-sHAPED—vide Shape. 

Inpian Corn—(bart) maka,i, f., H.: bhuttd, m., H., the unripe heads 

(confused with juwdr, large millet, the leaves and stalks of which 
are the fodder char7). 

InDIGESTION—bad-hazmi : jaw-giré and bdd-girad (in indigestion a horse 

appears to be suffering from rheumatism) : @b-gird (also water in the 
foot from Laminitis) : vide Dyspepsia. 
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INFLAMMATION—sozish, f., P.: jalan, f., H. 

Inrestines—dant, f., H.; antri, f., H. 

Itcu—khujli, f., H. (the feeling as well as the disease). 

J 
Jackat—vide Wolf. 
JaDE—maryal, adj. (applied to a worn-out horse or bullock). 

JAUNDICE (common in India)—yaraqdn, m., Ar. 
Jaw—jabra, m., H. 

Jaw4r—large-millet, vide Indian corn. 
J1B, T0O—gah-gir hona or arn&: harin, Ar. adj.: harint kardan, Ind. 

Pers. MSS. 
JIBBER—aryal, adj. 
Jomnt—jor, m., H.: ganth, f., H.: girah, f., P. 

JuDGE—vide Eye. 

K 
Karerra (katira)—vide Gum. 

Keeper (on reins)—machhili, f., H. (lit. “a fish”): chhalla, m., H. 

(lit. a ring). 

Kerostne—mitti ka tel. 

Kick, to—du-latti marna or chalanad (with both hind legs): lat marné 

(with one hind leg) : pushtak marna@ (with both hind legs). 

Kicker--latti-baz; pushtak-baz ; lattar (?) 

Kipyey—gurda, m., P. 

“ KITE-COLOURED ”—chil, obs., of the colour of the Common Kite. 

Knee—zdani, m., P.: ghutnd, m., H.: shutur-band or camel-jointed ; 

said of a horse with long fleshy knees like a camel; a defect: vide 
Capped-knee. 

Koumree—kamazi, f. 

L 

Lame—lang : kuhna-lang, chronically lame. 
Lameness—vide Shoulder-lameness. 

LaMINiItTIs—swm ki tap: vide Indigestion, and Shoulder-lameness. 
Lampas—tali,a, m. 

Lancet—nashtar, poet. neshtar, lancet : pachhna, a barber’s instrument for 

cutting nails and also for scarifying. 
Larineitis—khushka. 

LAUGHING-MOUTHED—vide Mouth. 

Leav—sendir, H., red oxide of lead. 

Leap, To—tahlana, H., and rol karna, Eng. (?) (to exercise by leading) : 

bag pakar-ke le-jana& (lead by hand): doriyakar le-jind (to lead by 
rope). 

Lear—pattad, m., H.: konpal or kopal, f., H., young leaves. 
Leecn—jonk, f., H. 
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“ Lert-roorep ’—[Old-fashioned Muslims start on a journey, or cross 

the threshold of their houses, with the right foot first. A horse that 

enters a ford or crosses the threshold of its stable with the “left” 

foot first is an unlucky animal and is styled by some chap-dast or 

“left-footed.” The proper signification, however, of chap-dast is 

“having the off-fore white” (unlucky), but vide under Stocking]. 

Lrec—hath, Hindi, and dast, P., and yad, Ar., fore-leg : pda,on, H., hind- 

leg, and pa, P., and rijl, Ar. (ditto): kamdn-pd, adj., lit. “ bow- 

legged,” is applied to a horse with the proper curve in the hind-leg ; 

straight-dropped hind-legs were not admired nor very sickle-hocks. 

Murgh-pa, adj., lit. ‘cock-legged,” that is, with straight-dropped 

hind-legs ; a defect according to old authors: probably the old- 
fashioned swordsmen, who used thorn bits and chdér-jama or felts 
instead of saddles, found that the slightly sickle-houghed horses 

jumped off quicker: the term murgh-pd is sometimes, but incor- 

rectly, applied to a horse with upright pasterns. For Swelled-legs 

vide Lymphangitis. 

Lentit—masir, f., H., the edible lentil; a kind of dal. 

LEOPARD-SPOTTED—vide Spotted. 

Leprosy—baras, the white spotted leprosy ; pes. 
LIGHT-MOUTHED—ghore ka munh narm hai. 

Lime—china, m., H. 

LinsEED—alst and tist: alst ka& tel (linseed oil; in the bazars ¢i or 

Sesamum oil is often sold as linseed oil): vide Oilcake. 

Lip—honth, m., H. 

Lip-stRaP—bahaduri. 
“ List ”—sela. 

LitrEr—Zlid, f., H. (prop., horse-dung) : [khdd, f., H., manure, in fields]. 

LivEr—kaleji, f., H. (of animals) ; kaleja (of man). 

Livery STABLES—argard, m., H. (also a riding-school, and a cab-stand). 

Locust—tiddi or tiddi, f., H.: malakh, m., P. (locusts are in some parts 

of India and in Arabia given to horses and cattle). 

Lorns—kamar, f., P. 

LonG-wiInDED—dar-dam. 
LopE—gurg-davi, P., obs. (lit. “ wolf-run ”’). 

Lop-EARED—pareshan-gosh, lit. ‘* scatter-eared.” 

Lunez, To—lambi rassi se chakkar dena: kiwak dend. 

Lunas—phephra, m., H. 

LympHanGitis—zahr-bad, lymphangitis, cedema, anasarca, and sometimes 

erysipelas, q. v. 

M 
Mavness—diwdanagi. 

Maacors—kire, pl. of kira, any insect or small crawling thing. 

MaizE—vide Indian corn. ; 

MAKE MUCH OF, TO—dildsa dena; thapi dena. 
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“« Man-EYeD ”—vide Wall-eyed. 

Mance—chul, non-contagious mange : agan-bdad, contagious mange: vide 
Prickly-heat, and Itch. 

Mare—ghori, f., H.: madyan, f., P. 

** MaRE-FACED ’’—mdda-ri, said of a horse that has a narrow forehead 

and flat cheeks. 

Maricotp—genda, m., H. gen.: phirki, f., H. (single) : hazdra (genda) 

(double) : gul-i aut ban, tg 

Marx—gashga or gashqa, T., the sect-mark on the forehead of Hindus ; 

any white mark on an animal’s forehead: vide Blaze, Reach, and 

Star: dant ki styahi, mark on the teeth; also manjan (lit. tooth- 
powder made of charcoal). 

MartINnGALE—zer-band: stops for—, vide Keeper. 
Masu—mahela, a mash properly of moth or the aconite-leaved kidney 

bean :— 
Magh mahela Sawan karwa tel 
Bhado khir khilakar tera dil chahe jahan tel,— 

is a saying amongst Delhi horse-dealers. 

MeEat—gosht, m., P. (meat is given to horses in frigid countries). 
MELANosIs—bamhmi and kolas. 
Memsrane—jhilli, f., H. 
Menrcury—pérda, m., EL: stm-ab, m., P.: ztbag, m., Pe 
Miti—chakki, f., H., hand-mill: kal ki chakki (Eng., worked by 

bullocks) : sida-chakit, water-mill. 

MisceLtaNngeous—vide Scintillant, and Colour. 

“ Mote ”—siyah khal, a blatk spot on the coat. 
“* Moon-FACED ”—vide Blaze. 
Moon-struck—vide Tetanus. 

Moru—vide Mash. 
Mouss-coLouRED—sor or str, obs. : mishi, “coloured like the field-rat.” 

Moutnu—munh, m., H.: dahan, P.: baal. f., H., the corner of the 

mouth: khanda-dahdn, adj., with a deep laughing mouth: vide 
Light-mouthed. 

Mucus—anw, m., H., mucus specially that voided in dysentery: gidh or 

kichar, mucus from the eye: rent, f., H., mucus from the nose, 

snot: khakhaérad, m., H. (from throat). 

Mute—khachar, m., H., and khachari, f.: astar, P. 

“ MULE-TAILED ”—astar-dum, vide “‘ Ass-tailed.” 

Muscite—gosht, m., P. (lit. flesh). 

Mustarp—sarson, white mustard, rape-seed, sinapis glauca, Roxb.: tara 

mira, black mustard, Brassica nigra: rda,i, f., H.: vide Oil-cake. 

Mozzte—thuthni or thothni, the nose and mouth: chinka (lagdnd or 

bandhna@), a fastening for the mouth. 

MyropaLan—ahar or haleld, m., the Chebulic: baherd, m., H., Celleric: 

anwala or amid, m., H., Emblic: tir-phala, m., H., a mixture of all 

three kinds of myrobalan. 
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N 
Nait—mekh, f., P.: preg, f., H. 

Nzat’s Foor O11—pair ka tel, m., H. 

Necx—gardan, f., P.: takhta-gardan, adj., lit. “‘ plank-necked,” said of a 

horse with a coarse, stiff, unsupple neck and a head set on at a bad 

angle; tasma-gardan, adj., “ strap-necked,” the reverse of the former ; 

said of a horse with a thin, wispy, and too supple neck ; fa,ig, Ar., 

the place of junction of the head and neck: vide Arch. 
Nemm—nim, m., H., the neem tree, Melia azadirachta. [A decoction of 

the leaves of the nim and the bakd,in or Persian Lilac is a native 

remedy for sprains]. 
Neicu, To—hinhinadna, H. 

Neigutnc—hinhinahat, f., H.: shayha, Ar. 

Nerve—‘asab, Ar. 

Nicut-BLinD—shab-kor, P., Hindus. ; rataundhya, Hindi. 

NiGHT-BLINDNESS—shab-kori, P., Hindus.; rataundha, Hindi; also 

rataundhi. 

Nitre—galami shora. 
Nosre—ndk, f., H. 

Noss-pac—tobra, m., H. 

Nosg-BAND—ndas-band : nakord, m., Panj. 

Nosrrit—nathna, f., H.: [nathni, nose-ring]. 
Nox Vomica—kuchla, m., H. 

O 
Oak-GALL—mdazi, m., P. 

Oats—(wildyatz) ja,i, H. 

Oxsstruction—sudda, P. and Hindus., an obstruction, especially in the 

bowel. 

(Epema—vide Lymphangitis. 

O1t—tel, m., H.: karwa tel (of mustard, g.v.) : vide Castor oil, Kerosine, 

Til, &e. 

O1L-cakE—khali, Hindi, what remains after the oil is expressed; (mustard 

oil-cake is given to milch-cows and goats and linseed oil-cake to 
horses). 

OINTMENT—marham, m., P. 

“On ano Orr ’—damdana. 

‘“‘ ONYX-EYED ’’—vide Wall-eyed. 
Opacity IN THE EyE—putli, opacity from a blow; [putlt, also = pupil of 

the eye; frog of the foot; a doll]. 

Opium—afim, f., vulg. for afyin, f. 

OpHTHALMIA—ghore ki ankh G,%. 
Over aT THE KnEES—ghutne age ko jhuke hi,e. 

“ Ox-HIpPED ”’—vide Hip. 
“* Ox-HOOFED ”—gd,0-swma, adj., said of a horse that has a hoof resembling 

a cloven hoof. 

“ Ox-WITHERED ”—vide Withers. 
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y 
Paces—langoriyd, an artificial pace in which the horse canters, as it were, 

in long bounds: dnchi kid, the same style of pace but the bounds 
are short and the pace slower; vide Ambling. 

Pain—dard, m., P. 

PaLate—tala, m., H. 

Pancreas—labba. 
PanneL—gaddi (of saddle). 
Pant, 10—hanpna. 
PaRRoT-MoUTHED—‘foft-dandan, lit. “ parrot-toothed”’: tota-dahan, adj., 

lit. “ parrot-mouthed.” 

Paratysis—falij (of part of the face). 
ParTI-coLOURED—vide Blotched. 
PasteRN—gdmchhi, f., H.: khurda or khurd-gah, P.: rusgh, pl. arsagh, 

Ar.: vide also Leg for “straight-pasterns”: kachra, a growth or 
swelling in the hollow of the pastern, considered incurable. 

Paw, To—tdpna or tap marna: tap chalana or marna (to strike with the 
fore-foot in anger). 

PrpreR—gol mirch (pepper-corns) : pipal, m., H. (long-pepper): vide 
Chillies. 

PrriosteuM—haddi ki jhilli. 

Prstte AnD Mortar—hdwan dasta. 
Puitegm—vide Humours. 

‘* Pick-ME-UP.”—vide Feed. : 
Pizsatp—ablag, Ar., piebald or skewbald, qg. v.: ablaq-i siyah, true © 

piebald, i.e., black and white: vide also Blotched. 
PIGEON-TOED—pair men andar ki taraf ta,o hat. 

Pig-EYE—sér kt st dnkh; billt kt st ankh, vide Wall-eyed: turk-chashm, 

lit. Turk-eyed. 

Pincers—zanbir, Ff. 

PLAIsTER, TO—thopna ; chhopna (for walls). 

PiunGe, T0—lambd,t bharna : chaukri bharna (to spring like a black-buck). 
Pyeumonia—phephri ki bimart (lung disease). 

Point—khahi, P., any good point or good trait: husn, Ar., any good 
point, that is, of outward shape: vide Defect. 

Pony—tattd, m., H., and tatté,dni, f.: yaba, P., T. (gen. implies a coarse 

pack-animal) : fdngan, H., a hill-pony: ghdnt, a kind of hill-pony: 

lissa@ tatta taza ghora (native saying). 

Porpr—koknar, U., the opium-poppy plant, Papaver somniferum : post, 

m., P., poppy-heads. 

PorE—masaémm, m., Ar. 

PorripGe—haritra (made of many things). 
Port—jibhi or jibbhi : zabdncha (?). 
Pouttice—lubdi, H., a mass of anything of the consistency of wet dough, 

a poultice, &e. 
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Powper—safaf, m., Ar., any medicine in powder ; bukni, f., H. (ditto) : 

purtya (or piri’), any small thing wrapped up in paper or leaves, 

and hence a dose in powder. 

PRANCE, TO—ndchnd, lit. to dance: jhamakna in Behar. 
Pregnant—vide Foal and Hold. 

PRIcKLY-HEAT—kharisht or kharish, gen., also mange, q. v. 

Propuet’s Tuums Mark—Angitha, Panj.; nishdn-t angusht, Pers. 

Proup Fiesa—bad-gosht. 

Putse—nabz (dekhnd), the throbbing of the blood-vessels: nabbdzi, the 
science of feeling and understanding the pulse. 

Putse (grain)—dal; masir; moth, q.v.; chand (grain), vide Gram. 

Poumicep Frrt—vide Foot. 

Pop. or tHE Eys—putli, vide also Opacity. 
Purge—vide Drench. 
Pus—chor, Hindi, pus, properly a sinus, g.v. (chor, a thief), pip or pib, f., 

H., pus. 

Q 
Qasitl—vide Fodder. 

QuarTeRs—putthd, m., H.; kafal, Ar. and P.: sdghari, local Urdu: vide 

Goose-rumped. 
Quist—gharib (of horse). 

R 
Race—ghor-daur. 

Race-coursE—ghor-daur ka maidan, gen.; ghor-daur ka chakkar, the 

course itself. — 

Racer—ghor-dawri ghora. 

RAGGED-HIPPED —vide Hip. 

Rasp—reti, f., H. 
Reacu—shakil and gharwdsh, a reach when there is no white on the 

legs; unlucky; [gharwdsh is, lit., ‘a weaver’s reed”’]: vide Blaze. 
Rear, TO—alif hona: stkh-pa honda. 

ReEFusE, T0—kuda,i par phatna, to refuse a jump: vide Jib. 

Rein—vras, f., H. 

Resin—ral, m., H. 

RETENTION OF Ukne—parkas bint honda. 

RHEUMATISM—githya or gathiyd, m., H.: bd,t (applied to many diseases ; 
from bd,oi, f., H., ‘‘ wind”’). 

Rin—pasli, f., H. 
Rice—chdiwal (uncooked rice); bhai (cooked rice): birinj, P., gen.: 

birinj-t sath or sattht (Hindus., a red-skinned rice that ripens in the 

rains in “sixty days”) : dhdn, m., H. (in husk). 
Ripinc—rdn-sawari (as opposed to riding on an elephant or in a camel- 

kajawa). 

Ric—ek-andiyd, adj. (objected to). 
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Rinc-sonE—chakdwul, m., ring-bone on fore-foot ; pushtak, m., ring-bone 

on hind-foot; gdnd, m., false ring-bone, ring-bone too high up to 

cause lameness. 
Rineworm—dad, f., H. 

Roacu-sackED—shutur kohan (lit. dromedary-humped, camel-backed). 
Roan—chal or chal, T., some kind of roan, apparently a strawberry roan 

with red mane and tail; term now obsolete in India: china, also 

chini,' applied to a kind of roan, that is, to a bay or chesnut with 
small separate white flecks or spots. If, instead of fiecks, the white 

is in splashes, it is chamba; in chamba the body may be of any 
colour, but the belly and the legs above the knees, &c., are white or 

splashed with white, and there is also white in the tail: garra, a 

red uniform roan with red mane and tail: garra-e chambd, a red-roan 
splashed with white, vide Chamba: garra-e kwmedi, red-roan with 

black legs. 

Roar—sherdam karna. 

Roarinc—sherdami, subs. 
RoLLER—vide Boby-roller. 
Rore—rass?, f., H., vide Head-ropes, and Heel-ropes: bag-dor, picketing 

rope. 
Rosetre—kan-phil, m., H.: vide Boss. 
Rovueu-RIDER—chabuk-sawar. 
RoweL—phirki, f., H. 
RunawayY—ghora bag par phatté hai (idiom). 
Rus, By HAND—hdath se malna. 

Ss 

SappLE—zin, m., P.: khogir, said to be identical with the charjama or 

felt formerly used as a saddle. 

SADDLE-BACKED—zin-pusht, lit. “saddle-backed”: kachhi (lit. of the 
country Cutch). 

SADDLE-cLOoTH—namda, m. (felt); tahri, f. (ditto?) : ‘arag-gir, f. 

SADDLE-COvERING—bogh-band, m., P.: zin-posh, m. 
SappLe-rLap—pankha, m., H., lit. “fan”: daéman, m., P. (saddle-flap). 

SADDLE-STAND—ghori. 
SAL-AMMONIAC—nawshddar, m., P. 

Sativa—rdal, f., H. 

Satt—namak. 1. Rock-salt, saindhava, the best of all salts. 2. Black- 

salt, kala nimak, a preparation of sodium chloride and sulphuret of 

iron. 3. Earth-salts, called generally khari nimak. 4. Bengal 
coast salt, called pang. 5. Sanchar, non-crystallised salt: jullabi 

namak (Epsom salts). 

1 In pigeons chint means “‘ white” with numerous small “ black” or “red” 
spots. 
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Sanp-crackK—shuqaq, m., Ar.: in Arabic also namlah. 
SavaGe, TO—vide Biter. 

Scas—thikri, f., H., lit. “potsherd,” is applied by stablemen to an 

unhealthy scab that will not peel off, concealing a wound that won’t 
granulate. 

Scariry—pachhne dend, to cut lines in the skin, as the three cuts on the 
cheek made by Arabs born in Mekkah: vide Lancet. 

“ ScinTILLant ’—akhgariya, adj. and subs. m. (from akhgar, “an 

ember”); said of a horse that emits electric sparks when groomed ; 

objected to. 

Scissors—gainchi, f£., T., scissors or clippers. 

“ Scorpion ’—vide Blaze. 
Scrotrum—fota : [kis, Ar.]. 

Scurr— rasi, f. 

Srason—dalang lind, to come to season. 

Seat—dsdan, m., H.: uska asain dhila hai, “ he has a loose seat” : jam-kar 

baithta hat, ‘‘ he sits close.” 

SEEDY-TOE—swm men khushki d-ga,i, lit. ‘dryness has come into the 
hoof.” 

Szwpir—red oxide of lead. 
Sesamum—tz1, m., H.: vide Linseed. 

Suart—bam, f., H.: bar-kash ki changi, f., shaft-tug. 

Suare—dhang, m., H.: surat ki qabdahat, ill-shape, ugliness, or outward 

defect: vide Defect. 

“Sueatu —ghilaf, m., Ar.: vide Excrescence. 

SHor—na‘l, m., horse-shoe: kothi-dar na‘l, Panj., a plate of iron with 

hole in the middle, an all round Indian shoe: gol-na‘l (ditto) ; also 

a bar shoe: khinti-dar na‘l, a shoe with calpins or one with 
thickened heels: thokar-dar-na‘l, shoe with clips. 

SHoeine—na‘lbandi, putting on new shoes; opp. to khul-bandi, pairing 

the hoof and re-shoeing with the old shoes: bad-na‘l, adj., said of 

a horse that won’t let itself be shod. 
SHOULDER—shdna, m., P.: gd,o-shana, adj., lit. “ ox-shouldered,” that is, 

with heavy shoulders or with forelegs placed too far back. 

SHOULDER-LAMENESS—sina-band or chhati-band, adj., lame in the shoulder: 

formerly also applied to a horse with the unknown or undiagnosed 

disease of laminitis: [a horse with shoulder lameness, however, is 

Jame in one leg only]. 

Suy—bharakna ; ram karnda. 

SIcKLE-HOUGHED—vide Leg. 
Sinew—vide Tendon. 
Sinus—ndsir, a sinus, a fistula: chor, “vide” Pus. 

Sirrast—medkhi. 
SKELETON—thathri, f., H. (lit. a bamboo frame): pinjra, m. (lit. a cage). 

SkEwsBaLp—ablag, also piebald, g.v.: ablag-i surang, a chesnut-and- 
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white skewbald ; ablaq-i zarda, a dun-and-white skewbald; ablaq-t 

magasi, a flea-bitten grey and a white; ablag-i garra, white-and- 
roan skewbald ; ablaq-i hind,i, copper and white, &., &. 

Sxin—chamra, m., H. 

Sxitrise—chanchal. 

Sticut-BuiLt—chharera badan, spare (in a bad sense of horses, but in a 

good sense of men). 
Suine—jhalé, m., H., lit. “swing”: tangni. 
Stow—dhima, H., ut. “dim”: mattha or matthar,| H.: bail ki tarah 

chalta hat. 

SNaFFLE—gaza,ji, f. 

“« SNAKE-TONGUED ”—vide Dog-tongued. 
Syip—arsam, Ar.,a horse with a snip (properly speaking on the upper 

lip). 

Syort, T0—farfardna or pharpharana. 
Snot—vide Mucus. 
Soap-nut—vithd, m., H. 

SoLe—ialwa, m., H. 

Sore-pack—ghore ki pith lag-ga,i. 
Sore-moutH—bdchhen lag-ga,ia: lagami, f. (honda) (also applied to 

humans). 

Sore-THROAT—gal-suwd. 
Sounp—hath pair durust ; be-‘ayb. 
Spasms—vide Gripes. 

Spavin—chapta, a spavin far back, flat and not pointed, that seldom 
causes lameness: hadda, bone-spavin: motaré or mothara, bog- 

Spavin: motard, according to some, is bog-spavin on the inside of 

the joint, while bhabhitara is bog-spavin above the joint and inside. 
SpLeen—ghore ke tilli par-ga,i or barh-ga,i. 
SpLinteR—phans, H., a splinter of bamboo, &ec.: kirich, f., H., a splinter 

of wood or bone (also a straight sword). 

Srot—chitti. 

Sporren—phila, adj., lit. “ flowered,” that is, with a white blotch or 
spot (phul) on the quarters or thighs ; objected to, especially by 

the Nepalese; white spots from saddle- or girth-galls are not 
counted : philwari, a white (nugra) horse with black spots of the 

size of a shilling; formerly valued by Rajas. 
Sprain—pay bhar-jand, filling of the back tendon: vide Strain. 

Spur—kdnta, m., H.: mamrez, f., H., a corruption of Pers. mahmiz: 

vide Rowel. (The Eastern spur was the sharp corner of the flat 
stirrup-iron ; hence rikab marna = to spur). 

SrasLe—istabal ; tawela: than (stall). 

Srack--tal, m., H.: ganji, f. 

1 Matthar bail = a dull school-boy. 
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Sratinc—salas-ul-bawl, Ar., subs., and salis-ul-bawl, adj., diabetes or 
profusing staling. 

Sratt—vide Standing. 
SraLLion—sdnd, stallion horse, but specially a bull; (rand ka sind = 

“a widow’s bull’): ghori par ghora dalna, to put a mare to the 

stallion. 

Stranpinc—thdan, m., H. (also stall) ; mutali, that portion of the standing 

defiled by the urine. 

Star—sitdra, m., P., H., a star small enough to be concealed by the 
thumb-tip: f/pal, m., Hindi (lit. “a dot,”) a star too large to be 

covered by the thumb-tip: gurhah, Ar., a star up to the size of a 
dirham (say a shilling); ghurrah, Ar., if larger than a qurhah; 

also, however, a general term: vide Blaze. 

“ STARRED ”’—sitdra-peshani, adj., “ sitdra-foreheaded,” vide supra: 

aqrah, Ar., marked with gurhah, vide supra, and Blazed. 
Sream, Tto—vide Foment: senknd, gen. to steam, foment, heat with pads, 

or hands warmed by the fire, or by a heated cow-pat: sang-tab k., 
to steam by plunging a red-hot stone in water: dhan-tab k., ditto, 

but with red-hot iron. 

Srep, to—vide High-stepping. 
Srirte—gqulaba (stifle ?). 

Srirrurs—rzkab, f., P., the iron: (rikab ki) duwal, f., H., stirrup- 

leather: chdip, f., H., the lock: ghar, m., H., a hole in the stirrup- 

leather. 

Stockine—padam, adj., H. (lit. “the red lotus,”) is applied to a horse 

that has a marked stocking on any leg, that is, a white stocking 

with coloured hairs in it; not generally considered unlucky in 
India, but deemed unlucky by the Mughals and Persians: gul-dast, 

adj., lit. ‘‘flower-footed,” with the near-fore white; chap-dast, adj., 

with the off-fore white ; (it is unlucky to have white on the off-fore) : 
(Rangin, however, reverses these terms and defines gul-dast as 

having the near-fore white); according to one Indian writer a 

chap-dast horse is only unlucky if the white stocking reaches to the 
knee or higher and if there is also no white on the forehead: arjal, 

adj., Ar., said of a horse that has one stocking of any colour (white 

or other colour) ona hind leg; very unlucky; in Hindi jamdiét,! ditto 
[lit. messenger (dat) of the God of Death (Jam) ; but according to 
some a horse with a white stocking on any leg is a jamdat] : pach- 

or pdnch-kalydn (kalyan, Hindi, = auspicious), adj., with four 

white stockings and a blaze: shikal, Ar., in a horse, = having three 

legs distinguished by the whiteness of the lower parts, which is 
termed fahjzl, and one leg free therefrom; or having three legs 

1 According to one Indian writer, who is probably wrong, jamdit was a 
chesnut with four white stockings. 
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free from tahjil and one hind-leg so distinguished; or, according 

to another Arab authority, having the whiteness of the tahjil 

in one hind-leg ani one fore-leg, on opposite sides, whether the 

whiteness be little or much; in India, it has the latter sense only: 
mashkil, Ar., a horse so distinguished ; (shakil, vide Reach, is not 

used in Arabic): muhajjal, Ar. (from ijl, an anklet), is applied to 

a horse with white stockings on all the legs, or on three; i.e., on 
two hind-legs and one fore-leg ; or on one hind-leg and two fore-legs ; 

or on two hind-legs only ; or on one hind-leg only ; but not on the two 

fore-legs alone, nor on one fore-leg alone; as Azjl is an ornament, 

a horse with both fore white, &c., is not styled muhajjal: muhajjal- 

ul-arba‘, Ar., with all four white, which according to Tweedie is in 

Baghdad styled mukhawwaz, “ waded or passed through water, or a 
ford”: mutlag-ul-yadayn, Ar., with both fore white, and mutlaq-ul- 

rijlayn, Ar., with both hind white; lucky only if there is also 
white in the forehead: mutlaq-ul-yasar, Ar., with both near white; ! 

lucky only: if there is also white in the forehead : mutlaq-ul-yamin, 
Ar., both off white ;! lucky: siyah-zina, H., P., black up to the 

knees; of bay or dun: “ vide” dthon ganth kumayt, H., under Bay, 
and also Roan. 

Sromacuic—vide Digestion. 
Stop (for Martingale, &c.)—wvide Keeper. 
Srrain—tlachka, m., gen. lachak, f., H. (and): moch, f., H. (and): vide 

also Sprain. 
Strain, To—kankhna, in colic. 

StrancLes—khobak. 
Srrap—iasma, m., P. 

Straw—puwal. f.,H.; also pydl: tinkd, m., H., a single straw, a blade of 
grass, &., a frond. 

SrrmcHaLt—jhunakbdad, that form is which the leg is raised with a jerk 
at each step: swranbdd or sarnel, that form in which the leg is 
dragged behind. 

SrumsBie, t0—thokar khand, H. gen., but thokar lend, specially for 

horses: stkandari, subs., “stumbling” (in Persian generally gives 

the idea of falling). 
Sucar—gur, raw or coarse sugar (the produce of the first inspissation of 

the juice of the sugar-cane): khdind, coarse sugar (sugar clarified 
and the syrup then gradually boiled down to a hard consistence) : 

surkh shakar (ditto in the Panjab; Watt, S 30). 

Sugar-cane—akh, f., H. (thin) ; gannd, m., H. (thick): pawndd, m., H. 
(also a variety). 

} These are the meanings of these terms in India. Some Arabs, however, main- 
tain that mutlag means dark, é.e., of the body colour, and that mutlag-ul-yamin 
means having the off-fore dark and the other three white. 
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SuLPHATE OF CoprER—vide Bluestone. 
SutpHur—gandhak, f., H. 

Surposttory—shafa, also a clyster-stick used by people instead of an 
enema. 

SurcincLe—kotal-kash ; bala-tang. 

SurFEItT—garmi-dana. 
Surra—sara‘, Ar., lit. epilepsy, but applied to the well-known and fatal 

disease “ surra’”’; it afflicts horses, camels, and cattle. 

Sweat—ypasina, m., H.: pasina nikailna, Tr., to sweat. 

SWEAT-SCRAPER—pasina-kash, m. 
“ Sweet Om ”—wmitha tel, 7.e., til-oil. 

SwEtLinc—waram, m., Ar. : sijan, f., H. 

Synovia—jor ka tel. 

T 

Tait—dum, m., P.: piinchh, f., H. 

TanDEM—vide Harness. 

TretH—dant ki turshi, tenderness in the teeth such as is experienced 

after acids: dadh ka dant, milk-tooth: dant, m., H., nipper: darh, 

f., H., molar: kukar-dant, lit. dog-tooth, a wolf-tooth; chor-dant, 

ditto, but properly supernumerary teeth in the palate, of men: 

sandyd, Ar., the central incisors, four in number; rubd‘iydt, Ar., 

four teeth after the sandya ; gawdrih, pl. of qdrih, next but one to 

the central pair of incisors; anydb, pl. of nab, four eye-teeth, canine- 

teeth, tushes; azrds, pl. of zirs, Ar., molar teeth: wdsitdt (a word 

occurring in Indian manuscripts on horses and said to be Arabic ; 
not found in Arabic writings), the same as rubda‘iyat : vide Mark. 

TempeLe—kan-patti, f., H. 

TENDER—pair ko manta hai, either to go tender on a leg or to feel it 
tender when pressed: vide Favour. 

TENDERNESS OF THE TEETH—vide Teeth. 

Trenpon—pay, f., P.: nas, f., H.: patthd,m., H.: vide Sprain. 

TEsticLEs—khusiya. 
TrTanus—chdandni-zada, adj., afflicted by tetanus, lit. “struck by moon- 

light”: basta-dahan, adj.: gaysar-zada, adj.: bad-¢ qgaysar, subs. 
Tnuicho—ran, f., P.: shalwdr (lit. “loose drawers,”) is by stablemen 

applied to the thighs of a horse [and by falconers to the thighs 

of a falcon]; zs ghore ke shalwar achchhe hain = “this horse has 

well-filled thighs touching each other”: [Shirwdl and sirwal, Ar. 
MSS., are Arabicised forms of shalwdr, which some hold to be 
originally an Arabic word. The common modern pronunciation is 

sharwal}. 

TutcHs—langot, space between the thighs: vide Anus. 

THOROUGH-BRED— asil, adj., Ar. 

THoROUGHPIN—b4,opoti, H. 
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Taroat—gala, m., P.: vide Gullet. 
THROAT-LASH—galtani. 
THRUsH—sum men ras utar-jaind, to have thrush, lit. “ fluid coming out of 

the foot.” 
“ TIGER-EYED ”—sher-chashm (lit. “ tiger-eyed,”) means “ yellow-ey: 

a defect. 
Tit, Or or—vide Sesamum and Linseed. 

Tor or Hoor—thokar, f.,H.: sum bahar ki taraf phira hi,a (turned-out 

toes; vide also Pigeon-toed) : pair men td,o hai (turns in, or turns 

out, the toes). 

TonevE—jibh, f., H.: zaban, f., P.: si,i, £., H., of buckle, gq. v. 

Tooru—vide Teeth. 
Trace—jot, f., H.: manik jok, trace-bearer. 

“<'TRIPPLE ’’—vide Amble. 

Trot—kutta-chal, f., H. (lit. dog’s pace): dulki, f., H., the ordinary trot, 

as used in ekkas: gahri, trotting out, a fast trot in which the pony 
throws out the fore-feet : lukka (raftan), P.: yurtama, T .: (yurtak, 

___'T., trotter, obs. in India). 

Trot, T0O—dulkt karnad : kutta-chal chalna: [a native device to make a 

riding horse that insists on cantering break into a trot is to seize 

an ear and pull it downwards]. 
Tuc—vide Girth and Shaft. 

Tumour—rasauli, H. (also = capped elbow). 

TURBINATE-BONE—vide Bone. 
TurmMeERIc—haldi, f., H.: ambha haldi (“ mango-ginger ”’). 

TURPENTINE—‘ tdrpin’ ka tel: ganda biroza (crude). 

Tuso—nesh, m., tush: gaj-dant, adj., H., lt. ‘ elephant-toothed,” said of 

a horse with long projecting knshiws khanzir-dandan or “ boar- 

tusked,” appears to be identical with the previous. 

Twitco—pizmdal, f.; gish-mal, f. 

U 

Unsent—vide Neck. 
UncastrateD—akhta na-kiyaé gaya: nar ghora, entire. 

Unpernunc—shutur-dandan, adj., lit. “ camel-toothed,” q. v., that is, with 
the under-teeth projecting like those of a camel, &c. ; [the camel, of 
course, has no teeth in the upper jaw]. 

UretHra—ndé,iza; also incorrectly the Yard. 

Uritne—peshib: peshab ki tiragt, subs., darkness of urine: idrdr, m., 

Ar., in Urdu passing urine in abundance: vide Staling. 

Urine, Retention or—peshab band honda ; (a fanciful remedy was to write 

on the off-fore the letter mim, and on the near-fore jim, or, better 

still, to do so on the hind-feet also; the letters probably stand for 

mit jald, “stale quickly ;” {written on such a disrespectful place 
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the letters could not stand for the name of a Saint]: gérird, m., a 
bottle containing a patient’s urine sent to a Muslim doctor for 

(visual) examination. 

Urticaria—ghore ki pitti uchalna (hives P). 

V 

VaLerran—brlli lotan or bild,z lotan (so called from its effect on cats, © 

which delight in its fragrance and roll about in their ecstasies), 

Common Valerian, Valeriana officinalis ; this is dried and powdered 
and given to horses in ‘‘ Surra,” q. v. 

Vein—rag, f., P. 

VeERTEBRA—mankd, m., H. 

Vetcu—miash, f., H. 

Vicious—bad-zat : shdamiis, Indian manuscript, Arabicised form of 

chimis, P., vicious, of horses: markhand, adj., H. (lit. butting, a 

butter). 

Vinecar—sirka, m., P. 

Voutva—far), f., Ar. 

' WwW 

Watk—gadam, in modern Urdu means “a walk,” but in old Urdu it 
was a general term for several kinds of artificial amble, q.v. ; 
shah-gim, m. (a showy artificial walk; high-stepping and slow ; 
now rarely seen ; vide Amble). 

Watk, TO—gadam gadam chalna. 

WALKING-EXERCISE—vide Lead. 

WALL-EYED—tdqi, adj. (with one wall-eye; lit., odd, not even) : chaghar, 

T., with two wall-eyes, also ddam-chashm or “ man-eyed ” (amongst 
some dealers means showing the white all round the iris); also 

gurba-chashm or “cat-eyed,” but vide Pig-eyed: sulaymdni-ankh or 
“‘onyx-eyed’’ (Afghan dealers); bilawri-dnkh or “ crystal-eyed” 
(of one or both eyes) : ek-mandala-taqi, obs., ‘‘ with one wall-eye” : 

[one wall-eye is unlucky, but two are lucky]. 

Wart—masd, H.; vide Excrescence. 

Warter—basi pani, “‘ stale water,” that is, water drawn from a well over- 

night and quite cold; opposed to ki,dn-garm or “ well-warm ” water 

that is, with the chill just off. 

WATER IN THE Foot—dab-gird, lit. water in the foot from laminitis; vide 

also Indigestion. 

Wax—mom, m., P. 

“ Weave, To ”—jhimna (lit. to sway, as elephants, drunkards, trees in 

the wind). 

“ WEAVER '—jhiimne-wald. 

Weev—dagga, m., H. (of horse or man). 
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Wueat—gehin, m., pl. or sing.: gasil, f., or khavid, young green wheat 
or barley, used as fodder. 

Wuirp—chabuk, gen. : gamchi, small riding whip. 
Wuite—nugqra, H., nugra,i, P., an albino horse, that is, a white or cream- 

coloured horse with pink scrotum and other fleshy parts pink, white 
hoofs, white mane and tail, white eyelashes, and sometimes white 

eyes: nugra-e khing, apparently an old term for the same; vide 

Grey : boz, T., grey (a term now obsolete in India), was apparently by 
the Mughals applied to a grey horse that was practically white, or 

to a white horse with black hoofs and black eyes: nugra,e palangi, 

white, covered by “leopard-like ” spots: swrkha, white with white 
mane and tail, and skin black (according to some), or a nutmeg- 

grey (according to others): gdnin or kainin, a white horse with 
black list and black ears: vide also Star, Blaze, Stocking, and Grey. 

“ WHITE-FACED ”—safid-peshini, adj., with white on the forehead: vide 
Blazed. 

WuorLt—vide Feather. 

WIDE-BEHIND, T0 GO—kushida-raw, adj., “‘ going wide.” 
Winp—iyah, f., Ar., wind inside the stomach, vide Flatulency: goz 

karnd, H., to break wind, pass wind: bare dam kham ka ghord, “a 

horse with a good wind ”: dam jaldi tiat-gaya —jaldi be-dam ho-gaya, 

“its wind was bad”; but dam tatnd also means “to breathe his 
last.”’ . ; 

Winp-GaLt—bayzah, m., Ar., lit. “ an egg,” amongst Indian and Afghan 
horse-dealers a wind-gall. 

Winp-suck—dam-pet karna: hawa pind. 

Wisp—kiichi (mérna) ; (also a wisp or brush for white-washing). 
WitTHERS—mandaw or madaw: gd,o-kohin, adj., high-withered, with 

withers high enough to be a defect, lt. “‘ ox-humped.” 
“ WoLF ”’—gurg, Pers., “a wolf,” an obsolete Indian term for a horse 

coloured like a wolf or a jackal: for “‘ Wolf-run” vide Lope. 
Wotr-TootH—vide Teeth. 
Woms—rihm, f., Ar.: bachcha-dén, m. 

Worm In THE Eye—minjha, H., lak lak (rare or obsolete). 

Worms—kenchi,a, earth-worms or red worms; also called jonk or 

“leeches” ; vide Bots: jonkti, thread-worms; chunchuni (ditto ?). 

Wounnp—zakham, m., P. (-khand, to be wounded): zakhmi, wounded. 

4 < 

Yarp—dlat, P., lit. “tool”: nd,iza, the urethra, g. v. 

FINIS 
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